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ABSTRACT 

AUTHOR:  James E. Crow, ITC, Infant.... 
TITLE:   lnsurgency-A Case for the Kenya Police 
FORMAT:  Case Study 

Tuis case study traces the history of the Ken- Police and 
examines the role of police in dealing with internal security. 
Emphasis is placed on the Mau-Mau insurgency period leading up 
to the declaration of the emergency in October 1952, tc the 
completion of counterinsurgency operations in January 1960. 
During the struggle against the Mau-Mau terrorists, the Kenya 
Police proved themselves not only to be a highly trained, 
efficient, courageous and ingenious instrument in the restoration 
and maintenance of law and order but to be the most dynamic 
and capable force to handle such a counterinsurgency operation. 

It is not unnatural for a military force to historically 
cover i^s operations; yet, the police have had less publicity 
and their operations, until recently, have 1eceived little study. 
Therefore, in view of increased interest in internal security 
and guerrilla warfare, an understanding of the historical 
counterifsurgency role and capabilities of police justifies 
such a study of the Kenya Police and the Mau-Mau emergency» 

This study is based on unclassified research material, 
stories and books available in libraries.  Since time has 
seasoned the drama of the Mau-Mau insurrection and both personal 
and official accounts have been written, classified sources or 
further personal interviews were considered unnecessary in 
presenting an accurate account of the period. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

TERRORISM IS A FRIGHTENING TERM. As an existing 
condition, it is even more appalling and shocking. 
. . . Let all law enforcement agencies insure that 
bombings receive tenacious and vigorous investigation 
and the gu.' 1 ty are arrested.  And equally important, 
let an aroused cicizenry stand firmly in support of 
'.aw enforcement and give its full cooperation.  And 
finally, let the courts show those who deal in fear 
and terror by use of the bomb that theirs is a 

o 
costly folly. 

Violence in its man; forms is a very real and personal 
problem to the nation's police officer, part.lv because 
it is so frequently directed against him and partly 
because of his professional responsibility for main- 
taining peace and order.J 

Commo.i sense alone demands a realistic approach to 
this crisis of our time.  Unbiased consideration must 
be givv to the time-proven crime deterrents of swift 
detection, prompt prosecution and realistic sentencing, 
While subscribing wholeheartedly to the humanitarian 
principles of parole, probation, and related leniency, 
I  suggest the possibility that you might be the next 
victim of someone's misguided and ovcrindulgent 
leniency. 

These comments were made in 1970-71 by police in America. 

While this study wilL make no attempt to relate the problems 

in Kenya tu America or any ether part of the world and will draw 

IJ. E Edgar Hoover, ''Message from the Director," FBI Lav; 
Enforcement Bulletin, (December 1970), p. 1. 

^Ibid., p. 2. 
-*Quinn Tamm, "Violence in America, a Law Enforcement Per- 

spective,'" Tne Police Chief, (January 1971), p. 34. 
4j. Edgar Hoover, "The Ultimate Victim," FBI Law Enforce 

ment Bulletin, (January 1971), p. 31. 
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no comparison conclusions, the reader will see that similar 

statements were made in Kenya.  Violence can become a "Pad" 

which can return a society to the stone age where brute force 

was supreme.  Terror tactics can be used by the frustrated social 

or economic revolutionist and serve as a cover for the thug, 

the gangster, and the. egotistic power monger.  History (to include 

Kenya) clearly reveals that law, order, and justice exist only 

when individual liberty is in balance with individual responsi- 

bility.  The problem1 faced by a nation suffering from terror 

and violence, or the threat oi such, is when to impose tighter 

controls.  Insurgency can result from uncontrolled violent dissent 

which often insidiously creeps up on a nation.  Although under- 

lying factors (psychological, social, or economic) may give 

reason for o'ssent, national growth and progress can he made 

only when internal security is maintained.  For this reason, 

the police have a primary, if not the primary, role and responsi- 

bility in nationbuilding. 

This study attempts to examine the roles and responsibility 

borne by the Kenya Police during the Mau Mau insurrection.  The 

words insurrection, rebellion, disorder, uprising, civil war, 

and "the emergency" will be used interchangeably in this study- 

Backgrotu    sources used for the study fail to agr^e on just 

what it was.  A report written by a student (a Kenya policeman 

at an international police academy--Vis name and paper may not: 

be revealed) refers to the period simply as a "period of increased 

crime and thuggery." 

.-. :"'■:-.:• v '-..   



This St idy doss not make any attempt to evaluate any causes 

or justifications for the uprising but concerns itself with the 

prohlons of recognizing the danger and of bringing it under control. 

The background of the British Colonial System and the history 

of the Kenya Police are essential to the understanding of the 

strengths and weaknesses of the police as the emergency began 

to arise.  British colonies, and particularly Kenya, had the 

advantaga of an organized Colonial Police System to provide 

emphasis end expert ism to the local police; yet, the colony 

supplied the finances.  In the case of Kenya,financial support 

was insufficient to properly man, train, and equip a force large 

enough and modern enough to cover all of Kenya.  The police, 

however, had surely become a professional force capable of deal- 

ing with all but a major insurrection, as was Mau Mau,which had 

not been earlier brought under control.  The police had had the 

experience of dealing with not only commonly conceived po". ice 

missions but with all elements of internal national security 

and border security.  It functioned as a metropolitan police, 

an FBI, a national guard, a border patrol, and a federal marshal 1.'s 

office.  it had dealt with the criminal elements in Kenya from 

the individual, to the gang and to the supergang.  ft knew of 

overt and covert subversive activities of  tribal societies and 

had played a major, but relatively unsupported, role of warning 

the Kenya Government of the dangers of Mau Mau early enough 

that the police alone (with other government supporting social, 

'■**"" • ■ ■ --"- i^nliiiimTiiiiiiiiiii i MiiiitfliliiMf il 



economic, and political policies) may have prevented the trying 

eight, years of the emergency.  It played a major role, even 

during the emergency, in defeating the Mau Mau.. 

Police initiative, ingenuity, knowledge, and adaptability 

proved its most valuable asset.  The training of the police was 

a basic and an important factor in its success.  Even the US 

Supreme Court decisions recognize the professional distinction 

between the policeman and other citizens in dealing with crime. 

The policeman, who operates often alone or in small groups, 

learns by training to see, to act and then report—to take charge 

of the crime scene; whereas, the military soldier, who functions 

as a member of a group, is prone to observe, to report and then 

act on orders as a group.  The policeman holds a warrant and 

power of arrest as an individual. 

An evaluation of the intelligence network of the government 

and police is deemed important.  As noted, one of the most 

difficult problems facing any country is knowing when dissent 

will foster rebellion—knowing when to apply stronger measures 

to halt the spread of insurrectionist gangs.  A government 

must heed the warnings in time to react with forces available 

to wai'd eff rebellion and civil war.  Thus, references must be 

made to the government, the legislature, the courts, and the 

police and the role they played not only after the ceclaration 

of the emergency but before it was declared. The effectiveness 

of the police, in Kenya, in an insurgency suppression role, 

riiiiilr'tl"HUB■ r iHa«        __.^~^~.^.j^^          ,.,^-».,.i,^__   _ ■ ■-' ■ ■ 



depended on the interplay of all governing agencies before the 

emergency and on all agencies, to include the military and para- 

military forces, after the declaration of the emergency. 

Stability operations present complex problems and conflict- 

ing objectives in an environment of multivariables.  Thus, this 

paper traces the actions of the Kenya police before and during 

the emergency as they happened.  No attempt is made to arbitrarily 

divide the emergency into distinct stages; however, two stages 

may be easily recognized—the brewing period prior to the decla- 

ration of the emergency and the operational period.  During the 

brewing period the Mau Mau undercover conspiracy developed. 

The increased tempo of terror was dealt with by the police 

although handicapped by the lack, of support and by having to 

operate within the meticulously applied and strict framework 

of the common law of the land.  This period ended with the decla- 

ration of an emergency which brougiit with it long overdue police 

support and by that time needed military assistance.  The opera- 

tional period contained what uiight be referred to as three phases — 

the buildup and containment phase, the suppression phase, and the 

winding dow' phase.  The latter phase returned the country to 

normality and returned control back to a better anc. better 

supported police force.  Majdalany in State of_ Fmergency 

speaks of a classic pattern of thre° phases in all British- 

involved insurgencies—the undercover development. 
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the containment, and the military crushing of the revolt. 

Whatever ehe mechanical breakdown may he, the events as they 

occurred in s'euya support either approach. 

Although the police have little or no political responsi- 

bility in a democratic society, in developing nations they are 

deeply involved in all aspects of internal security which threaten 

by subversion, major disorders, and gang warfare the welfare and 

security of the nation.  The flexibility of the police roles and 

missions, the ability of the police to organize and to effectively 

manipulate its organizations to meet varying degrees of disorder, 

and the fact that the police train, live, and work with locally 

known criminal elements make it the prime agency to uncover, 

counter, and disrupt revolutionary organizations.  Wh^n preven- 

tion f-uls, outside assistance is essential; yet if the police 

are prepared, trained, and organized for stability operations, 

these outside forces become an integral part of the police opera- 

tion rather than a separate force attempting to fighl a conven- 

tional war against an uniformed army tnat does not exist.  The 

opera'.ions in Kenya, therefore, are viewed here as police opcra- 

tiors supported by other forces--a civilian-based operation 

rather than a military-based operation. 

Care must be taken not to measure the success or the failure 

of the operation in Kenya (or even its necessity) by a body 

5Fred Majdalany, State of Emergency (196""), p. 55. 



count.  Although one cannot predict what might have happened 

should no emergency have been declared, the operation did return 

Kenya to law and order. 
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CHARTER  i i 

THE BRITISH COLONIAL SERVICE 

The Colonial Office 

Politics which affected Kenya, as well as all other British 

Colonial Territories, fall into two major divisions:  the colonial 

affairs of the British government and the local politics of the 

respective territories.  A conflict can exist between the local 

politics and that dictated by the House of Commons.  Thus, it 

is essential to understand the operations and responsibilities 

of both of these politics in order to appreciate the interplay 

and separatism which moved Kenya before and during the Mau Mau 

' iergency. 

In 1660 the British Government found it desirable to estab- 

lish its first organized machinery for handling justness affairs 

concerned with the colonial settlements of North America and 

the West Indies.  This need resulted in the Committee of the 

Privy Council for the Plantacons and evolved by 1854 into the 

formal establishment of the Colonial Office as a separate and 

independent Department of State.  In 1925, because of the expanded 

empire and the exposed business relating to the self-governing 

dominions, two offices were formed; an Office for Dominion 

Affairs and an Office for the Colonies, each headed by a 

1 , F.   Lips comb,  White Africa   H95 5),   p.   130. 
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Secretary of Stale." The prime authrrity, however, rested with 

the  Parliament and "any powers conferred upon or exercised by 

the local colonial assemblies or officials must be in the nature 

of delegated powers which can ... be abrogated or overridden 

by an Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom."  Thus the 

ultimate responsibility tor peace, order, good internal colony 

government, and external colony affairs rested with the Crown. 

The tasks, therefore, of the Colonial Office were "to represent 

the interests of the territories, to see that they got a fair 

deal and to justify the way in which they were governed,"4 while, 

secondly, directing from London the decisions of Her Majesty's 

The link of the Colonial Office to the colony is through 

the Governor General who might justly be called the king-pin in 

the. system.  The Governor General exercises all the constitutional 

functions of the Crown within the territory and is subject to 

the directions of the Secretary of State.  Yet, in reverse, 

the Secretary is dependent upon the Governor for information 

and advice.  Thus the Colonial Office is somewhat of a secre- 

tariat between the Parliament and British public opinion, and 

the Governor General.  While looking toward London, the Governor's 

^-Sir Charles , 
3Ibid., p. 34 
4Ibid., p. 35. 

Jeffries, The Colonial Office (1936), pp. 24-26. 



position   is  strongly   Influenced by   loi:aJ   public opinion wherein 

his  power  as  head  of   the  Colonial  Government   rests. 

Whatever  the  policy of   the Colonial   Cffiee might   have been 

in   the   past,   in   1948   it  was  crystallized   in  an  official   report 

which  stated  that   the  British colcniai   policy was  "ti   guide  the 

colonial   territories   to  responsible  self-government  within   the 

Commonwealth   in  conditions   that   ensure  to  the   people  concerned 

both  a   fair standard  of   living and   freedom   from  oppression   from 

any   quarter.'0     Although   this   is   the   policy  of   the   Colonial   Office, 

the   British   colonial   system places   upon   the   territorial   peoples 

the  direct:   responsibility   for  administering  the   policy  and working 

out   their own salvation  as  a separate  governing community.     As 

an  aside,   this  differed   from  the   French   System  in which   the   French 

Parliament   (which   included  Deputies   from  the   territories)   legis- 

lated   for  the   colonies. 

The   British   Colonial   Office   is   (barged,  however,  with   thi 

responsibility   to  supply   advice  and  direction  and  help within   its 

capability.     The   idea of   financial   help of  any  kind  to a  colony- 

was   unknown  until   1929  and   this  only   on  a   loan  basis   to  help 

British   unemployment.     ft  was  not   until   the   1940-45 period  that 

the  British  became   concerned with   colonial   development  and welfare 

and  established  some   financial   support  to  the   colonies   to  supple- 

ment   local  self-reljf.     Thus,   the   Governor  General  and   his   local 

Jlbid.,   p.   31 

10 
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administration depended on local taxation to finance tin' colonial 

government as well as to attempt to meet the policy oi colonial 

development.  While none of the territories was an independent 

sovereign state in the international concept, each had its own 

separate government, Law, finances, civil service, judiciary, 

and courts.   it is important to note, however, that because of 

the colonial office system and the direction of colonies by 

Britishers, the British system generally was transported to the 

colonies, and expertism and continuity could be maintained by 

gazetted offices of the Colonial Office.  (Some of the problems 

in fighting the Mau Mau resulted from the importation and operation 

of the British, judicial system as we 11 as the financial policv 

which required the colony to bear the major burden of both internal 

and external security costs.) 

The Colonial Police 

The expertism and continuity a,.. clearly be seen by a look 

at the Colonial Police Service which is an integral part of the 

Colonial Office Service.  Although the local legislature votes 

the money and passes the laws, the police force of a colony was 

of prime importance as seen not only from the local level but also 

from the Colonial office level.  Each colony developed its self- 

contained police force, responsible to the Governor and paid for 

6Sir Charles .!. Jeffries, The Colonial Police (19ri2), p. 10. 

11 



from the funds of the territory; yet, collectively, these forces 

were part. o\   the Colonial Police as a unity in itself.  This 

emphasis on police might be explained in the words of the British 

Report ol the Police Commissioners in 1839—which states that the 

police are "the primary constitutional force concerned with the 

maintenance of order, the enforcement of the law and the protec- 

tion of individuals in the enjoyment of their legal rights."' 

The word Police has acquired a somewhat sinister significance in 

certain countries as an agent of a totalitarian government.  In 

Britain, however, the police are not strictly the agents of the 

government but the agents of the law and the law is not always 

the same as orders of the government.  Even as far hack as the 

founding of the American Colony, the British brought with them, 

wherever they went, the English Common law, the English judicial 

system, and the concept of the rule of law.   The very foundation 

of the British Police resulted from the uncontrolled mobs and crime 

in London during the late 1700s and the distaste that the British 

had for Internal control by the military.  Thus, the principles 

which underlay the foundation of the British Police, as well as 

the British territorial police, are that the police are civilians, 

that they are uniformed and not secret agents, that each policeman 

holds a warrant as an individual and chat all police are not 

7Ibid., p. 18. 
8TbTd., p. 19, 

12 
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directed by a single authority. ■' The latter point will be seen 

latar in the discussion of Kenya where there existed the Kenya 

Police, and the Tribal Police,  The British did recognize that 

less developed countries with indigenous populations needed an 

organized force with greater central government control to keep 

order and maintain the law. 

The Colonial Police tradition may be divided into three stages 

of development,  The first stage is more or less an improvised 

arrangement for security; the second stage, is the establishment 

of a seminulitary constabulary force; and the third stage is 

the trend toward the conversion of these seminulitary constabu- 

laries into civilian police forces but still retaining certain 

functions of a military character.    Even in this third stage, 

in spite of the availability of some military units, internal 

security remained a police function.  For general defense purposes 

separate military units, on a voluntary basis (such as the King's 

African Rifles, KAR, in Kenya)were organized to assist police in 

time of war.  The British recognized that police would have a 

heavier burden dealing with crime in time of war. 

As tile police developed through the three stagjs, progressive 

changes in the composition of the colonial police forces took 

place.  In the first two stages basically r1l of the superior 

^Jatncs Cramer, The World Police <L964), pp. lb-17 
lr)J. Ffrles, The Colonial Police, pp. 32-33. 

13 
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rank was held by European? and only dining the third stage did 

natives acquire any position of responsibility above that of 

police officer.  The Colonial Police Service acted as the central 

■recruiting agency for the separate colonial police forces and 

controlled the promotions to the senior posts.  Such senior 

personnel were moved from colony to colony to provide expert ism 

(so long as such a move resulted in promotion).  Thus, a unifying 

force existed within the Colonial Police Service as the Colonial 

Office maintained the control of "gazetted police officers" 

(the. registration and listing of senior police officers) as 

well as much of their training.  Additionally, the Police Service 

provided training for lower ranks not only in Britain but in 

other colonies.  This direct involvement in the personnel area 

by the Colonial Police Service did not, however, remove from 

the local authority the control, power or operation of its police. 

It is true that a conflict does exist between the native 

population and tiie imported judicial and police system.  Even 

in 1951 just prior to the Mau Mau emergency, the British were 

debating the extent and character of their colonial police- 

military, semimilitary, or Ljndon civilian type and British 

or native-led forces.  Brigadier Dunn, Commandant oi the British 

Police College, stated that the territories are at various stages 

of political progress with an imported law not springing from 

liIbJd., pp. 40-55. 

14 
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the local community. "It is almost impossible--tf not completely 

impossible—to enforce an imported law by any other means than an 

armed State  police   force."'- 

The  colonial  police   forces, with  their semicentralized 

colonial  office  personnel  control, have borne  the brunt  of numer- 

ous   riots  and  disturbances within their colonies,  evp-, prior to 

1952;   yet  with   their  power,   the  British  have  attempted   to  avoi . 

the  police  state  concept and have attempted to  follow  the nil»; 

of   law. 

The   Colonial   (iffice   and  the   Colonial   Police  Service  provided 

a  unifying  force  to  the  colonies;   and the  Colonial   Police Service 

had   a  most  direct   influence  on   the  early   establishment  and  develop- 

ment  of  police  forces within each  colony.    The  British  concept of 

rule of  law.   under British  control,   influenced each  police   force, 

and  its  cencral   corps  of  trained police   (gazetted and nongazetted) 

has  given  expertism to each  colonial  police  force while  leaving 

the   financial   bill   to   the   local   populous. 

12lb id. ,   p.   220, 
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CHAPTER ill 

A HISTORY OF THE KENYA POLICE 1887 RISE OF MAU MAU1 (1948) 

Although mentioned in Chapter II, it is worthwhile to review 

the three phases of Colonial Police development, discussed by Sir 

Jeffries in his book The Colonial Police, before tracing the 

history of the Kenya Police.- 

The first phase was one of more or less improvised arrange- 

ments for securing the basic essentials of Law ai d order, such as 

the execution of constabulary duties in towns and selected rural 

areas, the puvision of armed guards and escorts when needed, 

and the mobilization of the voluntary assistauv'.e of the public 

in case of civil disturbance. 

The second phase was the establishment of semi.mil.I tar/ con- 

stabulary forces modelled after the Royal Irish Const aim larv and 

organized mainly with a view to the suppression of crimes of 

violence and mass outbreaks against the peace.  This type of 

force became general in the Colonies during the second half of 

the nineteenth century and in the first decades or the twentieth 

century.  These semimilitary forces were not only suitable for 

iW. Robert Foran's book The Kenva Police, 1887-1960 is an 
officially commist. ioned history of the Kenya Police and has been 
used as a basic reference for much of this chapter.  Numerous 
and difficult to obtain original British documents, such as copies 
°f The Kenya Police Review and The Official Gazette, not avail- 
able to this author, were used by Foran.  References have not been 
doublv footnoted. 

^Jeffries, The "olonial Poli ce, pp. 32-33. 
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peace-time police work  under  ehe  conditions   then existing,   but 

were   capable  of  being  mobilized   as  defense   units   in   time  of  war. 

Many  of  the  forces  did in  fact   function  in  this dual   capacity   in 

both World Wars  and often officers  of  the  police were  granted 

military  rank as well  as   police  rank.    Tims,  the description  of 

a  Commissioner of   Police   in  some   Colonies  as   "Colonel   X"  does 

not necessarily mean  that he   is  not a professional policeman. 

The  tit1 e may  be  an   indication  that  the   force which he commands 

is  a  recognized  part   of  the  Colony's military defense  organiza- 

tion.     This   titling system   's,  hewever,  almost  universally used 

today. 

The   third   phase   of  police  development   in   the  Colonies  was 

the  conversion  of  these  semimi l.i tary   constabularies   into more 

conventionaj   civilian  police   forces;  vet, still  retaining certain 

functions  of a  military  character.     These military   functions 

were  necessary   in the  special  conditions  of most  Colonial  terri- 

tories   for  the  preservation of internal security.     Emphasis was 

placed on  police  and  often no  regular military  forces were readily 

available.     Reliance was  placed upon  the  police  to deal  with  any 

emergency  catling   for  armed action,     for  general defense purposes, 

however,  a small  separate military  force,  usually on a  volunteer 

basis,  was  often  established by  the colonists   (such as   the Kenya 

Regiment   in Kenya). 

With  the  development  in organization there warf  a  progressive 

change   in  the  composition of  the  Colonial   police  forces.     In   the 

17 



first" two phases most, and in many cases, all of the superior ranks 

were filled by European officers and noti-commissioned officers; 

only the rank and file (and sometimes not even these) were recruited 

from the locai populations.  As the social and political advance- 

ment of the nations took place, a larger number of qualified local 

candidates became available for responsible police work.  The 

ganerai level of education and efficiency throughout the forces 

improved, and local men were appointed in increasing numbers not 

only to the subordinate but also to the superior grades. 

A chronological approach to the history of the Kenya Police 

has be. i taken and no attempt has been made to split the phases 

as they flowed into each other. it should be obvious, however, 

that at the time of Mau Man, the Kenya Police was somewhat past 

phase two but barely into phase three--a transition period with 

sufficient semimilitary influence to be extremely effective. 

The story of the police in the territory began in 1887 with 

the beginning of trade and the arrival of the British East Africa 

Company at Mombasa which in 1889 was granted a Royal Charter as 

the Imperial British Mast Africa Company (I BKA Company).' To 

prevent constant hinderance or attacks from savage tribes along 

the trade route, two battalions of troops were recruited with 

British and Indian officers to guard the scattered trading sta- 

tions and maintain peace and order. i\s   Indians furnished the bulk 

3W. Robert Koran, The Kenya Police, 1887- ,9oO (1964), p. 3, 
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of   the  labor   force,   Indian  Police  and watchmen were brought   into 

Africa  to   field  the  security  force while East  African  tribesmen 

were   recruited and uniformed as  askari.     These battalions   later 

became  the base   for the  King's  African  Regin   nt  and  furnished 

manpower to  the   police. 

The   first   European  Police  Officer  assigned  to   [PEA Company 

was   in  1896 en  the   recommendations  of the British  Foreign Office 

and the  Commander-in-Chief of the Protectorate.       The police vtth 

headquarters   in Mombasa expanded by  190]   to three European  Inspec- 

tors,   three   Indian  Deputy   Inspectors, and  150 other ranks of 

r 
InJians, Somalis, Swahili, and Cormorans. 

The Uganda Railway Police, requited primarily from India and 

commanded by European officers who had served with the Punjab 

(India) Police, was formed and reached a size of 300 to 400 by 

1899.  Its purpose was to protect the railheads. 

By 1902 Police forces of a sort had been established in thr-?e 

cities; Mombasa. Nairobi, and Kisumu; each operating separately 

and separate from rhe Railway Police,  In December of that year 

a Deputy Inspector General of Police was appointed and given 

supervisory power over all city police forces as well as the 

Railway Police.  Because of the shortage of European Inspectors 

and financial stringency, the consolidation took two years.  It 

* Ibid., p. 6. 
5Ibid ., p. 7. 
6Ibid. 
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is   interesting to note  that at  this  time records were kept   in Urdu 

because of  the   large  number of  imported  Indian  Police.       The  con- 

solidated force was  authorized by  the  Foreign Office,  an  Inspector 

General,  a Deputy   Inspector General,  six Assistant District  Super- 

intendents,  seven European  Inspectors,  six Sergeant  Inspectors, 

and  1,815 Asian  Inspectors  and Sub-Inspector«,  Asian  and African 

NCOs and men.     The   force was   ill-trained and poorly  equipped and 

uniformed.     As  there existed no  fire brigade,  the Police were 

expected  to deal  as best  they  could T'ith all  outbreaks  of   fires 

within the  towns  and where no doctors were  available,   the  Police 

Officers  attended  the  sick  and even performed surgical  operations. 

The  Police were even requi red in the early days   to assist  the under- 

staffed Agricultural  Department by visiting all   farms  to report 

on   the  progress  and development  of  each. 

By   1907 the  British  East  African  (BEA)   Police had become better 

organized,  better  trained,   -,nd better equipped;  yet  its  problems 

continued  to mount.     Ivory       _chirtg and  gun-running had become 

prevalent,   particularly  in the unadministered regions.    A typica'' 

story  of   the  day,   yet  a  good  example  of  police work,   is  The   Ivory 

Raiders   (1923)  by Henry Rayne,  ?n  inspector of the BEA Police. 

Rayne,   two Wakamba Police,  and a Nubian Police  Sergeant set o"t 

to   find and arrest a  group of  ivory poachers.     The mission was 

Ibid.,   n.   10, 
'[bid. 
Ibid.,   p.   31. 
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accomplished.     More   than   100  guns were   found and destroyed   and 

Mwenyi Kornbo and all his   followers   (some  200)  were, arrested and 

brought   to  trial. 

In   1908 the  Colonial   Office  appointed the   first  Commissioner 

of  Police,  W,   K.   Nut ley,  who had distinguished  himself  as   a   Deputy 

Inspector  General  of  Police   in  Uganda.     Drill,  discipline,  and 

musketry were  ranked as  being the prime   factors of   instruction 

in normal  police work.     A  fingerprint and criminal   investigation 

department was  established and the police  took  on the character 

of  a   force  settled   in more   routine  police work.     Also  the  Tribal 

Police were  activated  to  extend some   police  protection beyond 

the   cit ies.   * 

The  outbreak  of World  War   1  brought   from  the  Governor of   Fast 

Africa  Proclamation   17.     "A state  of  war existing between  Kngland 

and Germany,   the  King's  African  Rifles,   the East  African  Police 

Force  and  the  Uganda Police  Force will,  until   further orders, 

be  under  the  c     ditions  of active service   .   .   .   signed Henry 

Conway  Belfield,  Governor and Commander-in-Chief,  (Jod  Save  the 

12 King."   "     The  police  had been  given  a   special  mission  oi border 

guard   in  case  of  German movement.     The  morale of  the police was 

high.     They were  kept busy at   training  in military exercises, 

digging  trenches,   and border patrol.     During the war  in which  the 

LÖllenrv  A.   Rayne,   The   Ivory   Raiders   (19 23) 
11 For an,   pp.   ' j fS—A 2 . 
12 Ibid.,   p.   43. 
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British  had   moved  troops   from   India and  South  Africa   to   protect 

the  territory,   the  Police  continued to serve   in a  quasi-military 

role.     Although  they were engaged  in numerous  operations,   they 

suffered only  one  European officer and 23 African   rank casualties. 

Late  in  1914   the   i"A Police  Service Battalion was   formed  to help 

meet  the vital needs   for African troops  to   fight ag&'nst   the  large 

force  of Africans  serving with   the  Germans.     At   the  outset  the 

strength was   just   over  400 men,  yet  they  had been hand-picked  and 

had  had   some  military   training   (either under  Europeans  or   tribal 

warriors)   and had   received police   training. 

The   Service   Battalion's   first  mission was   to bring  the  turbu- 

lent   Turkana   in   the  North   under proper control  and  to  protect   their 

neighbors   from  constant  savage   raids.     One  of   the  Turkana  tactics, 

which   had   to  be  overcome,  was   their  tunneling under   the   thorn 

zariba  around   the   Police   camp  and with   three or   four  men  trying 

to  spear  as   many   police  as   possible before  being killed   themselves. 

After six  months   and   the   recapture  of   I1',000  head  of  rattle, 

8,300  camels,   nearly   7,000  donkeys,  and  about   123,000  sheep or 

goats   (ail   of   which were   eventually   returned  to  the   resettled 

Turkana),   the  battalion was   re-outfitted   in  Nairobi   and  ordered 

to  conduct;   raids   against  German  positions  along the  Kagera   River. 

In  March   l')Jh   the   Police  Service  Battalion was  moved   to   the  Northern 

Frontier  Province   to deal  with   some   r)00 strong  Somalis  who had 

raided  and  destroyed  a  small   garrison   of  Tribal   Police.     The 

distance  was   some   450  miles   and  transportation was   primarily 
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by hired camel.  By the time the unit reached the area the Somalis 

had fled into Abyssinia.  In September 1916 orders were received 

to Leave one company of the Police Service Battalion at Wajii and 

lor the Battalion minus to return to Nairobi. ' 

!.n 1917 a force of 30 King's African Regiment (KAR) troops 

and 40 police engaged and defeated a large band of Degodia by 

killing more than 200 of the band.  At the end of the war, Novem- 

ber 1918, the Germans on the northern frontier surrendered.  The 

Germans numbered 30 officers, 125 German other ranks, 1,165 African 

\skari, 2,294 African carriers, and 819 African women. ' 

After the war and for the next two years, the Police force, 

which had of necessity concentrated on military and paramilitary 

duties, began to cope with an ever-increasing influx of settlers. 

New areas had been opened to the settlers and police resources 

had to be strained to provide police protection.  Often police 

stations were commanded by a single European Police Constable with 

a mere handful of African police.  The depression also hut the 

force with its aims toward modernization.  The po.lc.e could not 

afford modern transportation and it is reported that the Assistant 

Superintendent of Police at I'.ldoret had to rejv on an ox cart 

for transportation.   Many ex-servicemen joined the force and 

found it was not as dull as had been expected.  The police office 

13 Ibid., pp. 4b-49. 

14 Ibid ., p. 50 . 
13Ibid., pp. 52-54, 
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was  called upon  to cope with   innumerable difficulties   that  were 

being experienced by new settlers  and their  families.     The atmos- 

phere  in the  towns was  a  replica of   the wild west town of the 

western  movies  with   fighting,   shooting,   and over-drinking common 

offenses.     One   problen   faced by   the   police was  what   to do with 

Europeans  sentenced to  imprisonment by  the Magistrate.     It  was 

nc l  always   practicable   to  send  them  to   ttie   ill-fitted  Nairobi  jail 

so  the  Magistrate  often reduced the  imprisonment,   increased  the 

fine,   and  required  the   local   police   to   lock   the   prisoner  up  at 

night   in  the.   local  station  and  guard   him during the  day  as   he 

performed public works. 

During  1922   there occurred the  affair of  Harry Thuku of  the 

Kikuyu  Central  Association   (KCA).     As   a young man  he  had stolen 

a  checkbook,   forged  the  owner's  name,  had  been  arrested,   and 

sentenced  to  ':wo years   of  hard   labor.     After his   release  he orga- 

nized  the  subversive  KCA.     In   1922 warrants were   'ssued  for his 

arrest  and  two of his  chief  confederates.     The  Chief   Inspector 

of   the   Criminal   Investigation   Department   (CID)   arrested  him and 

two  of  ins   followers  at   a  meeting.     Some   thousands  of  Africans, 

mostly Wakikuyu,  marched on  the  police station.     The African 

police   force   (which   only  had  two  Europeans)   formed  a   line which 

by   the   following  morning  required  reenforcement.      The Wakikuyu 

demanded   the   release  of   the   prisoners.     By  afternoon   the  crowd 

L6!bid.,   p.   5h 
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had  pushed   forward,  women   in  the   lead,  and began  to aMark  the 

police,   expecting  them not   to   fire.     An  African  constable was   the 

first   policeman   to  open   fire which   set  off mass   tiring.     The   crowd 

melted away  quickly,   leaving a   number c>i"  dead and wounded  behind. 

A  detachment  of   the   KAR assisted  the  police   in  patrolling  Nairobi 

until   the  next   'morning.     There was   no   further  trouble.     Thuku 

and  his   two  colleagues  were  deported  to  Kismayu.     Several   Africans 

arrested  during  the   riot were  given prison   sentences.     An   official 

inquiry   into  the   incident was  held which   resulted  in  the decision 

that   the   police were   justified   in  opening,   fire   to  disperse   the 

large  crowd of  rioters. 

The   following  year   the   police  were   faced with   trouble   from 

the  Asian  population  demand!.iv   equal   rights  of   laud   in  Highlands. 

The   rumor was   that   the  white  settlers  would   carry  out   a   coup  d'etat 

and woul'1   kidnap   the   Governor.     This   plot   supposedly   involved   the 

removal   of   all   commanders   of   the  KAR and   the  African   Police.     A 

white  paper  proved   the   plot   unfounded  and   the   Police,   though   pre- 

pared,  were  not   laced with  an  outbreak  ol    lawlessness  akin   to  the 

Ulster alfair.!H 

The   unrest   in Jubaland,   in   i925,   provides   a   good  example  of 

combined operations--KAR and the  Police.    The  government  dispatched 

a police element  of   Jiree  European   inspectors  and   l;!S African 

)7J_bid_. ,   pp.   'j7-r;8. 
18 lb id.,   p.   V). 
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Policemen '..Uli elements of the KAR to take repressive action. 

Although in June 1925 Jubaland was ceded to Italy by the Kenya 

Colony, the Northern Frontier Province Police Unit was reinforced 

by some 200 African police and the KAR was withdrawn from the 

northern area leaving the security in the hands o\   the police. 

While this action was taking place, the Kenya Police arranged 

security measures lor the visit of the Duke and Duchess of York 

(later King George VI and Queen Elizabeth)  as well as other 

official visitors, in keeping with i  more conventional role of 

police. 

During the year The Tribal Police in the African Reserves 

were removed from the control of the Administrative Officers and 

became the responsibility of the Commissioner of  the Kenya Police. 

This was done because the administrators neither had the time nor 

the knowledge to maintain in effective police force.  Until this 

time about one-third of Kenya Police had been stationed in the 

Reserves but not under central control.-   The Tribal Police did, 

however, remain the sole police of the province administrators and 

the Commissioner exercised little control over them. 

The 1925 Annual Police Report revealed the lack of funds and 

trained personnel in the C1D, so in 192fi added emphasis was given 

to the CTD.   This was the beginning of an intensive 
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reorganization period. A new Commissioner of Police was appointed. 

Before being transferred to Kenya, R.G.B. Spicer, M.C. was Superin- 

tendent of the Ceylon Police.  This was typical of the influence of 

the Colonial Office and the Colonial Police. Systems which brought 

qualified, experienced personnel to police leadership positions 

throughout the colonies.  Shortly after assuming command, he 

began to introduce new methods, as well as improvements in admin- 

istration,  lie found only 16 African Policemen literate in English 

ar.d 246 in Kiswahili and by the following year these numbers were 

ne irly doubled,  ile organized the Police into 31 police stations 

and 57 police outposts.  Sixteen units of the force were in settled 

areas and 21 in the native reserve.  He added lour African sub- 

inspectors which was the first entry of Africans to the command 

level.  He established a Police Boys' Brigade with the idea of 
22 

future better trained police.   With the Governor's support, the 

Police were relieved of many of the extraneous duties previously 

done for other departments.  Spicer established the motto for the 

Kenya Police--"Salus Populi," Service to the Public." 

Crime was on the rise again in Kenya Colony.  The African 

criminal elements were becoming more expert and dangerous in the 

commission of burglaries, assaults, rape and forgery.  This was 

the time of "The Bat", an accomplished burglar who kept the Cl.D 

busy.  Although his identity was never confirmed, the arrest and 

■-21 bid. ,   pp.   64-67. 
■'Later   translated   to  Safety  of   the   People 
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conviction of an African for complicity in a similar type of crime 

suddenly stopped the operations oi'   'The Bat.""-5 

B\ 1926 vehicles and traffic control were added to the Kenya 

Police duties and a mounted police was established. Kenya had at 

that time 3,469 cars, 622 lorries, and 1,248 motor cycles Licensed. 

A reported border ace ion in 1926 was the raid on ar. isolated 

police post in the northern Frontier Province by some 400 Abyssinians. 

Corporal Abdi Vero (or Mgosha) , Constable Kipkalya (a Kipsigio.) , 

and three other constables followed the raiding party and overtook 

a band of some 100 armed men with 300 cattle.  The small police 

unit inflicted heavy casualties on the raiders and recaptured 

the stolen cattle.  While returning to the post they encountered 

another band of 30 armed men.  They opened fire, dispersed them, 

and recovered 150 stolen camels."J    This is only one example in 

the history of the Kenya Police of effective operations against 

superior forces (gangs) by a small number of police employing 

police techniques. 

It was easily seen even at this date that the police functions 

throughout Kenya varied considerably—the more conventional police 

functions in the cities and the quasi military-border security 

problems on I.lie reserves and along the '"rontiers. 

23Ibid., pp. 68-69. 
24Ibld , p. 69. 
25ibid., pp. 69-71. 
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In 1927 the use of patrol and tracker dogs on police work 

attracted great interest and police dog sections were established.'-0 

This small beginning proved beneficial during the search for Mau 

Mau.  Their successes and failures are covered in Chapter IV. 

In 1929 the police were called upon to halt the cattle thiev- 

ing which had resulted from the famine, drought, and locust inva- 

sions of that year.  As demonstrated so clearly in Kenya's history, 

such types of adversity are often reflected in crime statistics. 

Eight European officers and some 200 African police returned over 

5,200 head of cattle to their owners.  One operation involved 

encirclement of a forest area and a coordinated entry from nine 

different points on its fringes. 

The depression in the early 30s caused a reduction of the 

Kenya Police.  Recruiting of African police fell from 500 men in 

1930 to below 200 in 19M, yet as expected, crime increased and 

the police load was marginally carried because of increased 

efficiency.  Kenya had developed a growing class of habitual 

criminals; and some 30 percent of the accused persons were found 

to have, had previous convictions.  Juvenile crimes became more 

prcminant with 777 recorded in 1932 alone and a phenomenal series 

of outrages of a violent and brutal nature began in 19 33.  Most 

of these crimes occurred near Nairobi.  One such example was the 

26 Ibid., n. 75. 

Ibid., pp. 77-73. 
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brutal murder near Nairobi of  two elderly European men.-  A book 

by Jack Smith-Hughes, Nine Verdicts on Violence, reveals the vio- 

lence aspects of murder in Kenya by the African during the 1930s, 

thus revealing that the Mau Mau brutality of the 1950s was not a 

r.ew revelation.  Two Wakikuyu were convicted of murdering an Asian 

youth in 1933; three others were convicted for murdering an Asian 

merchant near Thika; five Samburu were arrested after three years 

of investigation for the supposed murder of Theodore Powys, tried 

but acquitted on appeal for U;ck of evidence."   During 1934 a 

particularly bruta.1 murder occurred near Naivasha.  Seven Kipsigis, 

intent on robbing, attacked a European with spears, simis, and 

sticks, and inflicted numerous wounds.  The wife of the victim 

was raped.  The seven were found guilty and sentenced to death 

by the Supreme Court. 30 

in 1934 much interest was given to a section (if the Kipsigis 

tribe, known as Laibons or witchdoctors.  Although the final sup- 

pression of ttie Laiboas in Kericho district was more of an admin- 

istrative affair than a police one, the whole matter was discovered 

during a police search for tempo (native liquor) which uncovered 

eight stolen rifles.  This small tribe was deeply involved in 

numerous crimes against both property and persons.  Witchpower 

was their hold on the criminals.  An example of this power was 

2 8 Ibid-,   p.   83. 
-Jack  Smith-Hughes,   Nine   Verdicts   on   Violence   (1956) 

^0Foran,  p.   85. 
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revealed in police records of a prisoner being ordered by another 

prisoner (Laiben) tc get tobacco.  When the first prisoner refused, 

the Laiboa "bewitchad" the nan.  The prisoner on release became 

sick and was convinced he would die unless the police released 

the Laiben to "unwi.tch" him.  Thus the power of the supernatural 

was manifest in Kenya long before the Mau Mau oathir.g.  A new 

ordinance was passed requiring the deportation of the Laibons 

to unsettled areas.  The police assisced in the movement of their 

wives, families, and stock to Karungu.  This special case of the 

Laibons deserves note not only from the criminal activity in which 

they were involved but from the supposed supernatural powers they 

possessed and "used."  At the time just prior to deportation it 

was said by Superintendent of Police, E, K.  Laws, that 80 percent 

of the Kipsigis were at least indirectly under the Laibors ' witch- 

31 
craft sway. 

in 1934 the Kenya police again experimented.     This   time  they 

acquired  camels   for  patrol  duty  and   found  them especially  effective 

, .    . ... V> in  liaison missions  between outposts. 

The   Italians  declared war on  Ethiopia on 3 October 1935. 

Since much  of  t!;e   fighting was  along the  Kenya-Ethiopian  border, 

the police  reinforced Mandera with  a Special   Pol ice Detachment 

of  one   European  assistant  superintendent   and  125 African  constables 

31 
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Eleven new police outposts were established.  The Italian-Ethiopian 

war cost Kenya colony some 27 thousand pounds which the British 

Government finally reimbursed.JJ 

Apart from Police activities resulting from the war, another 

incident took place which points out an administration principle 

governing police activities.  This principle was to avoid actions, 

where possible, which might provoke intertribal feuds.  Since many 

incidents of cattle thievery were historically common, the police 

had difficulty keeping tribal rivalry out of disputes.  [n March 

193b three constables were on duty at a waterhole in the Kurdi 

area of the Garissa district.  The patrol located about ">0 heads 

of trespassing stock and impounded them pending their return to 

the proper owner.  The owner, however, believing the cattle 

stolen, went on a search party to find them.  Some 50 tribesmen 

with bows and poisoned arrows attacked the patron.  After si: 

attacks, which wounded one of the constables, the patrol withdrew 

to a nearby village.  The village chief offered assistance which 

was refused by the. police patrol in spite of needing help, because 

of the possible renewal of tribal feuds.  Although this report 

coes not tell the outcome, the three members of the police patrol 

received the African Police Medal for Gallantry (one posthu- 

mously) . ^ 

33Ibid, 
34]b_id_., pp. 90-91. 
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[n   1937  more  than   1,000  Kritrean deserters  surrendered   to  the 

Kenya  Police who  disarmed  them and   transported   their   to  Handera  and 

then  to  a refugee camp at   [sioln.     At one  time  some   10,000  refugees 

were   in  the camp  at   Isioi.o and the police  'ran  the show."    The 

Commandant  of  the  Police Training School   at   Kiganjo was  placed 

in charge.     This was  only a minor problem  for the police,   censider- 

ing  the   refugee  problem toward  the end of  the war.     'kindreds  of 

refugees,  suffering dysentary,   small   pox,  and starvation,  were 

met. by  police  elements.      In   1937  more  than  700  died   iu  refugee 

camp.-.,.     When World  War   II   broke  out:,   many  o\   those   refugees,   those 

in good  health,  were   trained and dispatched  to  Ethiopia  to   fight- 

as   irregulars  against  the   Italians. 

Tha  second World War did not   serouslv  affect:  Kenya until 

1940 when Mussolini   joined  forces with   the  Germans.     Police strengt!] 

was   increased  by   850  African   rank-and-file  and   a  second  training 

school  was  established at  Maseno.     Major General   D.   P.   Dickinson 

was   appointed   by   the  British  as   General   Officer  commanding   troops 

in   East   Africa,   and  on   [taiy's   entrance   in  the war,  lie  assumed 

command  of  all   forces  in  Kenya,   including the  police.     General 

Dickinson,   realizing   the   lack  of   experience  of  the  military   forces 

with   the   land  and  peoples,   placed  the  police   in  charge  of  matters 

of   intelligence and security.     The  police also  furnished guides 

and   interpreters   to  army  units 36 

3rv 
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In the Northern Frontier the police were assigned as a forward 

screen to the military, holding small posts over a distance of some 

1,000 miles.  Police patrols were established between the posts 

which were maintained until the military forces advanced into 

Ethiopia and Italian Somali land.  According to Foran, there was 

"no doubt that these advanced posts were responsible lor the 

curtailment of Italian Bonda (Irregulars) activities, as the 

latter had the greatest respect for the Police and never once 

attacked a Police Post, though often they were numerically superior 

by as much as twenty to one."J  These posts were, however, subject 

to enemy :ire and bombing attacks.  Again, as in Italian/Ethiopian 

war, the police were charged with refugee control.  However, as 

well as refugee control, the police wen.' assigned the mission of 

operating German Prisoner of War camps.  For this purpose the 

police trained more than 200 Air Lean guards, many of whom became 

regular police after the war and alter a regular police training 

course. ° Also with the lorries and camels, the police often 

provided the messenger service as radio communications to the 

numerous posts were nonexistent. 

ßy the middle of 1940 Assistant Inspector R. K. Allen, of 

the Handera Police Detachme.it, was moved to Buna to assume command 

of all the police there.  Some 100 African constables and one 

European were reorganized into a fighting company with the best 

37 
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police marksmen being assigned to the military unit in the area 

to help hold Buna Hill,  The police company was to defend the 

Buna Water Point, a needed water supply io, the Italians. 

Other such units were formed for special missions and police 

operated closely with all military units. 

Numerous examples of small police patrols operating along 

the border and behind enemy Lines for intelligence and battle 

purposes are a matter of record.  Yet, perhaps as the1 war contin- 

ued, the police elements, particularly in the Northern Frontier 

Province, became more soldier than police, yet their initiative 

and ability to operate a  ne or in small numbers bore great 

resemblance to the police  raining received.  As a single police- 

man might approach and arrest a group of robbers, so in this 

situation, the same approach was used by the police with respect 

to the enemy. 

it is interesting to note the use of the police as patrollers 

behind enemy lines, guides and interpreters, outpost lines and 

holding forces.  The military units provided back-up against 

major attacks by the enemy. 

At this point another example of the operation of the Colo- 

nial Police System is worth noting.  In January !940, Captain 

W. S. Gullock was appointed Deputy Commissioner of Police,  lie 

had served with the Cameroonians duiing World War i, transferred 

39 fbid., p. 105 



Co  the Gold  ('oast  Regiment   In Tcgoland where  he joined   the  police. 

From  19^7   to   1937  he   commanded  the  Gibraltar   I'ol ice  and  then was 

reassigned   to   the   Cyprus   Police.     After  service   for  three  years, 

he   left   the   position  of   Deputy   Commissioner of   Police   in  Kenya 

and became Commissioner of  the   Ethiopian  Police  to  return   to Kenya 

in  1944   as   the   Commissioner  of   Police.      In   1947  he   retired  and was 

followed  by   C.   11.  Ward   from West   Africa.' 

During  the war   the   police   training was   reduced   to  three  months. 

Although   time was   limited,   long hours  and personal  attention   allowed 

them to meet   the minimum  requirements.     Basi     police knowledge 

and  personal   initiative  essential   to the  policeman  continued  to 

be  of  prime   importance  during  the   training.4' 

To break  away  from the semimilitary  type» of  police operations 

taking place,   the  other side  of  police   functions—prevent ion  and 

detection  of  crime--remc ined  paramount.     The   May   1949   edition  of 

the   Kenya  Police   Review     (summarized by   Koran)   devoted  itself 

to   the   famous   Loitoketok   Murder  Case.     Deep   in  the   Masai   Reserva- 

tion,  which  was  not   policed   directly   from  Nairobi,   an  Asian 

family was  brutally  murdered  and  several   thousand   shillings  were 

taken.     African   plain-clothes  detectives  over a   seven-month,  period 

worked on   the   case which  ended   in   the  conviction  ol   two  Kif u> I 

(who  spoke  Masai).     fingerprints,  blood   traces,   and   informers 

40,,., bid.,   pp.   107,   137. 
417bid.,   p.   J07. 
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were used during the protracted and difficult investigation and 

bore testimonv to the police professionalism which continued oven 

in time of war and double missions for the police. 

With the increase in crime during the war, measures were intro- 

duced to improve the police efficiency particularly in the rural 

areas.  All police divisions established mounted sections.  Ninety 

mules were purchased and Mounted Police were found particularly 

effective near settled areas and Native Reserve boundaries.  Three 

additional provincial commandants were appointed with new head- 

quarters in Nakuru, Nyeri, and Kisumu. 

In L943 the government gave direct responsibility for the 

policing of the Native Reserves to the police.  The government, 

as an experiment., authorized units of the regular force in the 

Kiambu, Nandi, and Narok districts.  The  olLowing year Kipsigis 

and Kissi districts were added to the area under direct policing 

of the regular force. -  It is of interest to note that these 

districts, except in Kiambu, were not those involved in Hau Mau. 

The Mau Mau affected districts remained primarily under the Tribal 

Police with little regular police control.  it was not until 

December 1952 that authority was given to increase the regular 

force in the Ktkuyu Reserve.  Radio communication among the police 

stations was improved yet remained far from desirable.'44 

Jb_id. , pp. 1 L6-121. 
&3rbid., p. 122. 
44 lb id., pp. L23, 206. 
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Low an! the end of 194:i the Masai and Kikuyu tribes became 

bitterlv involved in a series o! raids and counterraids of each 

other's livestock.  The police, using the new mounted elements, 

moved into the border area between the tribes and reestablished 

order.4:>  The majority of criminal cases within the reserves 

involved stock 'hefts and the police mounted system kept relative 

order. 

As an aside, one case of murder in 1946 on the Masai Reserve 

is worthy of mention for its insight into the peoples of Kenya. 

The administration was engaged in a sale of confiscated stock 

from Ngidongi.  The owner of one of the animals confiscated 

pleaded to retain that pet and substitute another.  When the 

request was refused, the owner, in full view of the people and 

police, walked up behind Major Grant, the Commissioner, and thrust 

a spear into his back, killing him.  The murderer was arrested, 

tried, and convicted. 

Mention was made of the camps run by the police to handle 

the refugees and prisoners during the war.  Another one worth 

mentioning was the Special Jewish Detainee Camp at GilgiJ, estab- 

lished bv the British to hold Palestine terrorists.  Some 300 Jews 

were arrest <\   (mostlv of the Stein gang), shipped to Kenya, ami 

placed under the guard of the Kenya Police.  After the mandate 

in May 1948 the. Tews were repatriated. 4 7 

^Ibid. 
46 bid. , p. m. 

Ibid., pp. 135-136. 
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111   February   1947,   the   provision  of   the   compulsory   National 

Service  came   to  an  end  and   the  members   of  the  Auxiliary  Police- 

Force were   released.     A voluntary  Special   Police   Branch  was  estab- 

lished   and  some   255  enrolled  as   Special   Police  officers.      In   19-->S 

the   Kenya   Police   Peserve was   formally  established  as   the  auxiliary 

force.     By   1955   the   strength   of   this   force  had   risen  to  9,1)76  and 

it  had proven a  valuable   force during the Mau  Mau  Emergency  period/ 

By   1948   the   Kenya   police  had somewhat   modernized.     The   Police 

Signal   Branch was   expanded  and   the   police  added   131   radio  equipped 

motor  vehicles,   and   A3   fixed  radio  stations.      In   1948  some   2,500 

messages  were  handled  each  year.      (By   1950,  as   the  Mau  Mau  situa- 

tion began  to  develop,   this   network  had  expanded   to  ever 900   radio 

sets   and  by   1959   over  63,000  messages  were  being  handled  each  month.) 

In   1947   a  new  sect   purporting  to  be   religious  became   active 

within  the   Kikuyu   Reserve--the   Dint   ya Jesu Kris to—who became 

known  as   "The  Skin   Men."     Ruben,   the  organizer,   had  gained  many 

supporters   in  the   rift   among  the  Kikuyu   laborers   in   the  Riit   Valley 

Province.     The   details   of   the  sect   are   relative]'.'   unimportant   to 

this   study;   however,   they  were   involved   in   the   killing  of  «in 

African  citizen  and  a   policeman.     Followit >  the   killings,   Ruben 

and  his   gang  moved   toward  Mount  Kenya  declaring  victory   an 

emphasizii.i   their bath   in   European blood.     Following an   inten- 

sive   police   search   of   the   Nyeri   and  Mt.   Kenya  area,   Ruben  and 

48fbid.,   p.   136. 
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his   followers were   rounded   up  and  arrested.     Kuben  and   three 

others  were   sentenced   to  death,   17  were   imprisoned   as   be trip,  unable 

to   furnish   securities   lor  their  good   behavior,   and   11  were   acquit- 

ted.49 

In   1949   the  police  contended with  another  politico--religicius 

element—-the  Dlni ya Msambwa Sect.     The-  movement was  anti-Kuropean 

and several   cases  of  arson  occurred   in   the  Kit ale  area.     The  sect 

even  attempted  to  set   fire   to  the  Cherangani   Police  Station but 

managed  to   set   fire   to  nearby  huts  on   four  .successive   times.     A 

concerted  police   effort   led  to   the   conviction  of   15  o\'   the  sect 

members   for   that   incident.     Yet    in   1950   they   became  active  again 

and some   300 members  of  the  sect   in   the  Suk   country  attacked 40 

Kenya Police.     (No  results  are   reported by   Foran.) 

Foran  states,   "The   threat   of   political   trouble   in   the   colony 

./as  becoming  ever more   apparent   as   the   year«   flowed  on  and   the 

country,  with   its   three  main   races   and differing   ideologies, 

became  more  developed.     The   (Police)   Force  was   fully   alive   to   the 

fact   that   serious   trouble was   brewing and  that   it   would  be   called 

upon   to  experience   a  stormy   time   in   the  near   future."'^     Thus 

the   police   as   early  as   1948 were  aware  of   the   trouble  ahead   for 

Kenya Colony.     Chapter  V amplifies   Koran's  statement. 

!n  February   1949   the new  Commissioner of  Police,  M.   S,  O'Rourke, 

was  posted.     He had served   in  the  Royal   Irish  Constabulary  and  the 

49Tbid.,   pp.   138-142. 
"°Ibid. 
llb'id. 

50"tbid.,   p.   134. 
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Palestine  Police  aid was   Public  Safety  Adviser   in  Germany   prior  to 

his   Kenya  appointment.     His   first   tas'^ was   to  extend  police  cover- 

age   to   all   Kenya.     At   the   close   of   the  year   there were   35   divisions. 

92   police  stations,   and   162   police  posts   in     the  Colony,   of which   1.2 

divisions  and   'U   police  stations  were   in   the African  Reserves. 

The  d".t.ies  of  the  police,  in  the  Northern   frontier Province  contin- 

ued  to  be more as  gendarmerie   (quasi   pol ice/military)  with   a 

strength of  18  European  officers  and  1,153 African  ranks, while 

the  aitl.rized  total   force   in  1950 was  6,039  of  all   ranks.     In 

a  decade   the   force  had  doubled  and  the   cost  had  risen   from   561 

thousand  pounds   in   1948  to  900  thousand  pounds   in   1950.     The 

Police  Training  School  was  expanded and conducted as  a six-month 

course.     Women  Assistant   Inspectors  numbered  nine and  they   devoted 

most  of   their  time   to  juvenile  delinquency  cases.     More   than   320 

thousand  pounds  was   spent  or   a modem  building program which   had 

frequently  been  neglected  in   the   past.   * 

The   1949  Annual   Police   Report  submitted  by  Commissioner O'Rourke 

read   as   follows: 

The year   1945  marked the beginning of a  great  change   in 
the  mentality and  outlook of  the Africans  of  this   Colony, 
a   rapid  growing  consciousness  of  his  social   status,  his 
political  rights,  his  educational   limitations  and  other 
circumstances  as  they affect  him.    He has  developed   far 
beyond  the simple  unsophisticated person of even a   few 
years  ago and   from  the  Police point of  view  requires  very 
different handling  from what he did some   few years   ago. 
The  difficult   economic   position  of  considerable numbers 

-^Jbid.,   pp.   15 5-160. 



living  in  the   vicinity  of  the   larger  towns  and  the  acquisi- 
tion  of   undesirable  and  expensive   tastes   in   liquor  and  other 
things,   and   the   Insecurity  oj   premises,   have   tempted  quite 
large  numbers   into  crime  as   the  solution  ol   their difficulties 
and   have   encouraged  the worst   elements  ot   these   Into   gangster 
crime.     These  trends will   require  a  higher standard  of  polic- 
ing   than  was   adequate  some  years   ago ,v.\d,   among  other   things, 
a  better  system of   corrective   training   for   recidivists,  whose 
numbers   are   rapidly   increasing. 

Keeping  pace with  the  growth of   the  African   if  not,   in 
fact   outdistancing   it proportionately,  has been  the   increase 
in   the  Asian   population.     Although  a  very   law-abiding commu- 
nity,   it   nevertheless   produces   crime which   is   usually  of   a 
most   complicated nature. 

Commercial  crime  is  on  the   increase.     Ail   these   factors 
have   shown   very   clearly   the   urgent  need  to  bring  about   a  more 
rapid development  of  police,   to adopt  mere  advanced methods 
and   provide  more   up-to-date  equipment.     At   the  same   time   it 
is   necessary   to   retain   the  entirely  different  order  of  polic- 
ing   required   in   those   outlying  areas  where  development   has 
been  but   little  and,   the   task of  the  police has  hardly  changed 
in   the   last:   twenty  years. 

for all that it had a difficult year, the personnel of 
the Force remained in good heart throughout, reliable, keen 
and  always willing  to  give  that  little extra   .... 

The   Kenya   Police   is   fortunate   in  having  the  sympathetic 
ear  and   ready   help  of   many   that  matter  in  this  Colony  and  a 
public which  appears   to be  more  appreciative of   its  good work 
than  critical   o1    its   failures   .   .   .   . 

it   is  with   this   background  that   the   Kenya   Police   faced   the 

rise   of   the   Man   Man,   the   Mau  Mau   emergency,   and  the   defeat   of   the 

Mau   Mau.      I'he   h nvu   Police   therefore was   someplace  at   the   end  of 

stage   two  and   the   beginning  of  stage  three  development,  when   the 

Mau  Man emergency   began. 

53 I b i d . pp.   IdO-lhl 
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CHAPTP.R   IV 

COMMENTS  ON  THF.  ORGAN 1 ZAT1 UN'  AND  FUNCTIONS 
OF  T!1K   Ki'.NYA  POLIC1- 

The  Kenya  Police,   like  most  police   forces,   is  an outgrowth  of 

a variety  of  security  organizations   created over  the years  and 

altered  frequently   to  fit  changing conditions  and  problems.     By 

1920,  when Kenya became  a colony,   the  Kenya   Police  had  become  a 

reliable   and  competent  organization.     Led   by   British   police  offi- 

cers,   it was   staffed  by  many   Indian   (Sikhs)   brought  over  to  protect 

the   railroad   and  Africans   in   lower   ranks.     Police  strength,  which 

in   1903 was   1,800   men,   rose   to  over   13,000  during   the   Mau   Man 

emergency,   bolstered  by  an  expanded   reserve which  attained  a 

maximum oi   9,000  men.      In   the   Man   Man   emergency   there  were  nearly 

hOO   police   casualties--323  of   them  Africans.       Between   1939  and 

1949   the   force  had  doubled.     At   the  end of   1951,   before   the   real 

buildup  began,   the   force   consisted  of  87   gazetted  officers,   194 

inspectors,   5,769   lower   inspectors,   and  nthei   ranks   for a   total   of 

6,050  people  covering, an  area ol   224,960 square  miles with  a  popu- 

lation of   5.40b million." 

The  mission  ot   the   Kenya  Police   is   to maintain   law  and  order, 

preserve   the   peace,   protect   life  and  property,   prevent   and  detect 

M'S   Department  ol   the  Army,   Pamphlet   5 50-56: 
for  Kenya   (1967),   p.   630. 

'2 Jeffries,   The   Colonial   Pol ice,   pp.   224-223. 
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crime and apprehend offenders.  Its motto, Sal us I'opu I i (Safety 

oi the People) could apply to most police forces in the frei' world. 

At the time of the declaration c\   the emergency, the organi- 

zation was well established and the police chain oi command, 

although slightly altered with the establishment of Rmergdicy 

Committees and a central joint  omroand of all operations, remained 

basically fixed and proved to be sound. 

The force, national in nature, was headed by a Commissioner 

of Police who was assigned by the Colonial Office with the approval 

of the local administration.  This commissioner was initially 

responsible to the Member for Law and Order.  The latter was head 

of both the court system and the police system.  As discussed in 

following chapters, this arrangement proved detrimental and a new 

Secretary for Law and Order was established separating the two 

functions.   The general function of the Secretary could be 

compared to the Public Safety officers employed by many American 

cities.  During the emergency the police reported to a Minister 

of internal Security and Defense.4 

Although the breakdown was slightly different and additional 

elements were required due to situations and terrain, the Kenya 

police had all the functional areas of a modern force which are 

^Tlie member for Law and Order became the Attorney Genera] 
with judicial responsibility. 

^The police now come directly under the Ministry of Defense 
with policy guidance by the National Security Council. (Cramer, 
p. L54, and US DA, Pamphlet 550-1)6, p. 6 20.) 
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an  operations,   auxiliary,   and  service  element.     Th»   operations 

element   contains   patrol,   traffic,   criminal   investigui ion,   vice 

and  juvenile  divisions;   the   auxiliary  element     ontains   records, 

detention  facilities,   and  crime  laboratory;  and  the  service elemen 

contains   training,   planning,   management   and  administration.       As 

mentioned before,   the  Kenya Police had not  developed  to  the stage 

of   the   London Metropolitan  Police   Force but were  in  a  quasi-poli.ee/ 

military/security   force  stage.     (it  might be noted here  that with 

the  increase  of  violence   in other countries,  so called modern 

police  are beginning  to   incorporate special   riot  control   units 

somewhat similar to  those   found in  the  Kenya  Police.) 

Three, major elements made  up what   1   shall  consider the  total 

Kenya Police security   force;   The  Kenya Police,  The  Police  Reserve, 

and  The  Tribal  Police.     Although   the  Tribal  Police were  the 

personal   retainers  of   District   Commissions  and  District   Offices 

and operated  in more  remote   rural   areas,   their operations were 

indirectly  coordinated by   the  regular police system and  they were 

cadred by   regular  police  officers.     Thus   1   shall   consider  them 

police  rather  than paramilitary such  as   the  Kikuyu Guards which 

were   formed  during  the   emergency   to  assist   in   guarding  the   loyal 

Africans   in   the   reserve.     (The  Kikuyu Guards  reached  a strength 

of   10,000  at   the   peak  of  the  emergency.)     The  Police  Reserves, 

which was   formed  in  1.948,   reached a  strength  of  9,076  in  1955 and 

-'O,   W.   Wilson,   Police  Administration   (1.963). 
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performed  valuable  police  service.'1    The  strength  of   the  Tribal 

Police was  nor.   found   in this   research;  however,   this might  be 

understandable  as   they were  deeply   involved with  operations   of 

the   Police  and  the  Kikuyu Guard—both,  of whose  strength would 

overshadow   the  Tribal   Police  strength. 

"Koran,   p.   lib. 
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THE KENYA POLICE7 

The Kenya Pclice consists of a central headquarters at Nairobi 

and suboratnate police elements for the „apital and each of the 

seven provinces.  The chain of command corresponded roughly with 

that of the officers of the administration.  Under the senior police 

officer in eae'; province there were district offices with sub- 

ordinate divisions and under them agar- officers commanding police 

posts and stations.  In addition to the uniformed branches of 

police there*re also at each district headquarters a criminal 

investigation (plaiaciothes section, CIO)  section and another 

for intelligence (Special Branch).  Little real change in organiza- 

tion from the days of Mau Mau exists even today. 

The force, due to conditions in different parts of the coun- 

try, may find its members working in desert areas such as the 

Northern Province where intertribal fighting over cattle is 

frequent and where many of the tribesmen are >.rmed with rifles. 

Other policemen may be engaged in densely forested areas (the 

haven of many Mau Mau) s'ich as in parts of the Central and Rift 

Valley Provinces, where wild animals abound and tracking is  iffi- 

cult and dangerous.  fn th  Northern Province camel patrols are 

used extensively; in the mountain areas of Mount Kenya ot the 

Aberdare Mountain Range (another Mau Mau site) mountain techniques 

7See Chart No. 1, ORGANIZATION. 
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are essential; and in the cities more conventional police patrol- 

ling, both foot and Motorized, is the mode of operation.  The air 

wing, consisting of only two aircraft in 1952, as well as roving 

foot and mounted patrols, prove a necessary part of numerous 

successful operations.  The interaction of these elements is 

best described by the operations conducted both before and during 

the Mau Man emergency.  Thus the force developed in Kenya was a 

police force capable of meeting all types of internal security 

and law enforcement problems.  A survey, therefore, of the more 

important special lunctioning elements within the Kenya Police 

is important in order to appreciate the success of police opera- 

tions.  The interplay with the military and paramilitary forces 

developed after the declaration of the emergency will be discussed 

in the chapter on Police Operations during the Man Mau. 

!■■  Cfl)—Criminal. Investigation Department:  As early as 

1907 the police in Kenya recognized the need for specially trained 

officers to handle the investigation of serious crimes.  The 

patrolman was capable of conducting the preliminary investigation; 

however, to tie him down to detailed, complicated, and technical 

investigations resulted in inefficient use of manpower as well 

as greater training time to enable him to efficiently conduct such 

investigations.  The use of fingerprints as a means of identifica- 

tion was a relatively new technique in 1907; yet, by 1909 the 

Kenya Police (then called the British East Africa Police) had 

established a fingerprint Bureau.  although this bureau later 

/.<> 



became part of the CID in 197.5, it contained the fingerprints 

of 4,035 accused or suspected criminals and in 1956 the finger- 

print file increased to 90,726.  This section proved extremely 

valuable during the emergency.  Stories are told of patrols 

cutting off the fingers of dead Mau Mau and bringing them into 

the CID for identification rather than having to transport a 

Q 
complete and decaying body. By 1952 the ClD was well estab- 

lished to include crime laboratory facilities, modern for its 

time, and plainclothes agents were stationed at each district 

level. ;t acted as a countrywide detective force and had charge 

of plainclothes activities in the fields ot investigation and 

detection of crime. 

In April 1954 Colonel Young of the Metropolitan Polite became 

Commissioner of Police in Kenya.  He spent great effort in his short 

tour of these months enlarging the CID.  The reason for much of 

this was to investigate accusations of "Police Brutality" made 

by Members of Parliament who disagreed with the techniques used 

Q 
by the police and supported by the Kenya Government.   Mr. Cattling, 

who followed Colonel Young, continued to emphasize CID for it is 

CID that takes the prisoner before the court. 

"•  Special Branch:  The Special Branch is concerned 

with political intelligence and countersubversion.  Perhaps no 

"William W. Baldwin, Mau Mau Manhunt (1957), p. 143.  (Similar 
stories are found in accounts by Kitson and Ruark.) 

'"Justice in Kenya," New Statesman and Nation, Vol. 50 
(17 December 1955), pp. 821-822. 
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other organization in the Kenya Police or the military was more 

responsible for developing and employing effective techniques for 

defeating the Mau Mau than Special Branch; yet, perhaps no other 

organization of the Kenya Police or military received so much 

criticism from writers (including Corfield) for failing to develop 

and evaluate trends and intelligence about the coming Mau Mau 

crisis on which the Government could act effectively.  It is 

simple to take a small element, as Special Branch was at the 

time, and make it the scapegoat.  There is no doubt that Special 

Branch had i'•s weaknesses. 

Although the Colonial Office gave guidance on the organiza- 

tion and need for political Intelligence in the colonies, the 

implementation of a system was left to the local administrators 10 

Up until 19 45, before Mau Mau, Special Branch, headed by a Direc- 

tor of Intelligence and Security, was an integral part of C1D. 

One fundamental defect in this was that the detection of crime 

was urgent, and the collection of political intelligence appeared 

less urgent.  !n 1945 Special Branch was separated from C!D.  It 

remained a police function >mder the Commissioner of Police but 

the Director was to address his reports directly to the Member 

for Law and Order with copies to the Commissioner and other 

interested agencies.  In 1947 the Commissioner of Police submitted 

proposals to the Member for Law and Order for an extension of 

10 F. i). Corfield, Historical Survey of  the Origins and Growth 
of Mau Mau (1960), p. 10. 



Special Branch to the Provinces.  However, except for small addi- 

tions to the staff at Nairobi (none to Mombosa) and the appoint- 

ment of two Specialists Officers in the Provinces, no other action 

was authorized until shortly before the declaration of the emer- 

gency.  The reason given was that necessary funds were not avail- 

able. ^  Note that the timing also corresponded with a Special 

Branch report of antigoverament activities of "Forty Group" which 

it described as "nothing but a collection of hooligans and thugs." 

Corfieid points out that Special Branch suffered from the defect 

that it nad limited authorized personnel; however, it submitted 

vast volumes of factual intelligence on which the government could 

have acted.^  Corfieid criticized Special Branch and the provin- 

cial administration for not coordinating intelligence, ** however, 

the 27 May 1951 warning to the Government by the District and 

Provincial Commissioners, Nyeri, following the antigovernment 

KAU mass meeting was based on the translation of Ian Henderson, 

the Assistant Superintendent of Police, Nyeri (Special Branch)*- 

and was fully aired by both government and police.  Corfieid does 

admit that "however effective a Special Branch, may be in the sift- 

ing and collecting of intelligence, the final assessment: of the 

value and import of that intelligence rests with the Administration 

11 Ibid.,   p.    J]. 
12Ibid., p.   69. 
13ibid., pp.   31-32. 
14"lbid. , p.   36 . 
ISibid., p.   106. 



who, by training and the very nature of their wider contacts with 

native opinion, is best fitted to do so."'" The first part of 

this statement is perhaps sound; yet, in Kenya the agitation was 

relatively local and the police, above all oilier persons, h . '■ 

the most licsct relation with the criminal element of any commun- 

ity.  An interesting aside is recorded in the book Mau-Mau Detainee 

by Kariuki, a hard-core Mau Mau.  He speaks of his difficulty 

in joining the KAU in 1947 as Special Branch was paying so much 

money to penetrate the organization, all prospective new members 

were carefully screened. 

This has not been an attempt again to overlook Special Branch 

weaknesses but to place Special Branch efforts in prospective. 

Until the emergency it had been an intelligence-gathering outfit 

with little activity.  As the emergency drew '-loser, ti.e police 

continued to pla:e more and more effort, often "ith marvelous 

results, when considering the secret nature of Mau Mau.  A source 

involved in tne actions against Mau Mau (not to be quoted) stated 

that intelligence under these conditions must remain a primary 

function of the police because of their closeness to the people. 

This source did agree that one of the reasons for the unprepared- 

ness was the lack of an effective intelligence organization—not 

the galhering of information necessarily, but having personnel 

of sufficient stature to move the government to action. 

I6ibid., p. 238. 

''Jos iah Mwangi Kariüki, Mau Man Pet a inee (1963), p. 17, 
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I5y May 19rj2 the Commissioner of Police had established, under 

Special Branch Headquarters, a special bureau for the coordination 

oi  police actions against the Mau Mau and the collection of evi- 

dence against leading Mau Mau personalities.  This preceded the 

appointment at Government level in September 1952 of a Special 

1 H Commissioner tor Security. 

Thus before the emergency declaration was read, the Special. 

Branch had gathered together a list ot key subversive Mau Mau for 

immediate detention.  Also the Special Branch had the difficult 

task of increasing intelligence gathering techniques in order to 

supply sufficient intelligence not only for police but. for military 

operations, 

Special Branch, after the declaration of the emergency, 

gained increased interest and support from the Special Commissioner 

for Security, the Supreme Military Commander, the Emergency Com- 

mittees, and all elements of government as well as the Commissioner 

of Police.  Sr^clal Branch activities were expanded to better cover 

the affected Mau Mau area which had been better identified. 

Special Branch was augmented by intelligence! officers from the 

British Army, members of the Kenya Police Reserves, transferred 

and newly recruited police officers, and, eventually, converted 

members of the Mau Mau.  The latter primarily served in "psuedo 

gangs."  Many of the new personnel found themselves in an expanded 

18Corfield, p. 154, 
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police intelligence unit, knowing ttie mission but having to learn 

the most effective means of carrying it out. '  Officers were 

assigned as District Military Intelligence Officers (DMIO) and 

NGOs worked as Field Intelligence Assistants (FIA).  In most cases 

the FIAs were assigned by Special Branch Officers to outlying 

parts of their districts.^ The intelligence generated was to 

be used by all security force elements—the police, the Army, 

the Tribal Police, and the Home Guard.  It is important to realize 

that Special Branch still remained a police organization and its 

functions had existed before and after British military units were 

in Kenya.  It was t:h° Commissioner of Police who had strongly 

supported the use of "psuedo gangs" and the formation of Special 

Forces within Special Branch, although the ideas are rightfully 

credited to Frank Kitson, a British Army officer who served as 

DMIO in Special Branch and Ian Henderson, a long seasoned inspector 

of the Kenya Police.  Although I have found no source that credits 

the phrase, Police Operation, to such wars as Kenya during the 

Mau Mau, there is little doubt that the military was   supporting 

a police operation rather than carrying on a conventional war as 

had been known in the past.  General Krskine states in his preface 

to Frank Kitson's bock Gangs and Countergangs that the secret 

success was that Special Branch had an element, Special Forces, 

on hand which put it in a position to follow up information 

19 1JFrank  Kitson,   Gangs   and Countergangs   (1960),   p.   17, 
20 [bid-,   p.   19. 



instantaneously and to take appropriate action.    Majdalany 

in his book State ol" Emergency stated that "While the Army was 

applying the bludgeon, General. Erskine again brought into use the 

rapier offered by the Police Special Branch."   He further stated 

that the Special Forces, under the police rather than the Army, 

was the most effective final weapon against Mau Mau, and the man 

destined to bring the idea to its final successful fulfillment 

23 
was fan Henderson, Senior Police Commissioner.   Therefore, 

Special Branch became not only a collector of intelligence but 

an eliminator of the criminal. 

The operations and impact of the operations of Special Branch 

are covered later but it is appropriate here to say that new ideas 

in countergang fighting which were later to be used in Malaya 

(as well as Vietnam) were developed and perfected by the Police 

Special Branch in Kenya. 

It is right to mention here that requisite bodies to collect 

and process intelligence within the administration were set up 

as well as improvements made througnout the system as a result 

of a study submitted 28 November 1952 by the Director-General 

of Security Services in the United Kingdom after an on-the-spot 

month survey.  The study had been requested by the Governor soon 

21 Ibid., p. x i ! 
22MajdaUny, p. 214. 
23fbid., p. 218. 
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after his arrival, in Kenya. * Vet, Special Branch with initia- 

tive and imagination must have gone far beyond the results of 

this study. 

3'  General Service Unit (CSU):  The need for a Regular 

Police Reserve or Emergency Company was met in 1948 by the forma- 

tion of what was an Armored Mobil Unit.25 An operation of this 

unit is discussed on page 1.16, Chapter Vi, in connection with the 

East Suk affray in 1.950.  The units were mobile and quasi-military, 

and could be readily dispatched "in totus" or by platoon or section 

to trouble spots throughout Kenya.  (A term Levy Force was often 

used to refer to these mobile police units.)  As disorder increased 

ir. Nairobi in August 1952, some 700 men of this unit were ordered 

from the Northern Frontier Province to Nairobi.  In September 1953 

the Emergency Company was redesignated the General Service Unit and 

expanded to a strength of 47 European officers and 1,058 African- 

ranks.  The unit was broken into platoons in order to provide 

Mau Mau-affected areas and provinces with their own mobile strike 

force.  The unit was divided into five Provincial companies-—Nyeri, 

Rift Valley, Nairobi, Nyanza, and the Coast.  Companies consisted 

of platoons which were divided into three sections consisting of 

a sergeant, two corporals, and ten constables.  Each platoon was 

fully mobile, armed with Bren gins, self-sufficient, and could 

">'. 
-■'Corfield, p. 37. 
25Foran, p. 146. 
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operate independently.  In December 1953 the unit was disposed 

as follows:  Headquarters and Colony Reserves (178 of aJl ranks); 

Nyeri Provincial Company (12 platoons, 503 of all ranks); Rift 

Valley Provincial Company (5 platoons, 212 of all ranks); and 

Nairobi Special Area Company (212 of all ranks).26  Later in the 

operation the GSU operated extensively xn the Forest areas.  They 

conducted patrols of extended length and duration, conducted 

ambushes, and conducted mop-up operations such as "Operation 

Tusker" in the Aberdare Forest and in the Embu and Meru areas 

in 1958.27 

An interesting book, on the operations of GSU was written by 

William Baldwin, Mau-Mau Manhunt.  William Baldwin was an American 

World War II veteran who had arrived in Kenya and had joined the 

Kenya Police Reserves with assignment to the GSU. ° 

^"  Police Air Wing:^  The Kenya Police Reserve Air Wing 

was formed in late 1949, and consisted of a headquarters with three 

squadrons.  The transport squadron used aircraft of the East 

African Airways, the Communication Squadron used local charter 

company aircraft, and the Reconnaissance Squadron used privately 

owned aircraft and Aero Club aircraft.  The Kenya Police was 

the first Colonial Police Force to recognize the value of aircraft 

26lbid.,   pp.   190-191. 
27lbid.,   pp.   190,  208,  226. 
''^Baldwin Was   the  only  American who  fought  as  a member of  tl 

Kenya Police  during the Mau  Mau. 
29Foran,   pp.   194-200. 



in police wori\, particularly under the conditions which existed 

in Kenya.  The pilots, most ex-RAF, were paid on a p-:rt-time 

basis.  The part-time pilot police participated in exercises, 

assisted with communication relay, and acted in rescue and med- 

evacuation operations.  The police actually owned and used one 

second-hand Austen before the emergency. 

On the declaration of the State of Emergency in October 1952, 

the entire KPR Air Wing mobilized in a matter of hours and by 

early 1953 the police had purchased an additional aircraft of 

the Piper Tri-Pacer type.  By mid 1953, fourteen police aircraft 

were in constant operation. 

Although there was close coordination and he]p given by the 

military, the smaller police aircraft proved extremely effective. 

Improvisation, particularly, during the early days of the emer- 

gency period was often the norm.  One interesting story was the 

building and dropping of the first Domos secretly manufactured 

in Nairobi for the Police Air Wing—the "Goz" and "Magoz" with 

galvanized-iron casing packed with 60 sticks of gelignite and 

a firing mechanism made of nails and blasting caps.  The dropping 

of both bombs was unsuccessful because of the difficulty experi- 

enced by the pilot in cutting the ropes tying them to the aircraft, 

In 1953 the British sent four RAF Harvards from Rhodesia to 

help the poLice in the operations, for the Police Air Wing was sup- 

porting the entire security force including the British Army ele- 

ments.  On 20 February 1954, the Air Wing dropped supplies to a 
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joint patrol on Mount Kenya which at the time set a record for the 

highest altitude supply drop at 1.4,600 feet.  Another record set 

was the dropping of 56,000 pounds of supplies over a period of 

13 days in April 1955 to Security Forces. 

In January i957 the mobilized KPR Air Wing became a part of 

the permanent police force. 

-*•  Police Dog Section:   The Kenya Commissioner of 

Police as early as 1927 had seen the use of patrol and tracker 

dogs in police work in South Africa.  Police dogs were found 

valuable not oniy in the detection of criminals but their presence 

often proved an effective deterrent. By 1948 six dogs had been 

purchased and three dog handlers from the Palestine Police had 

joined the Kenya Police. 

Tiie Annual Police Report of 1958 states: 

1'oiice Dogs—As a result of casualties inflicted on 
Patrol dogs whilst working, new patrol techniques 
were introduced which, so far have proved effective. 
Escorts to patrol dogs receive intensive training in 
working closely with the dog and handler.  The dog, 
handler and escort now work as a well-balanced team. 
Seven dogs died during the year:  two of these were 
killed in action when attempting to arrest criminals, 
four others received serious wounds from the criminals 
they were arresting and six others received superficial 
wounds. 

The department by 1958 was using 64 dogs with 1.5 European dog 

masters and 57 African dog handlers, and total arrests of some 

200 criminals a year, with the assistance of dogs, were being made, 

30Tbid., pp. 75, 143-145. 
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The dogs were divided into three categories—the trackers 

worked from direct scent and were used extensively during the 

emergency; the patrol dogs were used with policemen while making 

difficult arrests; and other dogs were specially trained to wind- 

scent a criminal and trace stolen property. 

One dog "Pony" was credited with 30 arrests by 195/. 

6, Signal Branch:   The advancement of the Signal 

Branch was discussed in Chapter II.  The Police Signal Branch 

initially came into its own in 1943 with the establishment of 

five radio stations across Kenya with military type equipment. 

In 1948 the network had been extended to 45 stations with more 

up-to-date equipment.  In 1950 the entire Branch was reorganized 

to include workshop facilities, VHP" trunk radio telephone with 

all Provinces, and radios in most police vehicles.  By 1959 the 

police communications net was handling an average of 63,554 

messages per month. 

7. Inspection Branch:  No date for the establishment 

of this branch was found; however, such an office is common to 

most all police forces.  This is the internal investigation branch 

which handles disciplinary problems within the department.  This 

branch became extremely active as the Mau Mau battle continued 

and as members of Parliament and tne press began to "yell" police 

brutality and corruption.  C1D is also used where needed to assist 

31Ibid., pp. 137-138. 
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personnel   of   the   Inspection  Branch   and   initially       3 controlled 

most  of  the   investigations. 

l.xtreme  care  must  be  taken  in keeping the  subject  of  police 

corruption  in proper balance and it  is  not  the  intent  in  this 

section   to  indicate  in   any way  such was   an  uncontrollable  problem. 

With  the  care  in  initial   screening cf  personnel  for  police  duty, 

such conduct  is  the  rare  exception. 

A  famous  case  in  the Kenva Police did exist as  early  as   190-! 

when  a squad  of  railway police was  implicated  in  a series  of 

burglaries.     The  police   immediately handled the matter and after 

heavy  fines,   the   Indian  Constables were deported to   India,  and 

the  African  Constaoles   returned to  th£   Tribal   Chiefs   for  further 

3? discipline.   "     A  task  which  kept  the   police  and  the   Inspection 

Branch   (and   CID)   busy  was   the   control of   ammunition  and   firearms. 

Corfield  states   that   such   losses   aided  the  rise  of   Mau Mau. 

During   the  rise  of  Mau   Mau,   gun   control   and ammunition account- 

ability was  a major   problem.     As  early  as   1949   the  Naivasha Police 

reported   that   3?,000   rounds   of   22  ammunition had  disappeared   from 

the  Army,   KAR  Command  Ammunition  liepot   at   Gilgil.     Although   the 

loss of millions  of  rounds was  reported,   the  CID confined  the 

total   loss   in   all   depots   at   76,748  rounds  of   mixed  ammunition  and 

two  pistols.     The   investigation   revealed  that   the  Army   Command 

Depot was   guarded  by   18 Africans  armed with  Dick helves, without 

3 2 r b i ci.,   p.   22. 
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European supervision.  By 10 March an African soldier and a Kikuyu 

civilian had been arrested.  Loss continued and it was not until 

x\pril that the police were able to report that the Army had changed 

the entire guard and that theft of ammunition at the depot had been 

stopped.  By February 1950 the Army had instituted a monthly inspec- 

tion system.  Similarly, the police tightened up their control, 

of weapons.  By 1950 mass loss of ammunition had been stopped; 

however, small-scale, thefts continued.  One continuing, although 

small, source of ammunition for the Mau Mau came from Kikuyu 

prostitutes who demanded payment in rounds oi'  ammunition.  Of some 

1,247 rounds of ammunition found in illegal hands, only 180 had 

come from the police, 544 frcin the Army, and 523 from prison guards 

and Kikuyu guards. J  (Most sources dealing with operations against 

the Mau Mau mention the necessity to maintain a  count of even 

unexpended aramun i t"' on .) 

Kariuki (a hard-core Mau Mau) in his book Man Mau Petai nee 

writes of an incident in which a Mevu constable had hidden him 

during a "sweep" in Nakuru in January 1953.  lie also tells of 

buying a pistol from a soldier for 300 shillings.   However, it 

is important to note the source and that throughout his book he 

talks of corruption in the police and the "toughness, manhandling, 

and abuse" ef the police.  Kariuki stated that: the best bargain he 

33Ccrfield, pp. 225-2 34. 
^Kariuki, p. 4 3. 
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the. best way to prevent possible charges of brutality or unlawful 

use of force. 

Baldwin in Ills book Mau Mau Manhunt discusses a case against 

a former District Commandant (of the Kenya Police Reserve) and an 

inspector of CID charged with perjury at the trial of the Kariuki 

Kimani whom they had arrested (and who was found guilty) of illegal 

possession of ammunition.  Kimani's lawyer had found on a state- 

ment written by the Commandant the word "l" rather than "we" 

when referring to the Striking Force (GSU). Kimani had passed 

Jrom the Commandant's hands thr~ tgh two police and then to the 

inspector, thus technically omitting two witnesses frcm the case. 

in order to prevent police embarrassment, the District Commandant 

and the Inspector were advised to plead guilty, to waive jury 

trial, and to accept a fine with no jeopardy to their careers.  The 

appeal to change the plea was rejected by the court and both were 

sentenced by the Magistrate 10 December 1954 to four years imprison- 

ment at hard labor.  Several thousand pounds were raided by Nairobi 

citizens to fund an appeal which reduced the sentence to '8 months. 

Kimani, in the meantime, successfully appealed his case and was 

released.  Disgust and indignation among both police and civilians 

existed and several police resigned (including Colonel Young on 

'30 December L954--the reason, never given).  Baldwin follows up 

this case with a quote from a senior police officer several months 

later, "Searle and Horsfall were unfortunate to make a mistake at 

a time when pressure from the home (England) government was being 
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had ever made was the purchase of a police guard manual 

on rules of conduct so that he could use it to quote misconduct 

by paragraph and regulation number and write members of Parliament 

about brutality.-^ His letters did bring action from leftist 

members of Parliament and such reports kept the Inspection Branch 

and CID busy. 

In April 1.954 Colonel A. E. Young, Commissioner of the City 

of London Police, was appointed Kenya Police Commissioner.  He 

remained in office until December 1954 when he resigned.  Mystery 

still exists as to his reason;? for resigning.  He was a London 

Metropolitan cop with no experience in colonial policing.  Specu- 

lation exists that he was appalled at the police techniques being 

used and it is known that CID and Inspection Department became 

extremely activt  nder his command.  Martial Law had not been 

declared with tue emergency and Young's resignation gave further 

fuel to the flames in Fngland of antipolice tactics.  Soon after 

his resignation, the Governor of Kenya announced amnesty to Secur- 

ity Force members accused of using harsh practices but vowed to 

prosecute any further offenders.  Throughout the Security Force 

morale had been affected by constant probes and investigation 

of operating techniques.  The pendulum had swung and this time, 

perhaps, to the other extreme where police inaction was often 

35 bid., pp. 17?, 102.  (Throughout the book he explains 
how he used such letters to bring down Mau Mau suppression.) 
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increased. Members of Parliament and various citizen groups 

were demanding to know what was being done about keeping the 

Security Forces from 'abusing' the poor Kiku/u." 

The above is given as an example of the work of the Inspection 

Department with CID to keep corruption and brutality out of police. 

8.  Training Department: Here, perhaps, is one of the 

keys to the success of the Kenya Police in Kenya during the Mau 

Ilau emergency.  Mention has already been made of the types of 

operations required and developed by the Kenya Police in dealing 

with terror and violence as well as the "stage" of development of 

the Colony Police. 

A police training school had been established in 1911 in 

Nairobi.  Because of the semimilitary role, particularly during 

the First World War, the system was similar to that of the Army. 

By 1931 the instructional methods and systems were revised to 

provide more practical and up-to-date police training; however, 

drill and ceremony still remained.  An article in the 1928 The 

Police Journal (London) stated that in Kenya the police could be 

expected to act as a second-line of defense in a military role; 

that some milltarv training made it easier to teach police subjects 

as it developed alertness, discipline, and concentration, even if 

it had little to do with police work; and that it developed another 

specialty.''  The course lasted six months. 

36Baldwin, pp. 187-190. 
3 7Foran, p. 148. 
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By 1948 the training school had been transferred to Kiganjo 

and professional training was increased with less emphasis on the 

military.  The course remained six months until 1953 when 3,257 

African recruits were enlisted and training was curtailed to 

three months.  It was, however, subsequently returned to six 

months.  Special departments in the school gave additional courses 

in specialist operations such as CID and Special Branch and the 

facilities of schools in England were also used.  Needless to 

say, most European officers of the force nad been trained in 

England and had  ad service in other colonial police forces. 

Language was a problem ia the school and in the police.  Few 

Africans were literate and fewer used English, yet by 1950 many 

police stations were staffed with African inspectors as a result 

of language training, in the school. 

Course material from this school is unava'lable; 'however, 

it is obvious that it was capable of providing the fundamental 

knowledge of the police service, of the requirements expected 

of the police officers, of local operating procedures, and of 

speciaj techniques that must be mastered.  The length of train- 

ing itself is an important factor.  In America, the Task Force 

Report: Pol ice, part of the President's Commission on Law Enforce- 

ment and Administration of Justice, found that formal police 

training should consist "of an absolute minimum of 400 hours of 

classroom work spread over a 4 to 6 month period so that it can 



be combined with carefully selected and supervised field 

training, "- 

Winters in a speech given in 1963 to the First Annual South- 

ern Institute Tor Law Enforcement described police training as 

follows: 

When recruits are properly selected they bring to the 
job considerable native ability but little knowledge 
or experience in police work.  In a short time, they 
must be prepared to operate alone on the streets under 
a variety of conditions that call for knowledge of 
laws and ordinances, legal procedures, police practices, 
and human relations.  As they progress, they must not 
only acquire moie of the same kind of knowledge but 
also should develop some specialized understanding 
of investigative techniques and scientific crime detec- 
tion.  This will enable them to conduct initial and 
preliminary investigations and to preserve vital evidence 
for the. specialists who will assist them on difficult 
cases. '19 

Here   is   one  of   the   major keys   to  the   success   of  police   in 

Vounter-gang"  operations-~the  necessity   to act   alone,   to  make 

decisions   on   the   spot,   to   take   appropriate  actions,   to   take  the 

initiative,   and   to   face   the   criminal   or   group of  criminals  with 

authority   and without   having   to  obtain  directions   froir; a  superior. 

The  military   are   taught   to  act   first  as   a  member  of   a   team,   to 

follow orders o\   his  team or squad   leader who  is  on   the  spot; 

the   police  arc   taught   first   to  act   alone  and  second  to  reinforce 

other   police  officers   as   required. 

■'"The President's Commission en haw Knforcement and Adminis- 
tration of Justice. Task Force Report: The Poli eg (Washington, 
D.C.:   US  Government  Printing Office,   196 7),   p.   139. 

39 Ibid.,   p.   137 
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(One  difficulty,   perhaps,  experienced by  polite  forces  in 

America  during  recent   riots was   the   lack  of  training  to act   as 

a  unit   in  a  semimilitary   r-le  and  to   face  mass  mobs,   rioters, 

and demonstrators.     The American  police   forces were  past  "stage 

three"  of   their development;  yet,   these   forces  are  reverting 

to  Special Branch   tactics  to  profect  counterriot   techniques. 

Riot  control   units   are being  formed and trained  from squad  to 

company  size.) 

In  Kenya,  as  discussed,   the  Kenya Police were  still   in 

"stage  two" and  the   training was  aimed at   meeting all   internal 

security  problems.     The  colony  throughout   its  police history, 

as   shown,   had   experienced  the   single  criminal,   the  border  clashes, 

the   intertribal  disturbances,  and  gangs  of  "societies" aimed at 

destruction  and  subversion.     The   training  first   taught   the  police 

to act  aJone,   on his  own   initiative,  and  to deal with  the criminal 

element;   and  secondly,   to  act.   as   small   groups   'o  suppress   larger 

elements,   and   to mass  where  necessary.      It   taught   the   "oliceman 

to  know  his   beat   and  the   terrain;   to know  the  nature  of   the  people, 

both  the.  loyal and  the  criminal   element;   to know  the   limits  of 

his   capability  to act within  the   law.     The  policeman was   taught 

individual   loyalty  and dedication  and he was   taught   the  skills 

to  take  care  of himself--to  use   force where necessarv.     Special 

units were   formed  to handle special   problems;  yet,  the beat 

policeman was   the   generalist   capable  of  meeting any  situation, 

under any  conditions,   and against  any set of     actors. 

h<) 



police and military training may be described by a pyramid. 

In the police, the real power rests with the policeman at: the top 

of the pyramid while the chiefs retain broad powers but relatively 

iittle influence at the crime scene.  In the military the power 

and control of the leader rests at the top of the pyramid with 

the soldier primarily moving "as a pawn" operated from above. 

Although this is perhaps an oversimplification, the analogy is 

no less true. 

There is no question that by 20 October 1,?52, the crisis had 

gone beyond the limits of the very size of the police to handle 

it: yet, the question will remain ;:s to what might have happened 

if the police had received the Government support and backing 

earlier.  Would the emergency measures, if they had been put into 

effect in 1948 or 1950 or even 1951 or 1952 have made outside 

assistance unnecessary?  Continued look at the  operations in 

Kenya of the police, resulting from their training and experience 

before and during the emergency, seems to support a yes answer. 

9.  Jail and Detention:  As was seen in the discussion 

of the history of the Kenya Police, the police had been involved 

not only in the jailing of individual prisoners hut in detention 

camps such as the Jewish Detainee Camp at Gilgil from 1946-1948.' 

A special police was established for this purpose but remained 

under the Commissioner of Police. 

40i-Oran, pp. 134-135 
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Little   preparation  time  existed   for  the  solution  of  problems 

of  detention which would  result   from  the  mass  Mau  Mau  detention 

operat ions . Deter. *"ion  camps  were   immediately  established  ai; 

old military  training sites  and the  Prison Department was  enlarged 

and placed directly  under the  Minister of  Horn«  Affairs with   the 

Army   responsible.     Even  though  the   formal  control  of  the  detention 

camps had  passed  from the. Commissioner of Police,   the  primary 

burden  of  cadre   for   the   Prison  Department   fell   to  the  police, 

particularly   the  Kenya Police  Reserve.     Members  of   the Tribal. 

Police  and   the  Kikuyu  Guard   augmented   the   force of  Army   guards. 

The  Prison  Service  at   the  height   of  the   Mau   Mau  difficulties 

reached a   total  ol~  over  14,000 wardens,  most   of   them temporary 

hire  and  many   hired with  no  experience.      \frieans   performed  the 

nvjor  guard  duty. 

The   number   of  prisoners  and detainees  had  quickly   grown 

from some  9,000  before   the   rebellion   to  nearly   90,000  at   the  peak 

of   the  Mau  Man  emergency.     Within   the   first   fourteen  months  of 

the   emergency,   156,459  Kikuyu   (and  their  Embu and  Meru  allies) 

had  been  arrested  of whom  64,000  had been brought   to   trial   (the 

others  released after screening).   J     It was  not  necessarily  the 

number  of  detainees  which  had  strained  the  system but   the   rapid- 

ity with  which   the  numbers   grew.      The   first  mass  operation, 

^J-Majdalan/,  p.   20'3. 
42USDA,   Pamphlet  550-56,   p.   63f 
43Majdal.n,iy,   p.   188. 
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"Anvil," resulted in 11,600 Africans being screened by the police 

with 8,300 passed to Langata for initial detention pending further 

screening.  Within two weeks 30,000 had been screened with 16,538 

44 being detained. 

The book by  Kariuki,   I-iau  Man   Detainee,   is   the  autobiography 

of  Kariuki,   a  hard-core  Mau  Mau,   and  his   experiences   in  the 

detention system.     Even Miss  Perhatn,  who wrote  the  preface and 

who had  debated  long   in  Parliament against  Government  policies 

being  used with   the  Mau  Mau,   admits   that   those   in   Kenya  at   the 

tiir.ü  would   find   the  book   "untrue  and   greatly   exaggerated."  J     It 

does   reveal,   as  she  says,   another  side  of   the  story--the  side  of 

a  hard-core  Mau  Mau,   a   "guard   house   lawyer," who  used   the   events 

in  the  detention camps   to  help  cause  a complete  investigation. 

His   smuggled-out   letters   to  supporting  British   Members   of  Parlia- 

ment   gained  press   attention which   caused bitter  debates   in  England 

and  affected  public  opinion.     As  mentioned before,   it   is   an   insight 

into  the  ability  of   the  Mau   Mau   to   take  advantage  of  their newly 

discovered  British   legal  and  humanitarian  systems. 

By   1954   plans   had  been worked  out   for  the   reabsorption  of 

detainees   released   from work   camps.     Of   the  some  46,000  being 

detained   in  '-early   1954,   17,000 were   In work   vamps  being paid   for 

their  labor.     These were  the   less  hard core.46     In   I960 when  the 

44, bid., p. 204. 
45,.  . , . 
^kar iuki, p. xi. 
if 

^British Information Services, II) 1202, The Kenyan Emergency 
Report by the Kenya War Council (November 1954). 
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Governor of Kenya officially signed the proclamation bringing the 

emergency to an end, A,000 were still being detained and this 

4 7 number was to be reduced to 1,000 within a few weeks. 

The Prison System, although not an integral part of the regu- 

lar Kenya Police during the emergency, was dependent on the police 

and the police reserves for leadership personnel, prisoner screen- 

ing, and prisoner transportation. 

10.  Other Elements ;  Other elements of the police such 

as the Service Battalion, the Rail Police, the Water Police, and 

administrative elements continued to play their role during the 

emergency.  Their nondirect involvement in the emergency makes 

special comment unnecessary.  Also, the operation of the more 

conventionally thought-of police functions continued but did not, 

naturally, receive the publicity given to the special agencies 

directly fighting the Mau Mau. 

THE KENYA POLICE RESERVE (KPK) 

The KPR had been formed in 1948 and consisted of many volun- 

teers who had served with the Auxiliary Police Force during the 

Second World War.  In 1955, during tlie emergency, the strength of 

the KPR rose to 9,076.    It is of interest to note that approxi- 

mately one-half of this force was European and one-eighth Asian."1 

*7MajdaJa ny, p. 2 30. 
48Foran, p. 136. 
49lbid., p. 191. 
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Throughout 1952 and 1953 the Mau Mau emergency overshadowed 

everything.  "Crime assumed a grave and violent turn of an abomin- 

able and murderous nature, while gangsterism became a common 

feature," Urgent demands for police reinforcements were needed 

and the KPR was first called upon to assist in the manning of 

newly established police posts and stations.   The official 

history of the Kenya Police states that "The help provided by 

the Kenya Police Reserve resulted in an outstanding improvement 

51 in the total effort to suppress the Mau Mau rebellion." 

By 1953 the principle of integration was established in three 

major areas—(1) the establishment of a combined Regular and Reserve 

Headquarters at Colony, Provincial, and Divisional Headquarters 

as well as certain selected district; (2) Provincial and District 

Commandants of the Reserve to be employed as Deputies of their 

Regular Police opposite number; and (3) Staff Officers of the 

Reserve to act as Staff Officers at the various combined head- 

quarters.  A further change was that Reserve Police were junior 

only to those of an equivalent rank.  By March 23, 1954, all KPR 

Police were subject to all police regulations and disciplinary 

actions and had in effect become "Regular Police." ~ 

In March, also, authority was given to enroll Africans in a 

Special Police to serve at the many new police posts.  These posts 

50Ibld., p. L84. 
51Ibid., p. 188. 
b2Ibid., p. 191. 
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were all commanded by Europeans, many reservists. In the early 

days of the emergency the African Special Police either brought 

with them, or were issued with, their traditional weapons--spears, 

bows and arrows, and pangas. As their training progressed they 

were issued rifles and by the end of tne emergency at least 90 

percent of the 1,998 enrolled African Special Police had been 

53 armed with rifles. 

The Special Police and the companies oL" the KPR (absorbed 

54 
in GSU) served in forward, more affected Mau Mau areas. 

In the Thomson's Falls area the Kenya Police Reserve Tracker 

Combat Teams proved extremely effective and well trained.  They 

had become expert in anticipating the movement of Mau Mau gangs. 

This particular team's "knowledge of direct tracking was almost 

55 
unbelievable." 

The operations of the KPR and its Air Wing, are not treated 

separately as they were not operationally treated separately 

during the emergency. 

THE TRIBAL POLICE 

Again, as with the Prison Servive, the Regular Kenya Police 

had only indirect control over the Tribal Police.  Initially, the 

Kenya police was charged with the full responsibility for the prison 

52 Ü2ii- >   P« lyl 

53Ibid., 
54Ihid., p. 192 
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system, but surrendered this direct control to a separate agency. 

The Tribal Police, initially, were the sole force of the DistrcL 

Commissioners  even though in 1925 they were made the respon- 

sibility of the Kenya Police.  Toward the end of the emergency, 

they were integrated into the police system as an auxiliary fo ce. 

For the MSt part, Tribal Police units were found in   the thinly 

populated areas and on the reserves and many performed with high 

3 b 
standards durii g "he emergency. 

Majdalan\   ares that one of the failures of the police in 

halting f.he tide oi. Mau Mau was thiir failure to use the Tribal 

Police prior to the emergency.  The long-s.  wing custoi.i was that 

the Kenya Police with its European-officered colony force did 

not operate in the Reserve but only in the European settled areas 

and the town.  The African Reserve was left to the African Tribal 

Police who came directly under the Provincial administrators. 

According to Majalany the force consisted of men of good standing 

who served in their own home location.  They could aptly be called 

the personal retainers of the District Officer aid the "village 

Bobby" oi Kenya.  In peacetime the system ha. .verked well but 

during the rise of Mau Mau regular police reinforcements were 

essential, not only to bolster the intelligence gathering effort 

but to take the ful.1 weight of Mau Mau's constant intimidation 

57 
and bribery campaign of the Tribal Police.    Once bolstered 

''DA r rnphlel o' -56, p. 6 !5 
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Support was given by the Regular Police, the Tribal Police served 

well as will be shown in their operations. 

Again, as with the KPR, the operations of the Tribal Police 

became integrated in all Police Operations.  They assisted as 

prison guards, reinforced Special Branch and GSU and bolstered 

the Kikuyu Guard. 
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CHAPTER V 

INTELLIGENCE AND GOVERNMENTAL ACTIONS DURING THE 
RISE OF MAI' MAU 1946-1952 

There is little doubt that .mich information was collected 

about the Mau Man secret organization.  The special branch of 

tlie policL was functioning well and local administrators supple- 

mented their information with numerous warnings of the danger of 

the Kikuyu unrest.  Corfield, in his study, found volumes of 

reports; however, he concludes that the machinery for the 

interpretation of these reports as to their snort-term and long- 

L 
term implications was missing.   This accossment is perhaps true 

but the base of the problem was also perhaps a reluctance of the 

administration and persons in governmental power to admit failure. 

This Chapter does not intend to admit that there were no weaknesse.c 

in Police Intelligence or to overlook the recognized problems 

the Police had for failure to increase Special Branch earlier ot- 

to patrol the Kikuya Reserve.  It does however, purport that all 

the blame is not that of Police failures. 

First, consider what was known.  It is obviously asy to 

Monday-morning quarterback but the possibility of closed ears 

and eyes appear unbelievable. 

Gradually, the words Mau Mau came i.ito use and represented a 

secret and highly subversive organization.  These words were not 

lCorficUI, P- 3^- 
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heard until 1946 (incidentally, the year Jomu Konyatta returned 

to Kenya).  in 1947 there was circumstantial evidence, of midnight 

oathing.  In 1948 the wordy reached the world press.  Mau Mau had 

thrown out of the KCA (Kikuya Central Association) and mass meetings 

also became the instrument of open anti-government subversive 

talk. 

Coifield records some of the official reports prior to 1952 

that reached the Central Government, that were distributed to 

other colonial governments and that reached Britian reports 

which were often disbelieved.  We know that at this time Britian, 

the Colonial Office, and the Governor General were embarked on 

social and economic progress which could have had some effect 

on the interpretation of the danger.  Changes were needed, they 

were taking place; yet, events can overtake social progress if 

a pulse of dissent is not monitored and controlled. 

The KCA had been outlawed in 1940, but by 194b a KAU (Kenya 

African Union) bad emerged.  In his annual report for 1.945, the 

Provincial Commissioner, Central Province stated that the KAU 

is "to emulate the proscribed KCA." 

in 1946 tile following two secret intelligence reports were 

issued. 

It is witli growing amazement that I notice the 
increase in anti European sentiment among at least 
one section of   the Africi.n population in Nairobi. 

21 bid., p. <o 
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Recent debates have revealed in startling fashion 
attitudes of mii.d which 1 find surprising after 
18 months in an urban African city.  (District 
Commissioner, Nairobi) 
fhe outward signs ot unrest among Africans is a 
pernicious African press, increased activities of 
the known political agitators and opposition to 
many forms of Government activity in the reserves, 
particularly if it is directed by Europeans or Chiefs. 
(Provincial Commissioner, C< tral Province, December 
1946) 3 

in L947 two major protest actions emphasized the unrest and 

dissatisfaction with the "squatter agreement" and overcrowded 

conditions in the Kikuyu Reserve.  About 100 Kikuyus  marched on 

Nairobi to be followed by a better organized group of 300 who 

invaded the Governor's House.  in June of that year Kenyatta was 

elected President oi'   the KAU after declaring that bloodshed for 

freedom would be necessary.  This was reported in the 1947 

Annual Report.  Riots, strikes, and violent agitations became 

common occurrences after August 1%7.  In one such incident the 

District Commissioner and the Superintendent of Police were both 

injured by stones.  In October, Chief lgnatis ol   Fort Hall was 

given an armed guard to protect him.  Unapproved meetings were 

held and in one incident the District Commissioner, who had 

attended the meeting alone to prevent: an appearance of intimidation 

barely extricated himself when pandemonium erupted against the 

government and white rule.  The Special Branch ny September 1947 

had established and reported in the Kenya Intelligence Summary 

that the agitations were centrally directed.  An extract 

Jlbid. , 
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of Information was known about 2000 men of the Forty Group 

(so-called by their circumcisra year a Kenya custom in L940) 

who were sent to Fort Hall district to "go after people, who were. 

taking information to t. > Government, and to go after our elders, 

4 
headmen and chiefs who are spoiling our district." 

On L9 September 1947 the Acting Provincial Commissioner, 

Central Province directed a long secret, letter to the Chief 

Secretary discussing the increase in violence and the "now 

subversive gatherings" with known central direction.  He had also 

spoken to the Acting Governor and the Member for Law and Order 

of the necessity for firm steps to prevent such defiance of 

5 
authority.   He requested power to prohibit such meetings which 

openly advocated the destruction oi'  "all the institutions of good 

government.  The only response received was a semi-official note 

from the Member for Lav; and Order saying that the. Governor had 

asked him to poirr* out to the Province Commissioner that since 

this dealt with Law and Order it should have been addressed to 

6 
the Member lot Law and Order."   Procedure, not contents,seemed 

of prime importance.  The letter did, however, result in a notice 

referring to Police Ordinance, 1930, Section 33, concerning the 

, .    .      .        - .7 
Licensing requirements lor mass meetings. 

Ibid., [>• 2(J8 
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By thn ond  oi the year, the Fort i-iaii District Commissioner 

had reported to the Director oi  intelligence and Security the 

strong rumor circulating that the Kikuyu i-»«n1d right all wrongs 

8 
by the murder oi all Europeans.   The year had been turbulent 

and the provincial annual report noted it as one of "political 

unrest fomented by unscrupulous agitators working often consciously 

against the common good and thriving financially on the troubles 

created.... the chief active supporters were found among the urban 

o 
riff-raff." 

The Kenya intelligence Reviews, compiled by the Director of 

Intelligence and Security, and approved by the Commissioner of 

Police and the Member of Law and Order, were dispatched to the 

Colonial Office in the name of the Governor.  The anti-government 

activities of 1947 were: reported. 

Tlie year 1048 started with two heated debates in the Legisla- 

tive Council reference the political unrest.  The first resulted 

in a motion accusing the Administration from top to bottom for 

the responsibility of the chaotic state of  affairs concerning the 

Ll 
native agitation and unrest.    The second debate concerned the 

government's requirement for approval to have political meetings. 

ft was obvious that the government was faced with a dilemma the 

necessity for law and order which was essential, the shortage 

A[hid. , p. 72 
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of police and money and the "rabble-rousers" using the principle 

of freedom of assembly to advocate sedition as referred to by the 

12 
Chief Native Commissioner. 

Dissidents were also beginning to use the legal system to 

undermine the authority.  Chief Malsimei and Chief Waruhiu provide 

two examples.  The militant leaders set out to destroy the chiefs. 

Both had to face the court on charges of assualt based on trumped- 

up evidence but legally admissible.  In both cases the Provincial 

arid District Commissioners acknowledge the deplorable situation 

13 
ych   legal technicalities had been fulfilled. 

"The Revolt of the Women" of Fort Hall, contrary to Kikuyu 

custom, revealed the work of the agitators; yet, it was during a 

trial of two Kikuyus in March 1948 that the agitators and the KCA 

were linked.  During the trial, witnesses, in conversation with the 

police, referred openly to the subversive organization of Mau Mau. 

The two Kikuyus were found guilty of assault against Africans 

14 
who refused to join an illegal squatters' organization. 

By June 1948, the Director of Intelligence and Security was 

reporting the illegal oathing by dissident Africans  and on 21 

September 1948 the words Mau Mau, "a new movement," was used for 

15 
the first time in official documents.   By December 46 branches 

of the illegal KCA were identified and 1,834 names oi~  members 

[2Ihid., p. 7 b 
L3 Ibid., 
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were known.  By the end of 1948 the District Commissioner of 

Fort Hall was reporting that "storms are browing and gale warnings 

should be sounded,"  but acknowledged that 1948 had been notably 

quieter than 1947.  It is interesting to note that the only 

incident recorded in the year end intelligence review was the 

conviction of the two Kikuyus for assault with respect to illegal 

oathing. 

By mid 1949, the new Commissioner of Police, M.S. O'Rorke, 

who had been seconded from ttie Palestine Police, recognized the 

"troublesome times ahead for the Kenya Police" and be.gan expanding 

police control into the reserves.   Although the dissidents were 

definitely playing low key, this period of quiet seemed to build 

the tension and the concern about elements following Kenyatta, 

the Independent Schools, and the KAU. 

in  March 1949 the District Commissioner, Kinmbu, reported 

thac the "subversive political temperature, appears to be rising." 

Secret intelligence reports from the District Commissioner, Tbika, 

in April and .June reported the trouble being caused on the reserves 

by Kenyatta, the increased ;rime and the fear of the loyal chiefs. 

The Superintendent oi   Police noted that there was a dangerous 

undercurrent in Kenya; yet, he had never experienced such 

"difficulty in obtaining information of a political nature and that 

there appears to be a definite move afoot to prevent the leakage 

17 
ol information being received. " 

l&Foran., p. L38 
l7Corlield,, p. 80 
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By April 1944 Colonel Meinertzhagen, a retired officer of 

the King's African Rules, sent a personal letter to the Governor 

warning him of the unrest of the Kikuyu, and giving him information 

reecived from a chief about the secret society called "Maw Maw," 

the oathing, and the possibility of violence by the. Kikuyu.  The 
18 

Colonel received no reply from the Governor. 

By June 1.949 the Kenya Intelligence Review was reporting 

frequent meetings of squatters in the Rift Valley Province, while 

district commissioners by the end of the year were reporting that 

"natives were openly talking of the Kikuyus' assertion thrt they 

will one day take over Kenya and the Europeans will be dr ven 

away."    A link had definitely been established between the unrest 

of Rift Valley scuiatters and the KCA, 1<AU, and the Kikuyu Karinga 

Education Association.  The y.uir end intelligence report indicated 

the growth of the KCA and the authorized police searches of KCA 

menagers' houses which resulted in negative findings.  It was 

learned, however, that KCA instructions were issued by "v.ord of 

mouth" rather than written in order to avoid compromise and to 

maintain secrecy.  Because of no concrete evidence the courts 

20 
could not act against these managers. 

On 4 April 1950, the Nairobi African Affairs Officer 

addressed a secret letter to the Director of Intelligence and 

Security, with copies tu district commissioners, saying that a 

18 I bid., p. Hi 
19Jjnd. , p. 82 
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responsible and reliable Kikuyu had revealed the oathing of 

Kikuvvs to include it? contents  adininistrat ion procedures  costs 

21 
and secrecy.    Following this report numerous other reports 

began to piece together the effects 0f forced oathings. 

On 11. April 1950, the Assistant Superintendent, of Police, 

Kiambu, submitted a long statement on illegal oath administration 

2.2 
and the activities of the KCA supplied by informers.    As a 

result of this report the police, in a meeting with district 

commissioners, opened case files on possible oath administrators 

and on 29 April, 27 persons were arrested, found guilty and given 

varying terms of imprisonment„  The case did not concern any matter 

other than "Section 62 of the Penal Code" referring to illegal 

oathing the purpose, or eventual impact of such oathing was 

23 
incidental information during the course, of testimony. 

The police, continued to bring cases of illegal oath 

administrators to court and each case added new information (piece 

by piece.) to the "Mau Mau" story.   in April 1950 eight were 

convicted of illegal oath  administering, and in June, nineteen. 

The iatter trial led to the proscription of Mau Mau.  Section 62(1) 

of the Penal Code was changed to read: " Any person who (1) admin- 

isters or is present at and consents to the administering of any 

oath or engagement in the nature of an oath, purporting to bind 

2iibid. ,  p. 84 
22[bid., 
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the person who takes it in any of the following ways ... is 

''4 
guilty of a felony." 

At this point it is essential to note what happened following 

the June 1950 trial.  Mabrougi s/o Kadagoya, a Masai, appealed 

his conviction.  Although the. section of the Penal Code was 

all-inclusive and covered either the administering of an oath 

or the willing presence during an oath ceremony, the actual 

charge sheet had contained the words "unlawfully administered." 

The Court of Appeals stated that although Kadagoya was guilty 

under the code the wording of the charge was improperly framed 

and that it had no option under the law but to reverse tiie findings. 

Thus, Kadagoya and his compatriots were released. 

This trial with its subsequent appeal, was recognized 
by all, both in the reserves and the settled areas, 
as the first major test of strength between Mau-Mau 

and the forces of lav; and order, and the news of these 
releases spread far and wide, giving a great flip 
to the supporters of Mau-Mau and causing consternation 

among pro-Government Africans, who, not being conversant 
with the intricacies of the law, could only assume that 

the power of the Government to take effective ac';on 
against Mau-Mau were seriously curtailed.  On 1" .November 
1950, the Divisional Police Headquarters, Nyeri reported 
(that) there can be no doubt that Mau-Mau leaders will 
make Rood capital out of the results, and it is thought 
that the oathine campaign position will now become 

delicate. "' 

This event, above all others, had tiie most impact on the 

ability of the police to stop the spread of Mau Mau.  Although 

Corfield points this out clearly, he. avoids a direct criticism 

of the court system. 

-'Mbid. , p. 8 ft 
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Following the actions of the courf:s, the police continued, 

yet with further frustrations, the effort to root out the Mau Mau. 

By January '951, the police had six cases before the court. Although 

available records do not discuss the outcome of each case, .t 

least one was reversed on appeal and in another the state witnesses 

..       ,26 
disappeared. 

As subversion increased during 1950, so did lawlessness and 

the police called this t? the attention of the Secretary for Law 

and Order.  Yet, as Corfield points out, the Central Government 

felt that many illegal acts were not attributable to the Mau Mau 

and that Mau Mau incidents were beiug exaggerated.  The Acting 

Governor did, however, in June 1950 in an address to the Chief 

Native Commissioners recognize that the press and a number of 

people were concerned about the Mau Mau association.  He stated 

that the matter was the commissioners' responsibility and that 

he would like an investigation with recommendations concerning 

special action which should be taken.  The commissioners' reply 

recommended the outlawing of Mau Mau under Section 69 of the 

Penal Code and on 4 August 1950, the Executive Council proscribed 

the  Mau Mau association based on information supplied by the 

Director of Intelligence and Security.  The Special Branch documents 

at the time considered KCA, KAU, and Mau Mau indistinguishable. 

Corfield considers this a i'actor which militated against the full 

26 ,L, id., p. 87 
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appreciation of the extent of the Mau Mau danger at the time. 

However, it is clear that he is perhaps speaking from the 
27 

Governor's view rather than from the police view. 

The magnitude of the oathing was becoming clear.  The District 

Commissioners of Nairobi and Kiambu had reported 480 Kikuyu were 

oathed in two days in May 1950.  (The arrest by the police of 

Dedan Mago had temporarily stopped the oathing; however, with 

his release by the courts an increase could be expected.) 

On 21 July 1950 the District Commissioner of Nyeri, prior to 

the proscription of Mau Mau, reported that his theory was that 

there existed in his district an organization, the members of 

which were centrally trained and directed, which has as its aim 

"the eventual disruption of Government's activities and authority: 

the organization is at present insufficiently powerful to provoke 

any breach with Government, but aims by subtle methods to attract 

a sufficient following to be able to put into operation at a 

future date some form or forms of civiJ disobedience, backe ! by 

a sifc s mtial proportion of the population." He mentioned the 

rumored conspiracy to assassinate leading pro-Government Africans 

in order tc cause a public commission of enquiry to be sent from 

England which would uncover evidence of oppression and recommend 

"freedom" for Africans.  He noted that such actions were followed 

in Uganda and on the West Coast of Africa.   his theory got wide 

distribution but the Central Government Jiles showed on the report 

28 
only a Secretariat's initials. 

:;7ibid. , p. '»0 
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Following the proscription of Mau Man on 13 August lc>50, 

police were dispatched on 22 August 19 50 to the Nyeri district 

to investigate a large meeting of the KCA which was to take place 

and where many people were to be forced to take the oath.  Although 

the meeting had dispersed on arrival of the police, evidence of 

the oathing was found and 37 men were arrested.  Fifteen were 

subsequently charged and found guilty of administering or being 

at the administration of an unlawful oath and were given varying 

29 
terms of imprisonment. 

This outbreak in Thegenze, Nyeri led the police to increase- 

its C1D and Special Branch coverage of the Central Province and 

the settled areas of the Rift Valley Province.  Two additional 

police officers were assigned to Nyeri and Nakuru and the 

Assistant Superintendent of Police ordered a full enquiry into 

the build-up of Mau Mau.  The enquiry confirmed the views and 

theory presented in July by the District Commissioner of Nyeri 

but could not, with concrete evidence, connect the KCA and Mau 

Mau.  A separate Nyeri police report did provide evidence of illegal 

30 
oathing ceremonies taking place in the Independent Schools. 

Evidence did continue to grow«  Tom Mbotela, a non-Kikuyu 

and member of the KAU, informed the Government that Kenyatta 

had advised <AU to support Man Mau; he stated that Mau Mau was 

stronger than ever; he stressed the danger of the Kikuyu Age 

IM!- > P« 92 
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Croup Association (Age Group 40); and ho suggested thai funds 

collected by this group were directed to the illegal KCA. 

Meetings were planned to get Mbotela, Kenyatta and other leaders 

to denounce Mau Mau.  The militant course of actions taken by 

Mau Mau were reputiated by Mbotela frequently until November 1951 

when Kenyatta, with his KAU flag vowed a self-governing African 

Kenya. The activities of the Kenya Government during these supposed 

Mau Mau denunication meetings which wore planned over a period 

from 1950 into 1952 are well recorded in Rosberg's and Nort^nghams' 

book 'L'he Myth of Mau-Mau: Nationalism in Kenya.  This indicated 

that political actions were deeply involved in getting African 

32 
support to stop African Mau Mau from spreading.    Thus, as early 

as late 1950, the Government was fully aware of" the potential 

danger of the spread of Mau Mau, yet, no emergency was recognized. 

(Mbotela was assassinated 2b November 1932 by Man Mau). 

!n November 1950 a meeting was held in the Provincial 

Commissioner's office at Nakura with representatives of the court, 

police, native commissioner's office and district officers.  The 

Inspector of Police stated that the. secret society appealed 

primarily to the Kikuya and was well established over a wide area. 

When the suggestion was givn to increase the punishment (extension 

of the punishment of t. logging) the Member for the Law and Order 

(who headed the court and pol ice) stated that such action would not 

31 [hid. , p. 9 5 

3^carl C. Rosberg, Jr. and John Nottingham, The Myth oi 
Mau Mau: Nationalism in Kenya, (New York: I'reder ic'< A. Praeger , Inc., 
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get the approval of the Secretary o\   State as the current tendency 

was to restrict the number o{   offenses for which flogging could 

be imposed. 

Still another such meeting held was under the chairmanship 

of the Acting Governor.  At this meeting the Provincial Commissioner, 

Central Province, argued that propaganda against the Mau Hau 

Association was useless and that legal action against offenders 

was the only line of action.  Preventive detention was suggested 

by the Chief Nati ' Commissioner but again the Member for Law and 

Order argued that the Secretary of State would not accept such a 

measure during peacetime.  As previously mentioned, however, the 

only action was to make it a felony tc administer or be present 

34 
at tlie administration of an oathing. 

The police by the end  of November 1930 had presented an 

evaluation of tiie danger o\   Man Man and its el feet c r. the Kikuyu 

tribe members.  The schizophrenic nature of  the Kikuyu was recognized, 

This allowed the Kikuyu to act and appear normal when in view 

of the Government and tin.: opposite when alone with Kikuyus.  Thus, 

L950 closed with a reasonable good evaluation ol the dangers ol 

Mau Mau by the police and the commiKsioners hut wit'a no legal 

actions to assist the police in limiting its spread except arrest 

oj oath offenders. 

It war. during L950 th.it the "many and varied facets o\   the 

T J 
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campaign of Mau-Mau subversion came more definitely to notice 

and the general pattern of the overall plan o\'  Mau-Mau became 

more apparent, at least to those in the field who were in closest 

33 
contact with it."     By the end ol the year 142 persons had 

been prosecuted in connection with oathing and 120 had been 

convicted; yet, this had Little weakening effect on  the escalating 

Mau Mau.  The police had been kept to their role >f ".irrest after 

the act" not "prevention before the act takes place." 

The year 1951 was a year of talk Kenyatta, Mau Mau 

denunciation attempts, continued social and economic government 

goals, continued oathing and continued attempts to convict offenders, 

The secrecy among the Kikuyus increased and greater difficulty 

was experienced by the police in obtaining evidence which would 

stand up in court. 

Much attention resulted from a Government-approved mass meeting 

by the KAU on the showground at Nyeri on 27 May 1931 and varying 

views of its results are worth noting: 

(1)  i)istrict Commissioner using information furnished by 

the Assistant Superintendent of Police, Nyeri: 

The meeting itself displayed a very nasty temper.... 
after Anderson (Wamuthenya? sat down it would have 
been suicidal for anyone t-> pass a remark in favor ol 
the Government.... It was c early stated that the Secretary 
of State would be given a period to accede to their 
requests....There is every likelihood of trouble in 
the near future if, aa seems certain, the K.A.U. 
memorandum on the U'ikuyu lands is rejected... .any 
future meetings will almost certainly result: in 
either (universal civil disobedience, a march on 

35ibid., pp. 100-101 
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Government house, the .assassination of leading 
Government supporters, an attack on Chiefs' 
off ices, etc., in the n.·scrv(•s or \-Jomcn sent to 
cultivate European farms 110ar the boundary of 
the reserve) •.•• 

(2) Din.•ctor Ll[ Intelligence and Security to tlw Nember 

for Law and Order: 

[ ar:: infortr.t•J by the Senior Superintendent of Police, 
Nyeri District, that he considers this report to oc 
ex.lg~L·rat..:-d •.•• if the report is in fact true ..•. 
l am getting th~ views of the Senior Superintcn<'.ent 
of Police, Nycri, in writing. 

(J) District Commis,;ion<.~r in a r<.•ply to the Chief Nativt.• 

C•Jmmiss i uncr: 

Tlw a~count of the K.A. F. llli.'l't ing •••• is entirely 
accur<ltc .•.. The nwet ing WLJS COV(!red by a number 
•>f people in the l'mploy of the Police and Admin
istration, and by tlw Assistant Superintendent of 
Police, ::"-1r. !an !lenJerson, who speaks fluent Kikuyu. 
All \Jere unan inous that it \-Jas s te~ted that ~l plan of 
act ion had been prepared :>hould the memorandum to 
thl~ Secn•t.try of State b<.• rejected •••• The genc.~r<tl 
atmo:-:pherc in thL~ n~servc is still ~ood, but there 
can be no doubt but that the '~xt:::-emists arc becoming 
incn·~tsingly active and vioh•nt •••• I am holding a 
security conference \-Jith the Senior Superintendent 
nf PoUc(• and various administrat ivc and departmcnt:tl 
0fficers, at \·:hich we arc going to draw up all possible 
courses of action llpcn tl) the agitators and means of 
dealing \-Jith them .... To sum ur, I \-Jould welcome the 
ban of all public meetings until the end of the year ..•• 

(4) Provincial Commiss ionC'r: 

The District Commissiont.'t' has painted the picture in 
strong colours, but it is a L1c t that there has 
been a swing towards the cxtrC'mists Hho hnve gainC'd 
C•)ntro ~ of the K.A. U. conuni ttccs in both Nyeri and 
Fort l1.:1ll (also Nairobi) during the past six months ..•• 
Nob oratory, linked toJith the ability to say nnything 
fantastic regardless of truth, and hearing repetitively 
on "Leb<.•nsraum" as the main theme t-Jith popul.:1r .:1ppeaJ 
in Kilwyu, has a great inflanunatory pntt.•ntinl and the 
District Commissioner ••• goes to the root of the matter ••.• 
L am not seriously t-Jorried by the s.ittt<ltion :lt this 
moml~nt ••. hut L it.L may get seriously out or hand unless 
we take a pull on the reins. 

l)!~ 



(5) Director of Intelligence and Security lorwardod an 

evaluation of the situation by ihe Senior Superintendent oi 

l'ol.;ce to the Member for Law and Order: 

My attitude is this.  i accept the threat of the 
meeting but cannot aj 1 the time guard against ever} 
possibility.  !l the opposition are set on trouble, 
I have sufficient force to deal with this when they 
show their hand.  In the meantime, every effort is beim; 
made to collect a 11 intelligence which bears on 
the intentions o\   the leaders and a meeting lias been 
held (administration and police) which considered 
possible lines of action open to agitators and 
suitable counteract ions.... In view, however, of the 

alarmist reports....! Jiink I might bring the 
matter of the validi-y of these local opinions to a 

head by formally asking the Provincial. Commissioner, 
Central Province, whether he requires any police 
reinforcements other than those which can be made 

available from the school..., 

(6) Provincial Commissi oner's reply, 31 August 1.951: 

Apart from the proposed police post at Othaya the 

Provincial Commissioner did not think that from the 
security angle there were grounds for strengthening 
the existing police force....36 

(This dialogue is included to demonstrate the dichotomy which 

existed between the loc; :vel and the governmental level. tie 

potential for violence was not Kenya-wide but primarily confined 

to the Kikuyu.  This was perhaps a. contributing factor in the 

inability of the government to recognize the real danger.) 

The final outcome o\   the dialogue was the establishment o\ 

another police post it Othaya and the provision that the KAP 

meeting in Nyeri wouId require the prior approval of the 

Provincial Commissioner.,  There was \w  overall assessment made 

16 Lbid., pp. 107-10'), 
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and definitely a lack of personal contact between Nairobi respon- 

sibility for law and order and those in the field. 

Signs of increasing unrest and the spread of Man Man among the 

Kikuyu labor in the settled area of the Rift Valley Province were 

noted throughout the year.  Each period oi   unrest was counteracted 

by showing of movies and increased use of anti Mau-Mau propaganda. 

Indications were reported even at local level that the general 

picture was improving and the Mau Mau followers in the area were 

showing signs of distrust and discouragement, and it would appear 

that the Mau Mau is  "cracking up." "   This information was 

quickly picked up by Intelligence and forwarded to the Member of 

Law and Order.  This was in June 1951; yet by October 1951 anxiety 

and concern began again.  On 24 October 1951, the Chief Native. 

Commissioner and the Acting Provincial Commissioner reported: 

. . . there can be no doubt that the Mau-Mau movement, 
even if quiescent at: the. moment, is not only wide- 
spread throughout the. settled areas oi the province 
but is extending its tentacles.... and it would be a 
mistake to imagine that its powers to create disturb- 
ances, disrupt labour relations or incite sabotage 
have in any way diminished, or that it will not again 
at any moment have recourse to overt action.  i'rom it 
follows that the present methods have not been success- 
ful and, therefore, increased powers are essential tor 
its suppression.  It has proved extremely difficult 
indeed for the police, to jbtain convictions, in view 
oi tlie unwillingness of vitnesses to expose themselves 
to retaliatory action by the society, and it was 
generally agreed at the meeting that the sentences which 
magistrates were competent to inflict were insufficient 
to act as a real deterrent. 38 

37lbid., p. Ill 
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Another Administration and Police joint meeting was held on JL 

October i ' 5 i which set up XVVM\  aims.  Most o f these were in the 

sueial/econe"nic/psyehological areas; however, the first was: 

"The Kenya Police should continue their präsent activities ;,nd 

police officers would press for longer sentences, since magistrate:; 

could, if it was considered necessary, ask ior the Supreme Court 

to enhance sentences above the maximum with which they are empowered." 

The remitting of prisoners to the Supremo '.:ourt for sentence proved 

ineffectual as the Supreme Court was circumscribed by the sentences 

outlined in the Penal Code.  Therefore, effective action was blocked 

and the anti-Mau Mau propaganda actions seemed the only course 

39 
at tie local or police level. 

The first overall evaluation oi   the Mau Mau situation conducted 

by the Internal Security Working Committee submitted a report to 

the Governor in November llJ51„  Under the heading "Man Mau", the 

report consisted of the following: 

This .is a Kikuyu secret society which is probably 
another manifestation of the suppressed Kikuyu 
Central Association,  its objects arc anti-European 
and its intention is to dispossess Europeans of the 
White Highlands.  Its members take an oath not to 
give information to the police, and may also swear 
not to obey certain orders of the Government.  It is 
suspected that some members employed on European farms 
indulge in a "go sJow" policy, and that they may also 
have committed minor acts of sabotage on far us.  Success- 
ful prosecutions against the society are believed to 
have checked its growth; or at least to \\;iv?  curbed the 
forceful recruitment oi  adherents.  The potency of the 
organization depends on the extent to which it possesses 

-'''ibid., p. 1L3 
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the power, latent in all secret societies, of being 
more feared than the forces of law and order.  It 
is possible that as soon as the Sh. 60 entrance fees 
are no longer forthcoming little more will be heard 
of Mau-Mau; but, in the meantime, this society, like 
the religious sects, remains a possible instrument for 
mischief in the hands of agitators, though one of which 
the potentialities appear to be waning. 40 

Corfield concludes that although the existence of Mau Mau, 

oathing and often violent unrest existed, even the police and 

particularly Special Branch had not appreciated the existence 

of central direction and common policy behind the mo/ement. There 

had been implications of the return of the proscribed KCA and 

the possible link between the KAU and Mau Mau; yet, this could 

not be pr oved. 

Thus, 1951 ended with the Governor sending the report of the 

Internal Security Working Committees to the Secretary of State. 

In a cover letter he pointed out that "it is well t.> bear in 

mind that although a sentiment such as nationalism may acquire 

great strength and momentum, quire apart from the existence of 

povertv or other causes of social discontent, the major problem 

in Kenya and East Africa generally i.s social and agrarian and 

not nationalism.'    He requested a Royal Commis ion and study of 

the problem by the Colonial 0 ifice. 

Here again is perhaps a break in the full recognition of the 

problem to be faced.  The Governor General had spent some 30 years 

on assignments in Africa,  lie had seen such secret movements rise 

40[bid., p. 116 
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only to Call of their own weight.  Although no reference can be 

found which states Juch a premise, perhaps the Governor had much 

impact on the thoughts of the Member for Law and Order, the 

Superintendent of Police, as well as other cabinet members less 

expert in African affairs concerning the danger.  He was greatly 

concerned with other affairs such as social and economic advance- 

ment but he failed to realise that such advancement can take place 

best where law and order exist.  After his retirement prior to 

the declaration of the emergency in 1952, he wrote a book; yet, 

his book provides no explanation of his failure to use greater 

law enforcement techniques to ensure the advancement of his 

welfare programs.  Majdalany in State of Emergency states 

that "Sir Phillip Mitchell contrived to cocoon himself against 

the warnings that were constantly pouring into Nairobi from the 

officials in the field.  Game to the last, at a time when his 

successor was all but packing his bags for the journey to Kenya, 

Mitchell back in London was quoted as saying that 'the suggestion 

that there was serious unrest in Kenya was a fabrication of 

42 
mischievous agitators and unscrupulous journalists ". 

Although it was becoming increasingly difficult for the 

police to obtain evidence necessary for prosecutions in the 

courts of law, reports from all district commissioners and police 

elements showed a continued intensification of oathing ceremonies 

42Majdalany., p. 96. 
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into 1952,  By February 1952, fallowing numerous cases of arson 

and oathing, the Assistant Commissioner of Police, C1D reported: 

There appears little doubt that the object of this 
campaign is to intimidate such local Government 
supporters as exist in the Aguthi location, and so 
establish an area, which has for long been a source 
of trouble and concern to the Government, as an 
impregnable fortress from which organized gangs of 
young Kikuyu, anti-Government and anti-European 
fanatics may operate with complete immunity..,. 
The plan appears to be therefore to consolidate 
their position in the reserve as a prelimLnary to 
further lawlessness spreading to other areas.  The 
fact that most of these crimes were committed by 
natives against natives does not minimize theii 
seriousness in any way.... it is evident, too, that 
even the loyal chiefs and headmen are becoming uneasy 
and less effective as valuable aids to Government 
in the maintenance o[  lav; and orlcr. ^3 

Six temporary police posts staffed by an European police 

inspector and 15 men from the police training school, complete 

with radios and transportation, were established in Nyeri.  In 

addition, two mobile patrols of police were kept in die reserve at 

Kigango to carry on raids.  A police post at Mutliaya was reestab- 

lished.  Again the District Commissioner, with police suppn-t, 

requested the Member of Law and Order for stronger punishments 

and fines.  And again the Member for Lav; and Order argued about 

rights of the individual and his responsibility to the law. After 

much debate, in which the group responsibility aspects of African 

tribes in contrast to the European concept was argued, did the 

Governor on 8 April 1952 sign an order authorizing the imposing 

of a fine of 2,500 pounds.  The Secretary of State and the House 

43 Corfield., n. 124, 
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of Commons got into the debate arguing that such a collective 

tine was contrary to the principles of natural justice; however, 

44 
they finally concurred in the Governor s actions. 

Chapter VI, discusses the increased violence that 1952 brought; 

therefore, here, where concern is more of what was known of Mau Mau 

prior to the declaration of the emergency than with specific violent: 

acts, suffice it to say that disorder among tlie Kikuyus increased 

in 195?.. 

By April 1952 Lhe Director of Intelligence and Security had 

submitted a summary connecting the Mau Mau with the illegaj KCA 

and the KAU, but stilJ questioned the possibility of large-scale, 

overt, subversive acts.  In a report he did state that "Continued 

police action is required in order to protect respectable citizens 

and to uphold law and order." 

In February 1952, the Governor was quoted as having said in 

London during a brief visit that the general political feeling in 

Kenya was better than lie had ever known it for many years whereas 

the Kenya Weekly News commented that "the political situation is 

now more disturbing and the prospect more anxious that it has been 

since 1936." ''Ö 

Two important things happened in .June 1952; one, the Kikuyu 

(Kithing was confirmed as a "killing oath" to kill Europeans, 

and second, was tin: retirement and departure of the Governor, Sir 

44ibid.,   p.   125. 
45fbid.,   p.   130. 
4f,~MajdaIany.,   p.   87 
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Phillip Mitchell.  His position remained vacant, even at a time 

of crisis,lor three months while on retirement leave.  Since the 

Colonial Oftice was allowed only cue governor per colony, the new 

appointee could not assume office until the final retirement date 

01 tiio former. 

On 14 July 1932 the views of the Commissioner of Police 1 n a 

Top Secret letter to the Member of Law and Order under the title 

"Kikuyu Politic il Activity" became the. basis for further government 

action.  Extracts of this lengthy report are worth noting. 

The recent activities of the Kikuyu people, both 

constitutionally as well as unconstitutionally, 
together with other evidence of the state of mind 
of these p.ople, give one very serious'y to  consider 
what is afoot among these million and a quarter of 

the most intelligent and most progressive, but at 
the --Mme time most disgruntled and most criminal, 

people of Kenya,  Is this but one of their periodical 
manifestations of discontent, or is it something 
far more dangerous to the peace and good order of 

the colony?  I am forced to tiic conclusion that it 
is the latter, and that something in the nature of a 
general revolt among the Kikuyu against European 

settlement and the policy of Government has been 
planned and that the plan has already begun to be 

put into effeet....The Kikuyu is a strange suspicious 

people, deeply influenced by superstition, steeped in 
black m.-'gic and intensively secretive.  These qualities 
make them a people exceedingly difficult to penetrate... 
1 am strongly cf the opinion that the events of the 
la.-'-; ,even months clearly indicate the existence of such 
a plfn...£to revolt_/ ....The events and evidence which 

I considered....a) The mass demonstration of thousands 
of Kikuyu women.... b) The rapid spread of subversion  

c) the general increased tempo of Kikuyu political activ- 
ity d)The influence and position of the Kikuyu 

Independent Schools...,e) The growing traculence of 
these people. . f) The increased incidence of serious 

4'Mbid. >!_£!_ • , p. 88 
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Kikuyu crime...If it is accepted that a general 
trvvolt amongst the Kikuyu people is being carried 
iiito effect _/he compares the similar signals 
preceding the Gold Coast, Irish, and Palestine, 
upri.sir.gs/  and 1 have no doubt: that this is the 
case, the situation calls for immediate action, 
and action which must go far beyond that which 
lies in the hands of die police.... 

'lie continued by stating that there was little 
hope now of police action alone being successful. 
To take action against even a small proportion 
of the real criminals would result in the conviction 
of tens of thousands for whom no prison accommoda- 
tions were available.  He continued by stating 
that urgent police action was required and would be 
taken, but at best it could only have a delaying effect-) 

There are certain lines of actions to suggest 
which fall outside of the police province; I 
shall be glad to make suggestions with regard to 
these measures if it is considered that the 
situation requires other than, police measures,48 

It was not until this report by the Commissioner of Police 

that the Central. Government seemed to take the matter of dangerous 

unrest seriously. As an aside, the timeliness of this report, one 

month after the departure of  Governor Mitchell, is interesting. 

A governmental meeting on 24 July 1952 was called to discuss 

the report oi'   the Commissioner of Police.   Corfield notes that t\\3 

Coinmissioner of Police was not invited to attend the meeting. 

He was told that the reason for chi.s decision was that matters of 

higher policy, which would be discussed, were not the concern of 
49 

the police.    Although Corfield does not carry this forward, 

here was probably a key to the failure of the government to act 

sooner.  The Member f°rLaw and Order, as previously discussed, 

48Corfield, pp 141-142 
49 [bid. , p. 143 
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was head ol' internal security, both the court and police. 

Majdalany in his book State ol" Liner geney points out that "for 

an academic lawyer to be able to combine both [unctions with 

equal aptitude would be something of a tour-de-force of  split 

personality.... In practice this tended to mean too much law 

,50 
chasing too little order.''   Corfield's report does, however, 

contribute a major cause of ehe Government's iailure to deal 

sooner with Man Mau to this double function of the Member for 

Law and Order, the evidence also clearly points out the difficulty 

that the police had insubmitting their case (through the Member 

for I.aw and Order) to the Government.  The police had been delegated 

to a subservient position at a time when their expertism was 

essential to early forecast danger. 

With tli i  Member for Law and Order representing the court and 

police, the following decisions were obtained in July meeting: 

1) No more KAU meetings would be allowed. 

2) Provincial Commissioner recommended action be taken 

against Kenyatta and his 1jcutenants--the Member for Law and Order 

favored action against lesser important leaders and that Kenyatta 

and his Lieutenants should be left alone unless they committed 

criminal offenses. 

3) The Member for Law and Order agreed to consider special 

legislation for imposing corporal punishment to persons convicted 

of using bodily violence in connection with Mau Mau ceremonies. 

Majdalany. , pp 88-89. 
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4) A ill of churches should 1  enlisted for organising 

an anti-Mau Man campaign on a religious basis. 

3)  Countor-ua.hing ceremonies were to be continued. 

6) Important Mau Hau prisoners should serve their sentences 

in special prisons. 

7) KAU headquarters and the Kikuyu Club in Nairobi would 

be raided. 

8) Legislation proposed to ban the flying o(  the KAU flag. 

Subsequently, the Member for haw and Order decided against 

(1) and (8) reasoning that they might cause, a general strike. 

In \ugust two meetings of the European Elected Members 

Organization met with the Acting Governor.  The Commissioner el 

Police, as well as the Member for haw and Order, was invited.  This 

meeting raised six salient poinrs: 

L)  That Emergency Powers in certain areas should be authorized 

immediate!y. 

2) That the leaders of KAU should be dealt with immediately. 

3) That a special Commissioner lor Security should be appointed, 

4) That the posts of Attorney General and Member for haw 

and Order should be separated. 

5) That the Government should state that African nationalism 

was not U.M. Government's policy for Kenya and statements contrary 

were seditious. 

6) That there was a real danger that Europeans would take 

5lCorfield., p. L43 



matters into their own hands if the forces for Law and order did 

52 
not deal immediately with present lawlessness. 

Although these measures were not adopted by the Acting 

Governor, they did provide a framework for further meetings and 

eventual action. 

The Commissioner of Police wirncd against high hopes of finding 

real evidence to support the prosecution for sedition of the KAU. 

Ite reminded government officials of the cunning of the l<AU in 

knowing the technicalities of the law and how far they could go 

"legally" as well as the time lag in processing legal action. 

The Member of Law and Order, noting the large number of weapons and 

ammunition which had been stolen, did support tighter controls 

34 
by the police.   Yet actions oi the Mau Man were proceeding faster 

than the decision making process.  The situation in Nyeri and 

Fort Hall had further deteriorated and police reinforcements were 

55 
sent from Nairobi and a curfew was imposed. 

Still as late as 19 August 1952 the Member for Law and Oi ;r 

insisted with the Acting Oovernor's support that (.here was no 

emergency and the Acting Governor, agreeing, refused .o give powers 

to the police as requested by the European Elected Members Organ- 

ization,  Thus, the Acting Governor killed the first four proposals 

5 b 
of the Organization.   The Acting Governor did decide that it was 

321 bid., p. 144 

53ibid., p. 14b 

^Reference Chapter V discussion of ammunition and firearms 
control under the Kenya Police -7. Inspection Branch. 
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time to warn the Colonial Office of the difficult times which 

lay ahead.  This was the first official notification of the 

Colonial Office of the magnitude oi  the trouble. "       In the 

meantime the Attorney General's chamber was preparing legislation 

I or possible implementation; yet, the Member for Law and Order 

in a letter to the Colonial Office outlining the proposals stated 

that: 

"methods of indirect pressure from the perimeter are 
being used with good results... it looks as if the 
thugs, who are the militant element in Mau-Mau, 
have got their heads down, as things have been very 
much quieter, during the past few weeks .„. .Last 
Sunday Jomo Kenyatta nimself publicly condemned 
Mau-Mau at a meeting of 30,000 Klkuyu....If this 
resistance movement gathers strength, then I think 
we shall succeed rolling back the Mau-Mau movement 
before too long."  He added, "I do not expect you 
will look upon them with great enthusiasm." 5b 

Here again the danger of judging the situation at a selected rime 

rather than over a period of time can be seen.  Throughout the 

buildup phases of Mau Mau, periods oi calm were frequent these 

were most likely planned to keep the experts off guard and to deceive 

the optimist. 

Also, the true story oi" Kenyatta's denunciation, interpreted 

by people who knew the Kikuyu and their language, clearly indicated 

that Kenyatta had not denounced Mau Mau.  His statement was oratory 

elegance using the denunciation as a means of indicating support. 

On 12 September 1952, the Commissioner of Police continued 

iiis warning of the increase in terror and violence and supported 

37ibid., pp 150-151, 
58Ibid., pp 153-154 
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his claim with numerous examples ol" degraded Lawlessness of natives 

against natives.  Charges had been made against more than 100 

parsons connected with illegal oathing and tour magistrates had 

acknowledged the existence o\    intimidated witnesses.  The Commiss- 

ioner of Police sta.ted that: 

There is little doubt that unless extraordinary 
legislation is enacted to combat this insidious 
and vicious campaign to obstruct and prevent justice, 

the situation will become intolerable.  In the 
absence of such legislation (i.e., the admissabi1ity 
of secondary evidence) the police and courts of iusti.ee 
are virtually powerless. J 

The number of known murders attributable to Mau Hau from 

14-24 September increased from l> to 2 5 (2 women and 3 children), 

12 attempted murders and 4 suicides: 412 Mau Mau convicts were in 

prison and many hundred awaited trial.  The majority of these were 

low-level participants, not leaders.  On 25 September five Mau Man 

raids took place which resulted in setting fires to five farms, 

killing of 120 cattle (and leaving 26 wounded), and killing of 240 

sheep (and leaving  140 wounded) .  ' This was the status when 

Sir Evelyn Baring, the new Governor, arrived on 29 September 1952. 

Up to this point the Government had authorized only curfews 

and collective fines to assist the police.  Additional police had 

been dispatched to the worse areas.  No conclusive evidence had 

been found to place Kenyatta in the. leadership position.  Mau Mau 

had succeeded in dominating the three Kikuyu districts and was 

beginning to appear in neighboring districts. 

3^1 bid. . p. 156 
('°lbid. , 
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On / October Senior Chief Wnrukiu s/o Kungu was assassinated 

and the news of his murder swept through Kenya allocking all bit the 

militant Mau Mau.  Tom Mbotela, who had been under police protection 

for live weeks, expressed again his fear of increased Mau Mau 

6L 
terrorism. 

After two days of investigation, the C1D arrested two Kikuyu 

who confessed of the murder and told of their accomplice, the 

son of an ex-chief.  During the course of the trial, the two Kikuyu 

recounted their confessions and counter-charged that they were 

obtained under duress.  The two Kikuyu were found guilty based 

on other evidence but the third was acquitted on the ground of an 
62 

inadmissible confession. 

After the information of Mau Mau threats against luyal Kikuyu, 

the shock of Chief Warukiu'? murder, and a person,;] tour; the 

new Govei lor with only ten days in office dispatched a Top Secret 

message to the Colonial Office giving reasons for a declaration 

of an emergency.  Extracts of personal letters to the Secretary 

of State by the Governor stated: 

....the position is very serious.  By police action, 
Nairobi and the Rift Valley have been contained but 
the position in the Kikuyu reserve, is getting very 
much worse.„..There is evidence that most criminal 
action is planned ir, and instructions arc sent from, 
Nairobi.... 11 is nov abundantly clear that we are 
facing a planned revolutionary movement.  If the 
movement cannot be stopped, there will be an admin- 
istrative breakdown, followed by bloodshed amounting 
to civil war.... 63 

CUb^t*., p. 157. 
62bbid. , p. 158. 

631 bid. , p. 1.59. 
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The Secretary of State approved the proposal to declare a 

State of Emergency and confirmed the reinforcement by air ol' a 

British battalion.  October 20, 1952 was the agreed day. 

(Between 1 October and the declaration a Mr. Bendloss was 

assaulted and seriously wounded while protecting his wife and 

a LTC Tullock and his wife were savagely attacked. )   The 

Commissioner ol   Police was deeply involved in the planning for 

the declaration of the emergency.  Orders were signed by the Governor 

for the immediate detention of   hS'3 Africans as soon as the proclama- 

tion was recl(j by the Governor.  On Tuesday morning, 21 October 

1952, Lhe Governor broadcast the proclamation signed the .lay 

before. 

The. state of affairs has developed as a. result of 
the activities of the Mae-Mau movement.  There is 
every sign that these activities lave followed a 
regular course in accordance with a considered plan. 
There is a pattern in the acts of violence; and there 
can be no such pattern unless someone has made a 
plan.  In order to restore law and order and to 
allow peaceable and loyal people of all races to go 
about their business in safety the Government have 
made emergency regulations to enable them to take 
into custody certain persons who, in their opinion, 
constitute a danger to public order....Disorder 
leads to lack of confidence and where there is no 
confidence there is economic stagnation.  In a 
state of economic stagnation the standard of life 
falls and social services, such a; education and 
health, suffer. &5 

The above is extracted from the full broadcast. 

By nightfall 99, to include Kenyatta, had been taken into 

custody. 

64 ibid., 
ft^TBTH., pn 160-161 
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[t has been frequently stated that Mau Man was an unknown 

quantity until the declaration of the emergency shocked the world. 

As stated in the beginning oJ this chapter, care must be taken to 

avoid Monday-moruing quarterbacking; however, the evidence found 

clearly reveals that those closest to the problem understood the 

problems to be faced. 

In reviewing the facts presented in this chapter concerning 

knowledge of the buildup ol Mau-Mau and law enforcement  actions 

prior to the declaration of the emergency facts cu-roborated 

not only by Corfield but  other sources the following conclusions 

seem logical: 

1) Mau Mau was no surprise to the police of Kenya in 1452; 

yet in spite of efforts (frequently not supported by technically 

legal admissible court evidence) to gain sufficient backing to take 

action as early as 1448,such efforts were not successful. 

2) There is reasonable belief that, the Governor, prior to 

24 September 1952, had let previous experience of 30 years in 

Africa blind him to changing conditions in Kenya.  The reasons 

behind this lack of awareness of the danger have not been revealed 

in sources known.  Perhaps he wanted to retire witli success and 

progress during his tour in office; perhaps he failed to receive 

or accept available warning; perhaps he. relied too heavily on the 

advice of his Member for law and Order; or perhaps he had lost 

contact with reality.  Whatever the "perhaps',' he was a definite 

detriment to early effective reaction to Mau Mau. 

Ill 
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3) The Member for Law and Order did not see beyond absolute 

technical Legality of European Natural Law.  His reaction to 

reliable intelligence of the dangers of Mau Man reflect little 

knowledge of the real world of crime.  He acted as a void between 

the local and police warnings and the inactive Governor. 

4) As evidenced by the one example of failure to consult 

the Commissioner of Police as a major member of government, the 

police were ineffective in getting the warning of danger to the 

0overno.es where more positive and early action could have been 

obtained. 

5) The European court system imported to Kenya was ineffective 

in dealing with a secret society of Kikuyu Mau Mau.  The Kikuyu 

(Mau Mau), acknowledged for their intelligence, were able to use 

the courts LO their own advantage., 

b)  Although actions oL the. police force are discussed in 

another chapter, there is no evidence, other than the lack of a 

forceful Director of intelligence and Security, that can place 

blame on the police for their failure to prevent the need for a 

declaration of the emergency.  Police actions had prevented chaos. 

Sources have placed blame on the lack of intelligence; yet, the 

position of ttie Director of Intelligence and Security in relation 

to the Member for Law and Order was perhaps an untenable situation. 

7) The heads of Special Branch sitting at Government level, 

must have sufficient statue, rank and experience to be able to go 

directly to the Government with the facts, and see action taken. 
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Information and intelligence seemed to take a pyramid approach, 

great at the base (local and police levels) with knowledge oi' the 

dangers of inaction, and filtering out tc an infinitesimal peak 

void of knowledge of reality that the base was being eroded by the 

Man Man threat. 

It appears in summary that most everyone knew the situation 

and the dangers of Mau Man before 1952 but that the facts are 

often difficult to consolidate at government level info justifica- 

tion for suppressive action.  Those who could have acted; the 

Governor, the Member for Law and Order and the Court System; 

must assume a large part of the blame for the loss of effective 

control of law and order and ehe  rising rebellion. 
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CHAPTER VI 

POLICE OPERATIONS DURING THE PERIOD OF MAU MAU 
DEVELOPMENT 1948-1952 

The history of the Kenya Police 1887-1948 reveals the 

historical preparation which the police had gained. The police 

had faced all the normal police functions dealing with more 

conventionally thought of crimes murder, robbery, rape, burglary, 

theft and disorderly conduct.  Additionally, the. police had func- 

tioned in a quasi-military role not only in wars involving Kenya 

with external enemies, but with wars and raids between the tribes 

of Kenya Colony.  For these opera!.ions it had perfected somewhat 

the use of cordons and searches, long range patrols techniques, 

raid operations behind enemy lines and infiltration for intelligence 

purposes.  It had faced the growing dissent of disloyal politico/ 

religious groups.  Through all of this the police principles of 

operation remained paramount the initiative, of the individual 

police officer to face the criminal or criminals and bring them 

to arrest. 

Unlawful societies had existed in Kenya and had been dealt 

with forceably by the police.  Yet, 1948 revealed the beginning 

of still another such organization Mau Mau»  The Commissioner 

of Police had recognized by 1949 the political unrest and the 

increase in crime that was resulting from a frustrated society 

but he had net forecast the real danger to be faced by Mau Mau. 

Ln 1947, he had recognized the need for the extension of Special 

Branch to the Provinces and an increase in intelligence gathering 
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capability.  His request to the Member for Law and Order 

resulted in only a modest increase in the staff in Nairobi and the 

appointment of two specialist officers in the provinces.  No 

further increase? were gained until just befc e the emergency 

was declared in October 1952.  Corfield states that "The 

efficient and hard-working Special Branch, which in relation to 

its size, produced a constant and voluminous stream cf reports. 

9 
But that was in. fact as far as it went." " Special  Brandies 

were, however, not organized in the Central and Rift Valley Provinces 

where, much of the problem existed. Corfield does not feel that 

this was a serious defect or a vital one.  Information war flowing 

in from these areas.  The police we. v. found somewhat guiltless 

of neglect. 

The Mau Mau movement became active toward the close of 1947. 

in the following year several oath-taking ceremonies were known 

to have taken place in the Naivasha district of the Rift Valley 
3 

Province.   Jomo Kcnyatta had returned to the colony and as early 

as 1946, the District Commissioner, Fort Hall had reported "a 

. . 4 
rnarkec deterioration in the morale and discipline of this district." 

It is not my intent here to outline the intelligence or lack of 

intelligence preceding the Mau Mau,but to note,as the police were 

dealing with "The Skin Men. (1947)" and the "Msambwa Sect (1949)," 

the Mau Mau movement had begun and the KCA (and Kenyatta) were 

ICorfield., p. 31 
2Ibid. , p. 36 

*Foran., p. 177 

4Corfield., p. 50 
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believed to have been involved.  Yet bound by the court, the 

Director of Intelligence and Security stated that insufficient 

evidence existed tu support arrest.   The. Court required arrest 

after the deed not prevention or deterrence before the deed. 

In 1950, the police were faced with problems among the Suk 

(members of the Nandi Group and the Msambwa Sect).  The pastoral 

Suk, numbering about 43,000 in 1950, were a carefree tribe.  They 

were not used as troops during the war because of their lack of 

discipline and frailty when out oi  their native area.  In this 

peaceful, little policed area, Lukas Pkiech, the unbalanced leader 

of the "Sect",conducted secret meetings and promised the Suks 

freedom from blindness and illness, the acquisiton of cattle, the 

guaranteed fertility of their women, and immunity from bullets, 

de promised them sei. f-goverrtmen1; as the Europeans were driven out. 

Hundreds of East Suks, in a state of frenzy, were ready to meet the 

"enemy".  The report of whaf WJS going on was passed to the Tribal 

Police to investigate,  On   April 1950, five European officers 

and 35 African police, had arrived in the area.  The police air wing, 

recently formed and having two light aircraft, flew over the area 

and acted as messenger relay between the police, and headquarters 

in Nairobi.  The police plan called for  an unarmed police 

envoy to parley with the leaders.  If the Suks remained armed 

and attacked, the police were to fire and withdraw.  Lukas was 

the prime target.  The envoy met Lukas who stated that he had 

51 bid.,   p.   78 
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500 men and Lh.it it the police bullets killed him, they could 

take the Suks; however, they were travelling in peace to pray to 

God.  Evidence confirmed that the group was moving into the West 

Suks' area.  While further plans were being made to capture Lukas, 

the East Suks moved on the police line.  When the Suks had reached 

90 yards and had surrounded the police, the District Commissioner 

ordered "fir';".  Although many Suks loll, the others continued 

to dance forward with spears in hand until within eight or so paces, 

The police, line had broken and hand-to-hand combat took place. 

Three European? and a Tribal Police corporal were, the only casual- 

ties on the police side.  Lukas and 28 Suks were killed and some 

30 wounded.  A police emergency company was assigned to the area 

to follow up the action.  Nineteen Suks, who had escaped, were 

arrested and convicted for murder and in additional 123 of the 

6 
tribesmen were prosecuted as members of the Msawbwa Sect.    In 

addition, during 1930 and exclusive of this affray, 249 others 

were prosecuted for membership in the Sect. 

Soon alter this affray, trouble broke out at Eil Wak Fort 

in the Handera district.  Here the Gurren tribesmen reported that 

tiie warlike .':, reh m tribe of some 500 men from Somalia had crossed 

the border, raided the Curreh, and driven oil some 2,000 cattle1. 

A ten-man patrol of constables operating in the area encountered 

the party of Marehan with 500 of the cattle.  Returning the lire 

of the Marehan, the patrol drove off the Marehan and returned 500 

''Koran, pp. U,l-L71 
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of tlit cattle to the Hurreh.  So vor« teen police under an Assistant 

Inspector joined the continuing search for the .larehan.  The 

trail was easily found because of the large number of cattle 

being driven away.  Four men were, left with the lorry and the 

remaining moved out on foot using an extended formation with 

advance, rear and flank guards.  The first encounter was a 

frontal assault which caught the moving Marehans by surprise. 

The Marehans scattered.  The next encounter waft the. result of an 

ambush by 15 of the police.  The Breii-gun wa:-' placed in the center 

of the ambush formation.  The lorry was placed on a ridge, a likely 

escape route.  Another ten-man patrol was involved in driving 

recaptured cattle back to the Burrcho.  Soon after the ambush was 

in place, 100 Marchan with cattle approached.  At 50 yards the 

ambush opened fire which was returned by the Marehan.  Once the 

ambush was disclosed, the Assistant inspector ordered the ambush 

to advance with heavy fire.  The Marahan retreated, some ran into 

the lorry and others ran into the ten-man patrol driving, the cattle. 

The results ol the operation were 10 Marehan killed, an  "known 

number wounded, no cattle crossing the Somalia border, the return 

of most of the cattle to the C.'urreh, and no police casualties. 

This operation shows the capability oi   the police to operate in 

small units against superior I orcos using, ambush and escape route 

blocking positions.  Such operations were to have further use 

during the Mau Hau campaign.  The police had perfected the technique 

/Ibid. , pp 1 71.-L/2 
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which later had to be mastered by regular British military forces. 

They knew the terrain and the modus operandi of the natives. 

During the early part of 1950, the Mau Mau sect grew in 

prominance and compelled the serious attention of the police. 

Mau Mau had spread with great rapidity and secrecy among the Kikuyu, 

Meru and Embu tribes, although predominately among the Kikuyu. 

The KCA had been proscribed in 1940 and again ten years later. 

As discussed in Chapter V the Mau Mau movement became active toward 

the close of 1947 and the police, were obviously involved from the 

beginning,  Up until 1950 some 140 oath administrators had been 

arrested and prosecuted but given short sentences. 

During  late 1.951, the Kikuyu made a determined resistance 

to the ituoculation of cattle, particularly in the Fort Hall area. 

Resistance grew, noisy demonstrations took place and large herds 

of cattle were burned or maimed.  A Police bevy Force was dispatched 

to break up the disorder.  The force arrested 400 women (note 

contrary to custom, women were the prime instigators) who were 

found guilty of illegal assembly and malicious destruction to 

8 
prjperty and given small fines or short prison sentences. 

Except for this incident (later connected to the Mau Mau) mass 

demonstrations in 1951 were non-violent.  Jomo Kenyatta had 

started his "political" campaign and was holding meetings which 

brought large crowds.  Much of the police effort was in gathering 

information in connection with District Commissioners on the Mau 

Mau.  The meeting of 27 May at Nyeri, previously discussed, is 

HIbid., p. 178, 
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of particular .importance.  It was at this meeting that Ian Henderson, 

the Assistant Superintendent of Police, Nyeri, who spoke lluent 

Kikuyu, first revealed the real potential danger of the KAU and 

Mau Man.  Oathing had been outlawed and the police were active in 

bringing violators to court.  Although the police were reasonably 

effective in identifying suspects, as revealed earlier, the British 

imposed legal system caused only frustration to the police effort. 

The Mau Mau had taken oaths of secrecy and oaths denying help to 

the police.,  The fact that the .Man Mau leaders demanded such a 

latter oath indirectly revealed the fear that the Mau Mau had of 

the effectiveness of the police to break the movement. Whether 

oathing could have been stopped by effective law enfor ment and 

court actions as early as 1950-51 is a matter of speculation; 

however, it is obvious that the police had their hands tied. 

In February 1952 the Mae. Mau felt strong enough tc undertake 

an experiment in terrorism within the Nyeri Reserve.  Arson was the 

instrument.  Many huts of loyal Africans were, burned and in several 

cases the doors had been wired shut in oraer to trap the victims 

inside.  Although strong police action was taken and collective 

tines imposed, the inability of the police to gain legal evidence 

or to find willing witnesses against the suspects made nearly 

ineffective their collective effort to halt the oathing and 'he 

9 
growing ol. Mau Mau. 

Also in February 1952 Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of 

Edinburgh visited Kenya.  With the Mau Mau troubles already posing 

9II) i d . 
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a strain o\\  the police, the police were1 ticJd responsible iur all 

security arrangement« during the visit. This to Kenya and the 

police was an important visit; yet, on 0 February L'J52 King 

Ceorgo VI died.  Although the visitors were on safari, police 

arrangements were immediately changed to secure the visitors' 

10 
immediate departure.    7'lius, the more conventional role oi' police 

continued even as the Man M"i were gaining boldness. 

At the beginning oi 1<)52 the Force was not adequately equipped 

to deal with crime ol such magnitude.  The Commissioner of Police, 

realizing this need, began extensive recruiting; training was 

reduced to essentials; many temporary police stations and posts 

had to be built, many of which lacked adequate communication and 

transportation.  The Kenya Police Reserves were called to dutv to 

assist in restoring order. 

The Mau Mau disturbances had afforded the criminal classes 

an opi>. rtunity to cover for their crimes.  While the police had 

been reasonably successful in keeping crime under control in the 

major parts of the Colony, Nairobi and the surrounding areas had 

produced more thin 40 percent ot all recorded crimes.  The 

proximity of the Kikuyu Reserves to the capital had been identified 

11 
.as the major ! actor contributing to the high crime rate. 

Still,border trouble kept the police busy in the Northern 

Frontier Province.  A sin.ill number oi   Fthiopi.in  eiubba had 

occupied two villages.  The police decided to raid the villages 

IQjbid., pp IH7-LH8 
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and two parties were formed one with an assistant inspector, 

three NGOs and 15 men, and the other with an assistant inspector, 

two NCOs and 18 men.  One village was found deserted; however, 

the force in the other village was larger than had been reported, 

approximately 250 men.  The police were forced, aftc> trying to 

approach the village, into a defensive position.  Heavy tire 

continued for more than four hours with the Gelubba f-uffeting 

sufficient casualties to cause them to withdraw.  Two police had 

been wounded and a radio call resulted in the police aircraft coming 

12 
ir. to nick up the wounded.    Perhaps this was not the beginning 

of med-evac, but it is an example of police use of its air element 

for medical evacuation.  hater, the Police Air Wing experience in 

surveillance, resupply and messag'- service was to serve an in- 

valuable part of the police operations against the Mau Mau„ 

On 5 April 1952 Nairobi experienced an incident of crowds 

supporting the criminal.  Two plain clothes detectives were in the 

African area of Nairobi when they identified and pursued a wanted 

African criminal.  The criminal turned and threw a stone at the 

policemen whereupon a large1 hostile crowd formed and joined in the 

stoning.  One policcment was hit and knocked unconscious.  As the 

crowd drew closer the second detective opened fire, killing the 

criminal and causing the. crowd to drop their stones.  They continued 

13 
to shout threats.  Reinforcements arrived to disperse the crowd. 

I2lhid.. PP 185-186 
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By May L932 a Special Branch Burc:ut was established to work 

exclusively upon Mau Man cases. In Nairobi the two murders of a 

Crown witness and his companion had occurred.  Boatings, forcible 

administration of oaths to women and men and violent attacks on 

those who either refused to take the oath or who were believed to 

be informing for the police were reported in June, and July. in 

July one constable came upon a Mau Mau oathing ceremony and was 

14 
beaten to death by those present. 

By August the police were forced to redeploy detachments of 

police (700) from the Northern Frontier Pro";nces to reinforce 

15 
Nairobi as disorder, lawlessness and murder mounted.    The 

difficulty facing the police with its limited number of personnel 

and the mounting unrest began to mount.  This inability to effect- 

ively cover all areas with sufficient police was a definite weakness, 

Yet, as recorded, the lower echelons o[  law enforcement had been 

unable to convince the Government of the magnitude of the Mau Mau 

situation.  Much improvisation, ingenuity and just plain courage 

was required of all .. inks ot the police as recorded in its official 

16 
history. 

At 0100 on 26 September  1952,the police station at Nanyuki 

(manned by two European officers and 30 African ranks) was notified 

by K. McD. Robertson that more than 100 of his sheep, kept in pens 

at night, had been slaughtered and maimed by a   large gang.  (The 

Ulhid., p. 1 V) 
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filial count was 257 killed and severely maimed sheep.)  When the 

police tried to call Lor reinforcements and assistance for the 

investigation they found the line« cut and therefore a messenger 

was dispatched to Nyeri Province police headquarters   liefere light 

a police tracker clog team had been flown to the area.  Before the 

search party could start a neighboring farmer, Bill llearle, arrived 

to report that 57 oi  his cattle had been killed,  disembowelled, and 

hacked up.  Some were left still living.  A third neighbor who 

lived Live mi es away, arrived to report three oi his high-grade 

cattle had been hamstrung, an engine house burned down and a 

standing crop of maize cut down.  Still a fourth victim arrived 

to report his pump-house had been burned down.  The police were 

thus faced with four major incidents, all the result of a carefully 

planned operation, including the cutting of telephone lines.  C1D 

had found two Africans who had heard that many of the laborers u.i 

two farms were involved and were Mau Mau.  By noon the police had 

rounded up and arrested 30 of   the participants who worked on the 

Munro farm, eleven more were arrested in the Forest Reserve and 

seven more in a forest leaseheld area.  By midnight LOO had been 

arrested during a large-scale sweep operation   Evidence revealed 

that on the night of 2 5 September a Mau Man oathing of  some 100 

Africans was conducted near the Munro tarm and had received 

instructions to destroy the property ol Europeans.  The group had 

split into three parties.  Wakabi was to cut all telephone lines 

to prevent, warnings being given; ono  group, under Wanbugu, was 

to maim and disembowel dearie's b0 young steers.  Next thev were 
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to go to Robertson's farm and massacre  the sheep.  A second gang 

was to attack  Major Thacker's [.arm and a third one Munro's farm. 

On 30 September, 32 received two to three years at hard i^bor on 

ten counts o^i  malicious destruction of property and conspiracy; 

and 58 were given one year of hard labor for being members of an 

unlawful society.  'n these cases the Supreme Court of Kenya backed 

the verdicts and sentences.  This was the first large-scale attack 

17 
on European property attempted by the Mau Mau. 

Mau Mau terrorism rose to a crescendo in October 1952 when 

four African loyalists and a much respected chief, Chief Waruhui, 

were assassinated in typical gangster style.  One European woman 

was murdered; four European", and an Asian were attacked, all of the 

being severely injured; and a well-known loyalist, Chief Paulo, was 

fired at but escaped injury.  On 22 October 19 32, the day after the 

declaration of the emergency, another loyalist, Chief Nderi, and 

1» 
two African police escorting him, were also murdered. 

At this point, Tlie Declaration of The Emergency, the Govern- 

ment and the Mau Mau had set their course. (Chapter VII deals with 

the suppression of the Mau Mau from 20 October 1952-1960.) Whether 

this date can be. called a turning point or not is doubtful; yet it 

was the date on which Government action had been recognized as 

essential.  Lt was the date of renewed support to the police and the. 

introduction of regular British military forces into the action. 

17Ibid.,,,, PP 179-182 

löibid., PP 182-183 



It was the beginning of large-scale efforts to break the Man Mau. 

It is true that the police had been unable to stop the rise 

of Man Mau terrorism; but care must be made not to judge their 

etiort as a failure.  They had maintained the general peace for some 

five years against the lack of full government support and against 

a determined, secret, gangster-like, nationalist movement of more 

than one million Kikuyus while still, as shown, keeping order on 

the border and fighting an increased crime rate, particularly 

in Nairobi,  They had brought the potential crisis to their 

Superiors and had finally gotten action. 

The following excerpt from Jeffries' The Colonial Police is 

worth noting. 

Except in the sphere of collecting and passing on 
'intelligence', there xs   indeed, little that the 
police as such can do to forestall the occurrence 
of disturbances.  Disturbances are due basically 
to discontent, and the causes of discontent are for 
Governments to diagnose and remove (if they can), 
not for the police.  They are a matter of policy, 
not of policing.  it is when tilings look like 
getting out of hand that the police come in, to 
prevent actual disorder taking place if possible, 
Lo limit its extention in time and  space if it 
cannot be entirely prevented.  It is not, ot course, 
the function of the police to take sides with 
one party to a dispute or the other.  Their job 
is to act impartially in the interest of   the 
community as a whole, to preserve, or re-establish 
the rule of law and order, to protect life and 
property and to prevent breaches of the peace. 
They are simply a disciplined body of men, especially 
engaged in protecting'niasses as well as classes 
from any infringement of their rights on the part 
of those who are not law abiding.1  19 

I9jeffries, The Colonial Police., pp 198-199.  The internal 
quote was by .1. Munro from Melville Lee's History of Police in 
Eng]and. 
 S--  
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CHAPTER VII 

OPERATIONS AGAINST MAU MAU 1952-1960 

As referred to in Chapter 1 the operational period may be 

subdivided into three phases the build up and containment phase, 

the suppression phase and the winding dowi: phase.  The undercover 

conspiracy had run its course and the. Mau Hau were now ready for 

open violence and terror.  What was called the brewing period 

was over and the fight to eliminate the Mau Hau had begun. 

The First Phase 

It had taken Sir Evelyn Baring just ten days after his arrival 

in Kenya as new Governor General to realize the gravity of the 

situation and to take the action of declaring a state of emergency 

on 20 October 1952.  Only six weeks earlier the Acting Governor 

had denied categorically that danger existed.  To re-quote Majdalany- 

For eighteen months before that from the time 
he signed an Order in Council proscribing Mau-Mau 
in 1950 to his retirement in June 1952, Sir Phillip 
Mitchell contrived to cocoon himself against the 
warnings that were constantly pouring into Nairobi 
from the officials in the field. 

Even in Sir Mitchell's memoirs, published nine months after the 

declaration, he stated that 

it is necessary to remember that there is nothing 
new in trouble between the government....and the 
Kikuyu. . . . Forest--and mountain—dwelling primitive 
people....are particularly given to ritual murder, 
to ordeals by oath and poison, and to cults of 

•■Ma jdalany. , p. 96 
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tcrror--Mau-Mau is only one of these cults." 
In a British colony the powers of the 
Government to deal with dangerous political 
agitators or fanatical tribal sorcerers -ire 
very limited, until the law has been broken 
and evidence can be produced to that effect. 
The Governor's powers used to include the 
making of restriction orders in cases where 
he was satisfied it was necessary to make 
them for the preservation of order..,. .but 
(the) power no longer exists in Kenya 
unless a State of Emergency is formally 
declared. 3 

Thus, a dilemma of colonial government existed:  its 

powerlessness when faced by a "violent rebel who knows all about 

tie rules and niceties of evidence and arrest under British law."14 

Despite the weaknesses in the police, its limited operation in 

the Kikuyu Reserves, and the oft-quoted limited Special Branch, 

the police had (if nothing else) reluctantly stalled the state 

of emergency.  its efforts to warn of the danger or to halt the 

use of the exponentially increasing danger had failed.  The true 

dichotomy of the situation is that a declaration o\~  an emergency 

was necessary to provide the police additionally needed support 

to combat Mau Man, to include outside manpower assistance; whereas 

such support given earlier and before the expansive growth of 

Mau Man might have allowed the police (with other economic and 

social aids) to have stopped the rebellion before it exploded. 

The collision course was set.  The Mau Mau had become bolder in 

its actions.  For five years people had watched and felt Mau Mau 

■'-Ibid. , pp. 96-97 

3lbid., p. 99 
Mbid,, 
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In its conspiracy phase and the declaration of the emergency, 

which brought with it headlines, was perhaps to the police only 

a continuation of its mission to Light the criminal element, but 

now with greater power and support.  To them it was not a sudden 

outbreak of war as often described but only the beginning of a 

more concerted drive to end the terror. 

On 20 October 1952, the day that the Governor signed the emer- 

gency proclamation, a second document was signed empowering the 

police to make arrests under the emergency powers.  By midnight 

the police had begun to round up Mau Mau suspects and by dawn chey 

had arrested all 83 prime suspected Mau Mau leaders, including 

Jomo Kenyatta.  All had gone as planned for 'Operation Jock Scott 

The arrest of Kenyatta was accomplished at 12:45 AM 21 October 1952 

by the Assistant Superintendent of Police Benton and some 80 police 

at his home at Catunda in the Kiambu Reserve.  They took him and 

a ton and a half of documents to Police Headquarters. 

Three battalions of the KAR had been brought into Kenya 

during the two weeks before 20 October 1952 to augment the three 

battalions that made up the normal Kenya garrison.  "roops of the 

Lancashire Fusiliers began to airland in Nairobi on 20 October 1952. 

Police Reserves received orders to report to duty.  All these forces 

"stood to support the police, who were still in charge--for this 

was a police operation and the Army was in support, not in charge." 

,3 

JForan,   p.   18 3. 

ÖRnsrhorg  -inrl  Nottingham,   p.   280 
?Ma jdnlany.,   p.    10 5 
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The Army t.450) had been given the task of patrolling Nairobi and 

"showing the flag" in tho kikuyu Reserve during the tirst week. 

P.xcept for the murder of Senior Chief Nderi who was hacked to 

death by a crowd of 500 preparing an oathing ceremony on the second 

8 
day oi   the emergency, the first week was iree of violence.  The 

police had confessors who identified Mathenge as the organizer L 

Chief Nder.i's murder and police leaflets placing a 5000s to 10,000s 

reward for the capture of Stanley Mathenge were circulated.  The 

authors of the book Mau-Mau  rotn Within s'.ate  that the police 

announcement had given Stanley Mathenge, prominence among Kikuyu and 
9 

had failed in its purpose.   Stanley Mathenge became, the head of 

the I tuna Ndemi Army and was arrested by the Mau Mau Kenya Parlia- 

ment in the forest during the efforts of !an Henderson tc gain the 

surrender of Kimathi and his army.  Mathenge was attempting to 

organi/.e another Mau Mau army against Kimathi at. the time of his 

Mau Mau arrest,  lüö escape resulted in his being left in the forest 

with his gang after 1956 when Barnett and Njama state  that the 

" revolution popularly known as 'Mau-Mau' came to an end.  The 

forest groups which remained in the Aberdares after this time were 

10 
no longer part of an organized, active, revolutionary movement." 

The second t'eek of the emergency began with the Mau Mau murder 

of the first settler.  (An European women had been murdered before 

8 lb id., p. 107. 

''Donald L. Barnett and Karari Njama, Mau-Mau from Wi thin, 
(London: Monthly Review Press, 1966), p. 129. 

10Ibid., p. 491. 
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the emergency and our Luropeans had been severely injured,) 

Man Mau had attacked him with pangas while in the hath and alter 

having killed his two African boys who cooked and cleaned lor him. 

It is of interest to note that on the same day o\   the murder the 

Kenya Police were escorting and protecting from angry Europeans 

Fenner Brockway, M.P. and Leslie Hale, M.P., who had arrived in 

Kenya at the invitation and expense of Jomo Kenyatta's close 

associate, Peter Koinange and the KAU. 

"Operation Jock Scott" which began the emergency continued 
12 

until 200 Mau Mau leaders had been arrested in eleven police raids. 

But Mau Mau incidents continued.  Mau Mau had built a system of in- 

frastructure which did not die with the arrest of a few. 

The emergency declaration had brought with it. greater power 

for the police; however, as pointed out by Kits on in his book 

Gangs and Countcr-Cangs, the legal code of Kenya continued to cause 

difficulty.  Some extra laws were made to fit special circumstances 

such as the legal carrying of arms and certain areas of the forest 

were declared out of bounds.  Certain Emergency Regulations dealt 

with the occasion when armed fire could be used by the security 

iorcur,--in self-defense  or when a terrorist failed to answer a 

challenge to halt,  ihe rules of evidence and arrest by police of 

all prisoners remained.  Kitson points out the dilemma which remained 

even after the emergency declaration to include the court backlog 

llroran., p. 182 

12jbid., p. 110 
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or masqueraded as Masai by Wearing loin', muddied hair traditionally 
17 

Masai. 

At the beginning of  the emergency, it became apparent that 

the Local security forces in the Rift Valley were inadequate to 

cope with the situation.  Police transport and communication were 

particularly inadequate.  Cue of the first steps was to enlist a 

substantial number of African Police Reservists who had to be 

initially armed with native spears and locally purchased quasi- 

unifems.  Home Guards and Police Reservists helped to hold the 

situation until military forces arrived. 

The police were greatly concerned about the ability of the 

military to work in small numbers.  The military was to "keen" 

on carrying out military sweeps.  Therefore, a system of Liaison 

was established to assist the military in adopting tactics similar 
18 

to the Mau-Mau tactics. 

In the Central Province there were 13 police in Fort Hall 

township and 200 of all ranks in the Nyeri area at the beginning 

of 1952.  by the middle of 1952, the police had estimated that a 

quarter of the Kikuyu in the Reserve had taken the Mau Mau oath. 

Loosely knit gangs of thugs formed, dispersed and then reformed 
19 

to commit acts of arson, violence and plunder.    In December 

L952 tlie police, added six European officers, (>5 inspectors, and 

944 African rank and file to be employed in the Kianibu, Fort Mill, 

17 Ibid., p. 203 

Ibid., p. 204 18 

I'Jlbid., p. 20! 
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South Nyeri, limbu, and Meru Police Divisions.  Now police stations 

were planned and by the end of the year 70 police stations and 

posts were added.  It was not, however, until early 19 54 when all 

20 
were properly manned with sufficient forces,    African Police 

were recruited from other districts and because of difficulty in 

recruitment oi  sufficient European police, members of the Kenya 

Regiment (numbering about 500) were permitted to transfer to the 

police as Special Police with legal powers.  At die peak of action, 

the Provincial Police force consisted oi   450 Europeans and 4,500 

Asians and Africans.  One hundred-ten police .stations were in use 

and 1/ platoons of the GSU were being employed in the area.  By 

mid 193.3 the police were able to provide assistance to the. newly 

organised Home Guard.   Tribal Police were used to assist.  A 

system of SOS red 1 lares lor Home Guard posts was established in 

eise police help was needed.  Police training of the guard was 
21 

emphasized.     barge Mau Mau gangs were now operating and in 

spite of military and police efforts, the Fort Hall district was 

virtually Mau Mau controlled, and additional assistance was needed. 

During what has been called the "first-phase," on 26 March 

1953 the Lari massacre occurred.  Lari was located some 30 miJ.es 

from Nairobi and was defended by a local police post staffed with 

two former members of the Kenya Regiment, and 20 African ranks.. A 

group of some. 400 Mau Mau attacked the village1, set houses on fire, 

20, 

21. 
ijd., p. 206 

Ibid., p. 207 
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and murdered 84 men, women iml children, and maimud il others. 

On 28 March LlJ53, a CTD unit set up can:;) and began screening the 

some 2,000 detained suspects.  Eventually, a Lota] o! 342 persons 

W TU charged with murder, of whom I.'35 were convicted and sentenced 

to death.  Appeals were lodged by 58 of the 135 convicted and the 
22 

appeals were upheld by the Court ol Appeals of Eastern Africa. 

l.ari. had been a humiliating disaster lor the Kenya Police,  The 

police had been under lire for some time.  They had had to start 

the emergency under-strength in men and equipment "because ehe 

pre-Emergency Government had been unwilling to spend money making 

up these deficiencies when they were pointed out."  During the 

first six months o\   the Emergency a liugh expansion had taken place 

but time was needed to shake down, train, and prepare.  Lari resulted 

2!3 
in a police sell-examination and keen drive to live it down. 

Of the.se arrested fifty percent were from the adjacent Cithunguri 

24 
location.    Lari had crystallized the Government s thinking on 

the problem. 

Counter insurgency measures in early 1 '•> 3 3 were defensive in 

nature.  Forest areas in the Aberdares and Mt Kenya region were 

declared Prohibited Areas and anyone caught there could be shot,. 

The Kikuyu  'serve was made a Special Area in winch an unheeded 

challenge was required before shooting.  All detainees were, 

— Ibid. a pp. 188- 189. 

23Majdal,iny., pp. 145-14/. 

-■+Rosberg and Nottingham., p. 2()2 
25 Ibid., 
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however, to be processed by the police under Lhe arrest power. 

1 n April 1'153, .1 directive was issued formally establishing the 

Kiknyu Guard, Ltie police had boon doubled in size, and I'K Army 

troop strength had readied 3,327.  By April 1953, 522 Mau Mau had 

been killed against ll<4 Security Force dead.  The Mau Mau had killed 

at least 300 loyalists.  Special Branch had been given increased 

11 
emphasis and the GSU bad been reorganized and expanded. 

Ln January I -J33 Major General W. R, N. Ilindc, stationed in 

Libya, was appointed as military adviser to the Governor General 

and was given a title of Director of Operations.  The Member for 

haw and Order was relieved ot his internal security "liat"but remained 

as Attorney-General and a Chief Secretary for internal Security was 

installed.  General llinde immediately recognized the need for 

civil-military coordination and devised the Emergency Committee 

28 
System to run the Emergency.   friction existed.  Friction between 

police and administrators, between Army and civilians, between 

Africans and Asians, between UK Army troops and members of KAK, 

between police and police recruits and reservists, etc.  The mere 

arranging of a patrol, ambush or raid involved personnel from ail 

forces.  The expansion bad caught all elements somewhat unprepared, 

yet, somewhat over enthusiastic to get the job done.  Gases existed 

where during an operation an officer of another security element: 

would berate a young patrol commander, not his own.  The police 

2&DeMova.   ,   p.   22 
^British  Information Services,   ID  1202,   p. 
28M,ijdftl;my,   p.   l?.H 
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13 
aiul tho problem 01 eorroboration ot evidence laced by the police. 

The police could detain suspects on court order only called a 

Detention Order.  Dr. Leakey la his book Defeating Mau-iMau 

discusses this problem and supports the detaining authority given 

14 
the pol ice. 

November L952 saw the proscription of the Ki kuyu independent; 

Schools and the closing o'i  some 34 of them; the exodus of Kikuyu 

from the Rift Valley to the Central Province; the murder ol~  Tom 

Mbotela, the former vier::  president of KAU and a loyalist; and the 

trial oi   Kcnyatta.  The police had expanded their force into the 

Reserve but the mass movement, of Kikuyu, estimated at 100,000, 

into the Reserve (and to the forest to avoid tribal punishment) 

15 
had aggravated the problem. 

in the Rift Valley the police had gradually whittled down the 

original Mau Mau Leaders, but less intelligent Kikuyu had replaced 

them.  According to the Kenya Police Review this lower strata was 

more interested in "feathering their own nest." Their inability 

to Lead by any other means than terrorizing brought extreme 

bestiality in oaths, the beating and torturing of any who disobeyed 

orders, and the slow disintegration of all but the true hard-core 

I ft 
gangs.    A police round-up in Nakuru resulted in the arrest of 

some 2,000 Mau Mau which eased some of the tension throughout the 

early stages of the Emergency.  Many of these had dressed as women 

1 -»Ki tscn. , p. a' . 
14Louis S. B. Leakey , Defeating Mau Mau, (London: Methuen, 

L934). pp 124-126. 

ISRoscberg and Nottingham«, pp. 285-286 

•Gforan., p. 201 
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were officially in charge but expansion had left junior pol ice 

personnel in areas with mure senior military personnel.  General 

Hindu quickly hecan.e a local point to bring tin.' "loose eontedera- 

tion" together.  General Sünde also had the task el' convincing 

29 
some elements o! the danger oi   the enemy.    The l.ari massacre 

luid convinced these elements oi'   the danger and it was General 

Hinde who took the calculated risk of arming the Kikuyu Guards. 

The system of joint comm ttees \:as overhauled by General 

Hinde and given specific form and procedures.  Chart 2, Framework 

of the Security force Organization, diagrams the system, page 138. 

It meant that at Province and District level Joint 
Emergency Committees meeting regularly decided the 
general policy:  Joint Operations Committees planned 

the actual day to Jay operations:  an executive 

officer common to both committees provided a 
permanent link.  In each case the committee consisted 

of the senior available representative of the Army, 
the police and the administration: and in addition 
a suitable local civilian.  Attached to the committees 

were Intelligence and Communication officers. 

A similar arrangment was establisired at Colony Level but scrapped 

for a four-man war council ol the Governor, Deputy Governor, the 

Communder-in-Chief, and European Minister without Portfolio. 

At levels below District the same principle 
was observed, local operations being controlled 

by a similar triumvirate of army, police and 
administration with, usually, the addition of 
a prominent local settler (who would know the 
country intimately) as a civilian member.  The 
efficacy <,i\    this system was obviously dependent 
on the degree of harmony and teamwork that could 
be brought to it....The system worked well after 

22ü id., pp. 131-136 

'i(llh.J., pp. 131-1 32 
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FRAMEWORK OF SECURITY FORCE ORGANIZATION 
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some Weak 1 inks had been removed and tlie 
great majority .-.aw that it had to bo. made 
!o work.  3L 

ouides, interrogators, interpreters and advisors were provided by 

the police and the KAK to the regular military iorces and, as the 

campaign continued greater cross attachment and more irequent 

joint operations became the norm. 

According to Rosberg and Nottingham in The Myth o\   Mau-Nun 

the first phase of the Emergency is described as a period during 

which neither the Government nor the militant Kikuyu leaders 

understood very well the full implication of the situation.  The 

panic which led to lhe emergency and the lack of preparation on 

32 
either side led to an air of improvisation by both Iorces. 

As seen, however, throughout this stud}' improvising is inherent 

in police work and the Kenya Police had become experts in meeting 

numerous and varied crises.  Raids, patrolling, ambushes, tracking 

criminal elements, control of rioters and small unit operations 

against gangs were common techniques.  Mau Mau had just added 

magnitude to the problems frequently faced by the police.  The 

Mau Mau cult had grown taster, however, than tlie police manpower 

could control alone. 

The first phase, therefore, was defensive in nature and 

marked by expansion of all forces.  It was a period of Joca.li7.irig 

the threat and relocating forces to meet it.  Thus, the first phase. 

"Hi bad., 
32Rosberg and Nottingham, p. 292 
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as it may be called, ended in mid 1953 with the appointment 

oi General Sir George Erskine as Commandor-in-Chi el.  Progress 

had been made rapidly to control the exploding situation and Kenya 

was set for the second phase. 

The Second Phase 

Majdalany refers to the   'ival oi General Erskine and June 

195:3 as "the turning oi the tid• ■.'!  His assignment had been a sort 

of psychological upgrading of the Emergency to a more warlike status, 

General Hinde became Deputy Director of Operations and a Major 

General lleyman joined the commander as Chief of Staff.  The local 

aspect of Man Muu in Kenya and the simultaneous waging of peace 

and war demanded the c ivi linn/;:. i i itary control »whereas in Malaya 

and Cyprus sole responsibility was vested in the military commander. 

The debatable question and the talk in clubs and farmhouses was 

that General Erskine would start thinking in terms of military 

strategy and that the battle could not remain a "policeman's war 

33 
forever." 

General Erskine was concerned about the lack of an offensive 

and the dispersion of security forces. As security force losses 

had been only 18 killed and ten wounded, this supposedly lent 

weight to his view. With the arrival of other military units the 

total security force had reached a peak strength of 11 battalions 

(some 7,000. men),a police force of 21,000, and a Kikuyu Guard 

^Majdalany. , pp. 148-150 
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strength of 23,000.  i'wo Mau M.-ni "Generals" ((Jener I China and 

Kimathi) were the chief opponents. 

The basis ol Genera] Erskine's redefined strategy was that 

die army should progressively be released from static police duty 

to hunt Mau Mau in the Prohibited Areas where unrestricted military 

35 
operations could be can :ed out.    It: was in July 1953 that the 

military handed over the control of the Fort Hall Reserve to the 

police who had under its command the Tribal Police and the Kikuyu 

Guard.  This left the military free to concentrate on the forest 

areas.  Additionally, to prevent the terrorist from movine toward 

the tribal areas of the Mandi and Kipsiges, the police duty in the 

Rift Valley Province was tc prevent Mau Mau from infiltrating and 
36 

intimidating the local tribesmen. 

Military offensive operations in the forest areas of Abcrdarcs 

and Mount Kenya began in June 1953.  Police posts were established 

along the edge of the fores'; as the military began great sweeps. 

During these sweeps"the strongest police air force that ever went 

to war," the Kenya Police Reserve Air Wing, provided the military 

support.    The European military had their difficulties in adapting 

not only to the Mau Mau tactics but to the forest.  There were few 

results in the forest for quite a time and it was not until the 

military nad altered their tactics that any success, though small 

^Tbid, , pp. 156-160. 
35Ibid., p. 161 

36roran., pp. 204, 210-211 
37Majdalany., p. 178 
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in comparison, was gained.  Sweep Ladies tailed Co produce 

desired results and the military began t:o adopt tsctics previously 

employed by the police', small unit patrols, ambushes and native 

trackers.  Vet, even with these, the problem of defeating the 

38 
Mau Matt in the forest was not solved. 

By tin« end  of 1933, the first full year of operations ,3,064 

39 
Mau Mae had been killed and ever 1,000 captured.    The British 

tnfortr .!. on Service recorded L ,633 and 2,417 Mau Mau killed, 92 

and 2", •  < .iptured and wounded, and 533 and 1,917 detained for police 

investigation during the periods April to October 1953 and October 

40 
1953 to April 1954 respectively.    This had brought the totals 

to some 4,572 killed, 492 captured wounded, and 2,450 detained. 

Security Force  losses had reached 383 killed and Loyalist losses 

were 1,022 killed.  Police costs had risen by some 400 thousand 

pounds over 1952 with tin' total emergency costs set at 2.2 million 

41 
pounds.     The trial of strength befeen the Government and the 

Mau Mau in the Reserves was about even but the initiative had 
42 

shifted to the Government. 

During 1953 the. Police Special Branch had become extremely 

active.  Field Intelligence Agents (FIA) and Province and District 

members oi  Special Branch were beginning to receive and collate 

j8Lbid., r- 183. 
39 Walter A, Dumas, LTC, A Study of the Campaign Against the 
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numerous intelligence reports but the elusive actions of the Mau 

Mau made it difficult to act quickly.  Special Branch was feeling 

the urge to move more into the operational area to follow up 

incident reports, particularly gang sitings.  Kitson in Gangs 

and Countergangs  tells of one incident in November 1953 in his 

District of Tliika.  lie states that October 1953 had marked the 

beginning of a Mau Mau change from i -■'.-violence with the hacking 

to pieces of two headsmen on an European estate near Kiambu. 

incident charts in the operations room showed a steady rise, 

usually of reports of gangs of ten to twenty, breaking into 

African huts and killing the occupants.  Special Branch had 

interpreted this as actions by strong arms groups attached to 

committees or marauding gangs from Nairobi.  In November 1953 Kitson 

arrived at the operations room to overhear the Superintendent of 

Police personally taking a gang siting report and the killing of 

a K.PR officer by ehe gang.  Kitson went to the area to observe a 

cordon operation where the gang had been siting.  The operation 

was being conducted by elements of the KPR, the police and some 

scidiers of the black Watch.  The gang, however, escaped through 

the thick coffee.  The following day, however, another large gt.ng 

was brought under lire by the combined force.  Ten were killed and 

some others captured but the major portion of the gang retreated 

toward Fort Hall.  One oi   the captured Mau Mau broke under inter- 

rogation by Special Branch revealing intimate details of all the 

Aberdare leaders.  The gang was unsuccessfully followed until 

December 1953 when it was again cordoned in a triangular area by 
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KPR officers, policemen fron Thika and most of a Black Watch 

company.  The operation, under the command of the District Comman- 

dant of the i\PP , who normally controlled all combined operations 

in the area, again proved unsuccessful in holding ;he gang in the 

cordon.  Night came and the comir.arder decided to improvise illumi- 

nation by burning petrol.  This tee: .iqu : worked more successfully 

for the Mau Man who opened fire on the cordon.  By night the Mau 

Mau had found a weak link in the cordon where two African police 

43 
were sleeping.  Killing the two police, they escaped.    This 

series of incidents, although unsuccessful, illustrates the 

degree of integrated operations whiHi nad been developed among 

elements of the Security Forces and the ability of police operations 

centers and Special Branch to follow such actions. 

The failures to cordon gangs in large areas had its morale 

effect; however, Kitson comments the greatest problem was still 

how to deal with the Mau Mau without breaking the law.  He tells 

of his sergeant's contact with a small gang in which lie killed one 

and captured two, one with a rifle.  The police charged one with 

being an armed terrorist and the other with consorting.  The defense 

case for the first man was that ho had recently oeen captured by 

the gang and forced to carry tne weapon.  The judge accepted this 

explanation and therefore not only acquitted him but ruled f'int the 

second man could not be consorting if the first was innocent. 

Normal legal action, detention orders, and actual engagements with 

L**Kitson., pp. 34-44. 
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armed gangs Were the only means of deal in;; with the Mau-Mau, 

particularly in non-Prohibited Areas.  These are normal police 

methods of operation. 

It was in late ll|5.S that "General" China was captured but 

as follow-up operations began in 1954, the operations will be 

covered later. 

Tlie year 1954 was really the breaking yea: for Mau Hau, but 

not without struggle.  Efforts to rid Nairobi, of the wave of serious 

crime1 againsc property, aimed at obtaining money and supplies for 

the terrorists was at its height.  In the African portion of the 

city murders had become a daily occurrence.  The police were deeply- 

involved in trying to determine the source of weapons and anrmunition. 

Examination of bullets removed from bodies of victims showed that 

the same weapon had been used for a number of fatal shootings. 

For instance, the same weapon that killed Senior Chief Waruhiu early 

in the emergency had been used for at least six other murders.  The 

weapon was recovered by tin.' police at a later date.  Home-made 

fire arms and bombs received lor examination were primitive but 

effective. 

lie fore discussing "Operation Anvil", an operation to eliminate. 

the passive wing ol the Man Man in Nairobi, other operational police 

actions in Kikuyu country should be considered. 

On 17 February ll|54 "General"Kago attacked the Administration 

Center and Police Station in Kundarn, in the Fort Hall area, with 

'* 'I'or.in. , pp 1') i-'L')'i 



some 300 well-armed terrorists.  Repented attempts to break the 

defenses failed although the police contained only African ranks. 

The police counterattacked and drove the attackers out of the 

46 
Center.  They killed 40 terrorists and wounded many others. 

A lew days later, "General" Kago and a large gang ambushed the 

District officers' vehicle at 1000 hours.  Police from Kiguino ^ere 

quickly dispatched, engaged the terrorist, and drove them toward 

the forest.  The battle had lasted throughout the day with police 

reenforcements assisting.  On 31 March 1954, a mixed force police 

and Home 'ktard, reacting to the information received, made contact 

with "General" Kago and his large gang.  "General" Kago was killed 

during the action and the disorganized gang retreated to the forest. 

This left the police with a mission to deny food and supplies to 
47 

the terrorist and a system of night ambushes was planned. 

Baldwin in Mau-Mau Manhunt, states that"Without a doubt the killing 

of 'General' Kago Mboko did more to ease tension around the Fort 

48 
Hall Reserve than any other action." 

The Man Man gang carried out a successful raid of the Naivasha 

Police Station and after inflicting several casualties made of!' 

with a numbei of firearms and a quantity of ammunition.  The gang's 

inability to start the police vehicle perhaps reduced the loss. 

March also brought out the Gachern's gang of terrorist; from the 

Mount Kenya forest with .in  attack on the Ngare Ndare Police Post. 

Three police were killed ;md a policeman and two woman were captured 
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The gang was tracked for LOO miles during the next three days by 

a police tracker team and contact was made, at a spot only ten 

miles from the- incident.  During the fight Gaehera was killed 

along with several of his gang and the policeman and two women 
49 

were rescued.    During the first three months of 1934, 405 Mau 

Man terrorists in the Central Province had been accounted for 

50 

by police. 

The more intense large-scale raids of the Mau Mau in the Reserve 

had been controlled by raid 1954 with the police well established 

51 
and with dominance over the. area.     With food from the Reserves 

virtually denied, the forest Mau Mau were becoming isolated. 

"General" Kago was killed but two other Mau Mau leaders, 

Dedon Kimathi and Waruhiu Ito'e. ("General" China) , were generally 

acknowledged as the senior loaders in the Aberdares and Mount Kenya 

forests, respectively.  They had little communication with each 

other which would perhaps explain the. failure oi:  the Governments' 
52 

surrender plan.     "General" Kago had been killed and on lb 

January 1954 the other, "General" China, was wounded and captured 

during a routine patrol operation near Karatina to the southwest 

of Mount Kenya and turned over to ian Henderson, Assistant 

Superintendent of Police, serving in Special Branch.  Ian Henderson 

was Kenya-born and had come up through the police ranks.  He was 

5 S 
an expert on the Kikuyu; spoke their language, and knew their minds. 
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Using all his knowledge of Kikuyu, Ian Henderson extracted from 

China a complete picture of the composition and organization M' 

his armies on Mount Kenya 5,000 strong.  Significantly, China 

had no knowledge of Kamathi's horde in the Aberdares.  Henderson, 

also, extracted from "ana an agreement to cooperate in obtaining 

a mass surrender of the Man Man in tiie Mount Kenya area.  Henderson 

devised a plan and obtained the approval o[   General F.rskine.  With 

a small Special Branch team, Henderson, with "General"China dressed 

as a police askari set up headquarters for "Operation We.dgewood" 

in a hut in Nyer:.  The aim was to make contact with main Mau Mau 

leaders, with China's help, and sell them on the idea of surrender. 

After slow and laborious negotiations, Henderson had arranged for 

a rendezvous with the leaders.  Two attempts failed.  Than two 

other ex-Man Mau were added to the team for a third attempt. 

Contact was made, the Government, proposal given, a Government 

cease-tire between SO March and 10 April in the Prohibited area 

arranged, and the Mau Mau leaders released.  When no news came 

back, Henderson went back to the forest to renew talks.  Some 

2,700 had agreed to surrender on 7 April 1954 but due to a friction 

of war, the surrender was cancelled.  An Army unit, with a legiti- 

mate target of a small ro/ing Mau Mau gang, had opened fire near 
54 

the Loreit area within sound of the surrendering Man Maai. 

Although "operation Wedgewood", planned and executed by the police 

failed because of a military mishap which broke the confidence of 
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the Mau Mau, much valuable information had been gained and Special 

branch had been touched with the concept 01   forming pseudo gangs. 

The success o\   these gangs and the foundation of Special Forces 

will be covered later when discussing the manhunt for Ki   :■< 

In the words oi   Sir Evelyn Baring, "A number of people were giving 

us advice on  what the Mau-Mau would do next.  No one was right 

the whole time, but Ian Henderson was right more often than anyone 
55 

else. " 

While "Operation Wedgewood" was going on plans were being 

completed to eliminate the Mau Man passive wing in Nairobi-'Operation 

Anvil'!  Since 1952 an estimated 30,000 Kikuyu had come to Nairobi 

to swell the Kikuyu population in the city to 65,000.  The Reserve 

was reasonably under control but Nairobi was still the source o\ 

passive support to the forest gangs.  No advanced preparation could 

be made openly except for the construction of reception and deten- 

tion camps and arrangement for detention camp guards to be controlled 

by the Army.  A reception center for 10,000 was completed at Langata, 

five miles from the city center and two permanent detention camps 

for 7,000 persons and 3,000 persons (later increased to hold 17,000) 

some 230 miles away.  The plan was to place a thin Army  screen 

around the city.  Sectors would then be cordoned off and searched 

by the police.  When an area was searched, I he Army was to retain 
5 b 

control of it.    Troops were withdrawn from other areas to 
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participate in "Operation Anvil" as well as police to handle the 

search and the detaining oi~  Kikuv. 

Kariuki, a Mau Mau who was detained, described the police 

part of the operation which started 24 April lySA.  Police were 

used to rout out all Africans and to segregate Kikuyu, Rmbu and Mcru 

from ot' er tribes. After wholesale arrests of most all in the 

cordon, they were taken before Special ISranch agents who were 

dressed in huge hoods with eye-holes and who became known as 

"Little Sacks" or Gakunia (Special Branch referred to them as 

the Hooded Men.)  The agents were a mixed lot.  c'ome were ordinary 

"spivs" who became professional betrayers and others were educated 

young men.  He claimed that it was the "illiterate people who 

throughout remained strongest in the struggle." Everyone filed 

slowly pHst the ghostly figures who would suddenly say "Take him" 

and anyone so named was brought to the detention camp for further 

screening.  ile doub ed that so lew hooded men could know so many 

Mau Mau.    Kitson found the "Hooded Men" system effective and 

CO 

protected the i formers by the disguise. '   Although flaws perhaps 

existed, the Special Branch plan seemed the on]-. ü^jible way  for 

initial fast screening.  The system was later refined and with 

limited suspects to be screened proved most effective.  In tue 

Manyuki area in a similar operation to Anvil, "hooded men" identi- 

fied j,000 suspects of which 1,000 proved to be important passive 

57Kariuki., pp. GO-61 
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wing leaders.  Military intelligence officers, field intelligence 

officers, and police assisted in the screening.  The first day of 

"Operation Anvil" some 20 hard-core Man Man to include a "General" 
59 

and other high-ranking leaders were identified and arrested. 

After the second week of"Operation Anvil",30,000 Africans had 

been screened, 16,538 detained, and 2,500 dependents sent back to 

the Reserve.  Forgery-proof identification cards were Issued to all 

Africans in Nairobi and travel in and out of the city was greatly 

restricted. 

The effect of Anvil was also shown by the reduction of the 

crime rate.  In April 1954, the lawlessness accompanying the Mau- 

Mau resulted in 950 reportab'Ie and serious crimes; in May 1954 this 

had dropped to only 152; and after several months, as the shock wore 
60 

off, crime was still 25 percent below the pre-emergency average. 

Anvil had produced a great quantity of intelligence, the passive 

wing in Nairobi had been broken, and the forest gangs had been 

further isolated. 

The problems of the detention camps and the enduring effect 

of Anvil on Kenyans (even today) must be viewed when considering 

the success of Anvil.  Anvil has been criticized by police experts 

as having been too indiscriminate in its method.  They called it a 

"shock treatment with a vengeance."  innocent Kikuyu were caught 

up in the trap and placed in detention camps with hard-core Man Man. 

3Vj bid. , p. 102 
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But tlit; police did admit that it did achieve what was desired, 
61 

the smashing of the Mau Mau organization in Nairobi. 

Although other cordons were used in Nairobi after Phase 1 , 

the strength of troops and police in Nairobi was reduced and 

operations were renewed in other areas by the police primarily as 

tlie Army was occupied with the detainees. 

Mid 1954 saw further police strength authorizations.  The 

Police Training School was overhauled for the retraining of some 

2,000 police who had received shortened courses oi instruction and 

the Kenya police took over the forest area operations to slowly 

reduce the number and effectiveness of the active Mau Mau.  It was 

about this time that William Baldwin, an American ex-Gl, joined 

the KPR to head up a GSU platoon.  His book Mau-Mau Man-Hunt is a 

source of valuable information about the operations of the police 

combat platoons.  He quickly became indoctrinated in police methods. 

While on patrol in the forest with an element of the KAR, lie was 

surprised t<> see the overuse of mortars when trying to find a 

Mau Mau hideout.  The following quote is credited to the Kenya 

Regiment officer. 

Look, you're in tue police and you probably get 
strange orders.  Well, we're a military unit and 
come under the jurisdiction of the British Army. 
The high brass know little aboat the terrain and 
even less about the people we're fighting. So 
some bright chap gets to thinking he's back on the 
fields of France and has the brilliant idea that 
if mortars worked in France, then mortars will 
work in the Abcrdares.  So here we are acting like 
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asses and getting soaked to the skin when all 
the time we might be doing a proper patrol with 
a chance of running into a gang, 62 

Although this quote could be fiction or exceptional case, it does 

clearly point out a problem area faced by the military when it 

comes into a strange area with a strange non-conventional enemy. 

"Operation Grubstake" was an operation planned at General 

Headquarters and conducted primarily by the police, GSU and KAR 

along the edge of the Aberdare.  The plan called for establishing 

dusk-to-dawn ambushes along likely routes which the Mau Mau might 

use to come out of the forest for food and resupply.  After two 

weeks the operation was called off as a failure. A later refine- 

ment of this type of operation was to place two squads in evening 

ambush positions ard one squad on daylight patrol.  This technique 
63 

proved more successful. 

The most successful operations of the GSU platoons were those 

resulting from contacts during extended patrols (long-range type 

patrols).  The patrols were based on gang siting reports and 

resulted from the concept of GSU platoons as "Striking Forces" 
64 

ready to pile on in the event of patrol contact. 

Patrols or ambushes were seldom made up of platoon size units 

which could be too easily compromised.  By this time the Mau Mau 

were traveling in smaller groups; therefore, justifying smaller bet 

more numerous friendly fighting elements.  As the emergency continued 
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GSU platoons often became a reaction force  for Special Branch. 

Also platoons were used as guards when moving large contingencies 

of detainees from one camp to another. 

Baldwin describes the actions of an eight-man typical patrol 

of his patrolling the kiambicho Hill«.  An African Scout reported 

sighting two men.  Baldwin used his binoculars but saw nothing. 

He had learned that his men had sharper eyes and a keener sense of 

the Mau Mau and terrain than he had.  The patrol ran into 50 Mau- 

Mau who opened fire. The fire was returned in such volume that the 

Hau flau withdrew.  Baldwin radioed for reenforcements and a police 

spotter plane, and began to follow the trail.  Although the main 

body disappeared, five Mau Mau had been killed and a precision 
65 

rifle recovered.    This type of operation was what may be called 

a "nibbling tactic"—each one slowly depleting the Mau Mau force. 

This same type of tactic was really part of the basic success of 

the "psuedo gangs".  While the troops and the police were tracking 

-'angs in the forest, ] an Henderson of Special Branch was perfecting 

his concept of "psuedo gangs".  Surrendered terrorists were formed 

into gangs led by young Europeans, most of whom had been born in 

Kenya.  Dressed in rags, with faces blackened by burnt cork and shoe 

polish, they roamed through the forest and accounted for still more 

gangsters.   The "psuedo-gang" technique was not evolved in Kenyn, 

it: was used many years earlier by the Palestine Police, during the 
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Arab and Jewish rebellions in that country.  But it achieved iLs 
67 

widest measure of success in Kenya.    It was an extension of the 

informer system in common use by ail police and eventually deve1oped 

into the refined concept of Special Forces.  The military has adopted 

the policing system.  No attempt here is being made to prove who 

invented or refined the concept but there is no doubt that Ian 

Henderson, the policeman, discovered its effectiveness and employed 

it with success in Kenya.  General Erskine called it his "rapier',' 

and General Lathbury stopped large operations in favor of small, 

highly trained pa rols and credited Special Branch with a major 

portion of the victory.  He states "Ian Henderson lias probably 
68 

done more than any single man to bring the emergency to an end." 

The numerous adventures and operations of "psuedo gangs" are 

well recorded by Henderson, Kitson, Baldwin and other writers. 

"Operation Chui" and the hunt for Kimathi deserve special 

note. 

"Operation Chui" was more of a conventional Special Branch 

operation, sometimes using disguises but aimed at convincing the 

Mau Mau of the Government 's good intentions.  An article in the 

Kenya Police. Review,  January 1956, gives an account of the operation. 

"Operation Chui" was an attempt (similar to "Wedgewood") to bring 

Mau Mau terrorist leaders in the Aberdares into direct contact with 

representatives of the Government with a view to encouraging them 

to accept the special surrender terms win ch were offered on 18 

67, bid.j_ Foreword 
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January 1955, and to bring the forest fighting tj an end.  Although 

the aim was not achieved, as before, the Special Branch teams made 

frequent trips into the forest to rendezvous with Mau Mau leaders, 

often while hostile Mau Mau hid in the bush..  Mure than 30 trips 

were made but negotiations failed.  Between the breakdown of talks 

and the end of the surrender offer (18 July 1955), some 439 terrorists 

did surrender.  Over the same period of time, 433 terrorists were 
69 

killed and 253 captured.  Special Branch had had some success. 

The hunt for Kimathi began in late 1955.  The forest gangs had 

been cut to about 1,500 strength but the Kimathi gang and Kimathi 

still existed. A three-man committee, the Director of Special. 

Branch, and Police Superintendents lapage and Ian Henderson, met 

to devise a plan.  They reviewed the numerous operations that 

had been launched during the past three years in an effort to catch 

Kimathi.  There had been sweeping operations, cordon operations, 

operations to starve him into the open country, and intelligence 

schemes deigned to attract him toward bogus sources of supply. 

There had been psychological operations and none had succeeded. 

The committee chose to try to seize a member of Kimathi's gang 

and convert the gangster and use him with a "psuedo-gang"to find 

Kimathi.  The Commissioner of Police and the. Commander-in-Chief 
70 

concurred.    The story is well told by Henderson himself in Man 

Hunt in KenyQ (British title, The Hunt for Kimathi).  In the end 
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Henderson's Mau Mau, so mush better officered than tlieir Mau Mau 

past, proved superior to Kimathi's Mau Mau.  On 17 October L956 

Kimathi was v/ounded by Henderson's men but succeeded in escaping. 

For 28 straight hours they tracked him.  Early on the 21st he was 

iound and challenged by a Tribal Policeman who wounded him again 

and captured him.  This hunt by the police has been classified as 

the most important battle oi the emergency. 

Befoi • reviewing some oi the other battles a note about, the 

formation of the Police Special Forces, an outgrowth of the "isuedo- 

gangs" and Special Branch operations,is needed.  In May 1955, after 

the. arrival of General Lathbury who replaced General Erskine, five 

Special Forces teams, each with ten ex-Mau Mau were formed.  The 

Special Forces was established under Special Branch and commanded 
71 

by the Commissioner of Police rather than the Army.    The 

whittling dov/n of the increasingly disruuted gangs was Crem then 
72 

on primarily left to the Special Forces.  Kitson make^ an inter- 

esting point that in the end the Special Forces became out" of date 

as the terrorists grew more and more like animals in their instinc- 

tive suspicion,  it was this factor that had caused Ian Henderson 

to tailor his concept by including a Kimathi gangster in the. 
73 

"pyuedo-gang" to find Kimathi. 

To return to 1955, three military operations should lie reviewed; 

"Operation Hammer," "First Flute," and "Dante"." Operation Hammer" 
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was a sweep through the Aberdares by an infantry division while 

employing Tribal Police ambushes along the fringe of the (ores t. 

The results \.Jere only 161 dead Hau Nau. "First Flute" \.Jas a 

modification of the Hammer Operation .i:"or usc in the Haunt Kenya 

forest. The essence of this was that instead of sweeping the forest, 

units would be given areas of it to dominate. After two months 

(April 1955) "First Flute" ended \.Jith 277 Nau !·lau being killed, 
74 

captured or surrendered. "Operation Dante" -was one of the last 

full-scale operations of the emergency. The plan was to cordon the 

forest and use artillery and aircraft attacks to drive the estimated 

300 terrorists from the oonter of the fares t to the Hne of ambushes. 

At the end of four days, only eight Hau Nau were killed. "Opc~ration 

Dante" continued for a month but results W(~re poor and the "domina-

tion of areas" technique seen previously was used by platoon-size 

units. Later security forces organized a population s~,o1ecp .ln the 

south in conjunction with "psuedo-gang" operations jn the north. 

This was a ne\.J technique and provvd ~r,orc succ.::ss ful. Trib:tl Police 

',· i the Ki.kuvu Guard formed the stop lines while some 15,000 

i' ... .trit~ .... ..-•. :. '·' ;:ly \-7or.cn, hacked their way through the underbrush. 

The f \ :·. · :tau Nc.u tvas shot 28 times. Later operations used up to 
75 

10,000 in ~n ~weep line. These kill fi~ures were not impressive 

but perhaps their success could be ~easurcd in the disruption and 

psychological effect which they had on the Hau Nau. They made other 

techniques possible. 
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During those three years the Tribal Police had joined in 

numerous operations, primarily in the Reserve areas.  Following 

"Operation Anvil", they were employed with the Kikuyu Guard to 

provide security to the newly relocated villages of loyal Kikuyu. 

The Tribal Police had assisted th>. Kenya Police in holding control 

over -lie Reserve while the long forest battles continued.  The 

ui>.>!iie Juard and the Tribal Police had assisted on cordon and sweeps 

in locol areas to Lind Mau Mau and had proved to be worth the risk. 

Needless to  jay, they were a source of Mau Hau bribery and 

intimidation; however, the. fact that the Mau Mau spent much effort 

to eliminate  heir posts proves that they had been an effective 

force.  The Tribal Police had captured Kimathi. 

The year 1956 had obviously been a year for planned return to 

normal.  By the end of 1(>>' the police had released 1,008 full-time 

and part-time Europeans and 341 Asians in the Kenya Police Reserves, 

while the number of African employees had been increased.  Part of 

this was the plan to replace the special farm guards with Africans 

of the KPR.  It was not an easy matter for the police force to re- 

cover from the inevitable results of a rapid and major expansion; 

yet, what had been achieved had been sturdy and worthwhile.  With 

the improvement in the emergency situation, it was possible to 

resume more normal police work in the operational areas.  During 

the year the KPR Training Center consolidated with the Police 

Training School at Kiganjo and the tempo of the police building 

program continued.  Princess Margaret had visited Kenya in 1956 

posing no security problems. 
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Although at the start of 1956 it was estimated that some 

2,000 Mau Mau terrorists were still it large, at its close there 

were believed to be less than 400 and, of these, only 130 had been 

identified during the last few months of that year.  Ey February 

the Meru area was considered no longer a military problem, and by 

the end of March, there were practically no terrorist  organizations 

left in the Embu district.  The. military, therefore, began reducing 
lb 

its strength. 

At the end of 1956, when the second onerational phase of the 

Emergency ended, Mau Mau had lost 10,527 killed, 2,633 captured: 

the security forces 63 Europe    3 Asians, 534 Africans killed; 

102 Europeans, 12 Asians, 465 Africans wounded.  Of loyal Africans 

1,826 were killed, 918 wounded compared with European figures of 

32 killed, 26 wounded; and the Asians 26 killed, 36 wounded.  At 

this time 38,449 Mau Mau were in detention (the maximum number 

had been 77,000 in 1954 ).  Figures show thai the Kikuyu Guard and 

the Tribal Police had accounted for 427 of Mau Mau killed.  Although 

figures cannot b • found, it would appear that ehe British Regular 

Forces had eliminated the least Mau Mau (if detention-Anvil is not 

counted).  Thus, the police, Kenya police, KPR and Tribal Police 

had done a iTiajor share of the job. 
77 

The Third Phase 

The capture of Kimathi has been called the decisive blow and 

from 1956 to 1960 the wind down, the cleaning up operation began. 
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By February 1958 all military forces were withdrawn from operations 

and the Kenya police reassumed responsibility for all security 

measures. 

By the end of 1958, the police had retained 3,600 of the 

5,000 constables who had joined the force at the start of the 

emergency. 

During 1957 the Government began a determined campaign against 

tiic poaching of game and the illicit traffic in ivory, rhino horns, 

and skins.  in November 1957. armed raids by the Merille from 

Ethiopia into the northern area of the Turkana district occurred 

which resulted in the kilLing of 181 Turkana (men, women, and 
78 

children). 

it was a misconception for many to think that Mau Hau terrorism 

was completely over and that the State of Emergency could be lifted. 

The process of r:  piag up the gang continued.  in August 1958, the 

CSU staged "Operation Tusker" in the Aberdare forest and "Operation 

Tusker Two" in the Embu and Meru areas.  By the close of 1958, it 

was confidently believed that only four Mau Man leaders and 96 

terrorists remained at large. 

The Klama Kia Muingi (KKM), a secret society which was an 

of'"-shoot of the militant Mau Mau, was uncovered by the police 

and proscribed by the Government in 1958..  Many of the member i were 

arrested, a large number of its inaerents sent to prison by Hie 
79 

courts, and others detained under the Emergency regulations. 

'"Foran., p. 225 
79lbid.J, p. ?26 
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It: is interesting to note the speed of Government action with 

respect to KKM. 

Things were returning to the "normal" pre-Mau Mau period. 

The history of operations of the Kenya police were somewhat repeated, 

but by this time the need and the support of the police was recog- 

nized. 

"Everything that can heighten ii.  ly degree the respectability 

of the office of constable adds to the security of the state and 
80 

to the safety of the life and property of every individual." 

The Emergency officially ended in January 1960. 

in October 1970 a silver center piece was presented to the 

Kenya Police by the Legislative Council.  Mr. R. C. Catling, the 

Commissioner of Police, in accepting the gift stated: 

,,.,There have been times in the past, let us be 
frank about this, when both tools and service 
conditions have not been adequate and as a result 
we have found ourselves il]-equipped to uo the work 
expected of us by the public.  The beginning of the 
recent emergency was one of these times.  In 1952 
the Police were unprepared for the Mau-Mau storm 
which broke and I have been in my present post 
long enough to know, perhaps better than most, how 
manfully and successfully one of my predecessors..., 
must have striven to make good the deficiencies. 
He and i both know the difficulties o I" fighti ig 
an armed insurrection with one hand while expanding, 
training and reequiping with the other.  Yet it is 
to be hoped that that particular lesson has been 
learnt. 81 

"0 th id., 
Hi. bid., np. 228-22 9 
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CHAPTER VII 1 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

in viewing the organization, role, lotions, and results of 

the Kenya police before and during the Mau Man rebellion, it lias 

been necessary to examine other aspects of the government machinery 

to piace the police in the proper perspective.  One may conclude 

that the police failed, for varying reasons, to prevent the rise 

and growth of Mau Mau to a state of civil war and that the military 

was required to stabilize the situation.  An opposite view could 

be that the military was unnecessary and that they simply confused 

the issue which was better left to the police.  A more balanced 

conclusion,  is perhaps, that once the. emergency was declared, success 

was possible only by the close coordination of all elements involved 

in the fight. 

From a review of the history of the Kenya police, it is 

obvious that the Colonial Police System and the operational training 

and experience during the pre-Mau Mau years had prepared the police 

to meet both external and internal threats to the security of Kenya. 

Events had kept the Kenya Police at a stage of development where it 

was capable of dealing with conventional criminal type elements, 

border disputes, and internal tribal unrest.  Its organisation was 

so constructed to provide police protection from ordinary criminal 

elements as well as quasi-military police units capable of dealing 

with violence, unrest, and insurrection.  There can be no doubt 

that: mass uprisings create problems too large for a police force 

or any limited sj/.e force to handle; however, the government had 
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received adequate warning of the rising threat and the coming 

insurgency.  These warnings, if heeded and if followed by police 

support, were given in sufficient time to have prevented the "war" 

that followed. 

Influences, beyond the control of the Commissioner ol~  Police, 

bore heavily on  the inactivity and lack of success in quelling the 

disturbance while it was still easily controlled.  The c^vernor 

believed Mau Mau was only another secret tribal organisation which 

would wither away as many before it had done.  The Member for Law 

and Order, wearing both the hat of the Attorney General and Minister 

lor Internal Security, was more concerned with the law than the 

order,.  The courts, based on English Common haw, were functioning 

on a system of leniency, rehabilitation, and legal technicalities 

rather than justice and even after the declaration of the emergency 

t ae Court of Appeals continually reversed cases against Mau Mau 

because of lack of knowledge of the movement combined with the letter 

of the law.  Members of Parliament in England (the further away from 

the problem, the less the problem exists) used the. emergency for 

political advantages and frequently gave aid and assistance to the 

Mau Man movement in its criticism of security force actions.  Even 

members of the Kenya Legislation refused to provide adequate assist- 

ance and money to the police, in spite of requests to increase its 

intelligence net: and coverage oi" the Reserves,  It is easy to place 

the blame on the police, and particularly Special Branch; however, 

regardless of their size and limitations no evidence was found to 

indicate that the failure to halt Mau Mau growth was Jack of 
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knowledge.  It is true that inadequate and timely political assess- 

ment of the intelligence reports and warnings did exist. 

The British policy of using the military to support the 

police wherever possible proved sound. At the beginning of the 

emergency the lack oi  a real military objective resulted in mili- 

tary units often working alcne and improving methods of coordinating 

operations with the police.  Similarly, the unpreparedne.ss of the 

police to assume not only the responsibility for their own expansion 

but that of all security operations resulted in the creation of an 

effective triumvirate committee command system to control the 

operations of police, military, and civilian forces.  The police 

provided expertism to regular military forces and home guards by 

providing guide.*- and teachers while the military augmented police 

forces, particularly in Special Branch. 

During operations the police tactics proved more successful 

than the more conventional, large-scale military operations.  The 

method of police training and operation proved invaluable in rooting 

out the tin-uniformed gangs.  The knowledge of the terrain and the 

culture oi   the. Kikuyu possessed by the police could not be replaced 

by imported foreign troops.  The ability of  the police to expand, 

modernize, school, and train when support was given made it the 

best police, force in Africa.  But above all the knowledge which the 

poLice had in fighting gangster warfare, its ability to use imagin- 

ation and initiative proved most successful.  Many of the tactics 

successfully developed and employed in Kenya by the police have been 

adopted by the military the informant system, the "psuedo gangs," 
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the small-scale raids, the long-range patrols, and the simple 

ability to act alone or in small groups lists only a few. 

The military elements provided indispensible individual 

expertise to the police but the. military units' operations, other 

than psychological, area saturating, and time conserving for police 

operations to succeed, had little affect on eliminating the Mau- 

Mau.  One major exception, the joint "Operation Anvil," did take 

out of circulation the passive wing of Mau Mau in Nairobi even 

though its final effect may not have made it a successful operation. 

The military approach to insurgency does not lend itself to crack- 

ing organisations Cor this must be based on long-term residence, 

training, time, and experience.  These four factors give the 

police the advantage in dealing with insurgency. 

in Kenya, the failure of the Government and the courts to 

take appropriate and timely actions, not the polio, perhaps 

resulted in the failure of the poii.ee to halt the rise of Mau Mau. 

The weaknesses of the police, caused by lack of support ''not ability), 

were quickly corrected after the emergency was declared.  The 

public must pay and support the police if it is to provide adequate 

protection and security.  The support must be given also by the 

elements which back the police, such as the courts and government. 

insurrection creeps up upon a nation and is difficult to detect- 

before it explodes because the people live it daily,  He key 

factor, therefore, to successful prevention is knowing when dissent 

becomes a revolutionary force and when to provide limited but 

; 'creased powers to the police and courts to "nip it in the bud." 
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The name of the force performing such police functions as 

the Kenya Police is irrelevant but: the job was best done in Kenya 

as The Kenya Police did it. 

Police cannot stop insurgencies alone; but with foreward 

looking government policy, (capable of standing up against the 

enticements offered by the insurgents to the people) and with 

supported police maintaining law and order and with programs to 

get to the social, economic or psychological problems at the root of 

the insurgence, insurgency can be stopped without having a police 

state. 

Five points seem, to characterize the Mau Mau suppression opera- 

tion; 

1) Protection of the population from the insurgents. 

2) Expansion of the country's police force. 

3) Utilization of military, to support the police and to 

carry the fight to the isolated insurgents. 

4) Operation of a joint planning group system from top to 

bottom of government, police and military representatives. 

5) Utilization of an effective public information program 

aimed at both the insurgents and "the friends",(perhaps some of 

this failed). 

During the "brewing stage" the police must be expanded, 

particularly their intelligence and CID agencies.  Emergency powers 

must be authorized short of an emergency to allow "detaining 

pending investigation" authority.  The public agencies must join 

to realize that progress does not exist under lawlessness.  Court 
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actions must be reviewed to insure that hard-core insurgents 

are not using legal technicalities and short sentences to their 

advantage. A realistic evaluation of the pending danger must be 

sold to the leaders of the country by those who know the problem 

at the affected level. 

During the "operational stage" the police must be the back- 

bone of the suppression operation.  Military, if needed, must act 

as a support agent. A Joint Planning System is essential to 

gain maximum advantage of all elements' expertism.  Imagination 

and ingenuity are essential.  The insurgents must be fought by 

people who know their mode of operation, the terrain and the 

insurgent, himself.  Previous operations, not even one of 

insurgency, can be blindly followed they should ! : studied and 

used as appropriate but only with the full knowledge of the present 

enemy and his tactics in his environ lent. 

A former Commissioner of Police (name withheld) stated: 

It is the police, rather than any military body, 
which, being so close to the people, is most likely 

to produce not only the operational intelligence on 
which you as soldiers cannot function without, but 

a whole mass of other things, because we policemen 
are of the people.  You soldiers arc too but not in 
quite the same way.  We. move among the population, 

we see them, and we talk to them, and we deal with 
them, everyday and all day, and this whole business 
is a business of the people. 

TJAMKS E. CROW" 
/ LTC, !nf 
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